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1. BACKGROUND

i) The Growth of ForeignuegejitaJninP/Ems
Under the authorities of the Mutual Educational and CulturalExchange Act of 1961 (Fulbright-Hays) and the Agricultural TradeDevelopment and Assistance Act of 1954, the International StudiesBranch of the U.S. Office of Education administers the GroupProjects Abroad Programs which in part provided assistance to

U.S. institutions of higher education or consortia of such insti-tutions for the establishment and maintenance of advanced inten-sive language training centers abroad in selected languagescountries and regions of high priority.

This category of support was first initiated in 1967 withassistance to the Center for Arabic Study Abroad (CASA) for thestudy of Arabic and the American Institute of Indian Studies(AIIS) for the study of Hindi-Urdu, Bengali, Marathi, and Tamil.Later several other programs were added, most of which partici-pated in this Joint Evaluation Session.

Section 102 (b) (6) of the Fulbright Act was transferred tothe Department of Health, Education, and Welfare in 1962 byexecutive order since it complemented the programmatic activitiesunder the National Defense Education Act (NDEA) and provided an
important,overseas extension to those ongoing programs.

Programs for foreign language and area studies funded underNDEA have four major purposes (1) Increase the nation's manpowerpool of trained specialists in foreign language area studies andworld affairs; (2) provide in-servIce trafning to upgrade andupdate the professional knowledge and skills of existing special-ists in foreign language, area studies, and world affairs;
(3) produce new knowledge about other nations and cultures,
particularly those of the non-Western world, through researchand development; and (4) develop improved curricula and effective
instructional materials in foreign languages, area studies, andworld affairs needed by education, government, and business.

To accomplish these goals grants are made to higher educationinstitutions to establish foreign language and area studiescenters; incentive fellowships are offered to graduate students
to encourage such study especially in the uncommonly taughtlanguages of the non-Western world; and research support aids inthe development of much-needed tools of access for the study ofsuch languages.

The advanced Intensive Language Training Centers Abroad providethe opportunity for students in foreign languages and Area Studiesto top-off their language training by study at such programs during
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the Summer or the Academic Year or both. As such these over-
seas programs are viewed as an essential part of a long-range
domestic program of study which is capable of leading selected
students to an advanced knowledge of a foreign language with
crucial in-country experience during their academic study,
thereby providing them with necessary research tools prior
to dissertation work.

ii) The Cairo Joint Evaluation Session

The need for an'opportunity for exchange of experience
was felt as far back as 19742 but it was not until 1978 that
such hopes could be realized, with the encouragement and
support of Dr. Richard T. Thompson. A proposal was submitted
for such an evaluation session by Dr. Ernest McCarus, stateside
Director of the Center for Arabic Study Abroad (CASA), in
Spring 1978, and the proposal was approved as an addendum to the
1978-79 budget.

This first Joint Evaluation Session of Intensive Overseas
Language Programs was held at the American University in Cairo
(AUC), 19-23 June, 1978. There was detailed planning for the
session in early May between the stateside Director of CASA
and the Executive Director, Dr. J.0. Hunwick, when the former
was in Cairo, and actual preparations occupied a considerable
portion of the Executive Director's time and energy from then
until the session was over.

Throughout the period of preparation and during the
session, the administration of the American University in Cairo
gave its whole-hearted support and encouragement. Special
thanks go to the AUC President Dr. Richard Pedersen for his
active interest, reflected especially in his address to partici-
pants at the opening meeting and the dinner at his house for
all those associated with the Joint Evaluation Session. We
acknowledge also the warm interest shown in the work of this
Session by Dr. Thomas Lamont, Dean of the Faculties of the
American University in Cairo.

The tasks of drafting 'the introductions to each section
and editing and compiling the Report as a whole were shared by
Ernest McCarus and John Hunwick. They wish to express here
their grateful thanks to the followings Mary Morrison,'state-
side Program Assistant of CASA, for much typing and other
secretarial assistance; Dr. John Swanson., Assistant to the
Executive Director of CASA, who helped prepare statistical
information; Mr. Antoine Wassili Senior Secretary in the
Center for Arabic Studies, who took a large share of the pre-
paratory and final typing. Sincere thanks also go to Miss
Nevine Labib, Office Assistant of the CAS who was attached to
CASA for the period 12-22 June and who undertook a wide
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variety of tasks which contributed to the smooth running of
the session. We are grateful to Dr, Marsden Jones, Director
of CAS, for releasing her and Mr. Wassili to work for the
Evaluation Session and for all the other help and encourage-
ment which he gave,

2. SUMMARY AND AGENDA

The Evaluation Session was attended by representatives
of the following federally-funded Programs

1. American Institute of Indian Studies

2. Berkeley Urdu Language Program in Pakistan

3. Center for Arabic Study Abroad (Cairo)

4. Cooperative Russian Language Program at Leningrad
State University

5. Indonesian Language Abroad

6. Inter-University Center for Japanese Language
Studies in Tokyo

7. Inter-University Program for Chinese Language
Studies in Taipei.

The goals of the Session were (l)sto share more broadly
the rationale, experiences, methods, and problems of each of
the participating groups; (2) to develop a mechanism which
would lead to a continuing dialogue among the programs for
the maximum dissemination and sharing of exemplary practices;
(3) to discuss the development of a common procedure for
student pre- and post- testing as well as teacher and
general program evaluation; and (4) to prepare a report of
the Session which will help to increase awareness of the
programs in the foreign language and area studies communities
at home. A listing of all participants and their affilia-
tions as well'as a detailed outline of the agenda are given
in Section 2.



During the Joint Evaluation Session the participants
presented detailed accounts of the :irriculum student selection
procedures, administrative organization, background, problems
and achievements, and other pertinent aspects of their respec-
tive programs, followed in each instance by general discussion.
'These-accounts constitute Section 3 of this report. There were
also brief presentations during the session by Dr. C. Edward
Scebold, Executive Secretary of the American Council of Teachers
of Foreign Languages and by Dr. Richard T. Thompson, Director of
the Office of Educations International Studies Branch. The
participants then formed twelve Study Groups of three or four
persons each, each .Study Group devoting itself to a particular
area of concern for intensive overseas language instruction.
A period of time was set aside for each group to define its
area of concern or its problem, probe the pertinent aspects of
it, and suggest recommendations. Each group then reported its
deliberations in plenary sessions, made revisions on the basis
of the ensuing discussions) and later presented a revised,
edited, final report, These typed final reports were then
reviewed once more in plenary session and submitted for appro-
val by a show of hands. In every vote there was unanimous
approval.

The full reports with recommendations of the twelve Study
Groups constitute Section 4 of this report.

In addition to the recommendations which emerged from the
Study Groups and which were specific to the effective adminis-
tration of foreign language centers, a number of general recom-
mendations of relevance to the foreign language profession at
large were also proposed and discussed, and were all adopted
unanimously. They follocc

1. We recommend the establiihment of a consortium of the
programs represented at the Joint Evaluation Session, such
consortium to be an on-going body representing these over-
seas language programs before the various agencies.

It was recommended that as a first step there should be
created an Interim Committee made up of one representative
from each of the seven participating programs; that members
of the Interim Committee would seek immediate ratification
of it from their governing boards; and that the governing
boards should appoint permanent delegates to the new com-
mittee.

2. We recommend that the Interim Committee or its successor
make a presentation on intensive overseas programs in the
Uncommonly Taught Languages to the Presidentgs Commission
on Foreign Language and International Studies.



3. We urge the various US federal funding agencies to meet
to plan for on-going support of intensive overseas
language centers, and that this be done in conjunction
with private foundations and companies interested in
international studies such as the Ford Foundation,
Carnegie Foundation, Exxon,, Chase Manhattan Bank, etc.,
as well as representatives of the Interim Committee on
Intensive Overseas Language Programs or its successor.

4. In order to facilitate more effective planning and
operation, we urge the US Office of Education to make
awards to group study abroad rrograms on the basis of
a three-year cycle.

5. We endorse the spirit and prInciDles of the MLA Task
Force Number Three on the 7.ess canaray Taught Languages*
as further elaborated in the reports of the Study Groups
of the Joint Evaluation Session.

*Reproduced in this Report as Appendix III



AGENDA FOR THE JOINT EVALUATION SESSION

MONDAY, June 19, 1978

8:30 - 9:30 a.m. Welcome, introduction and Orientation
(Oriental Hall)

Speakers:

Dr. Ernest N. McCarus, Director, Center for
Arabic Study Abroad? and Chairman, Orientation
Session

Dr. Richard Pedersen, President, American
University in Cairo

Dean Thomas A. Lamont, Dean of Faculties,
American University in Cairo

Dr. Marsden Jones, Chairman, Center for Arabic
Studies, American University in Cairo, and
Co-Director, Center for Arabic Study Abroad

Dr. Richard Thompson, Director, International
Studies Branch, Office of Education, Department
of Health, Education and Welare

Dr. C. Edward Scebold, Executive Director,
American Council on the Teaching of Foreign
Languages

Dr. John 0. Hunwick, Executive Director,
Center for Arabic Study Abroad

9:30 - 11:30 a.m. CASA Program Presentation (Oriental Hall)

11:00 - 11:30 a.m. Coffee Break (Oriental Hall)

11:30 - 12:00 noon CASA Class visits (live)

12:00 - 1:00 p.m. CASA Video-Taped Classes, with Dr. Ahmed
Hassanein and Mrs. Mona Kamel of the CASA
faculty (Room 260)

1:00 - 2:30 p.m. Lunch (Oriental Hall)

2:30 - 3:45 p.m. Taipei Program Presentation (Blue Room)

3:45 - 4:00 p.m. Tea Break

4:00 - 5:15 p.m. Tokyo Program Presentation (Blue Room)
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TUESDAY,.June20 1978*

8:30 - 9:20 a.m.

9:20 - 10:30 a.m.

10:30 - 11:00 aims

.11:00 - 11:15 aim.

11:15 - 11:45 am.

11:45 - 1:00 p.m.

1:00 2:30 p.m.

2:30 4:00 p,m.

4:00 - 4:15 p.m.

4:15 - 5:00 p.m.

8:00 p.m.

Tokyo ProgrPA Pre5e/Itation--conclusion

India Program Pre6ehtation

Pakistan Progralli 15,,reeentation

Coffee Break

Pakistan Program presentation

Indonesia ProeXarli Presentation

Lunch (Oriental lia11)

Leningrad Pro 2X0 Presentation

Tea Break

Comments by Dr, kj.Wrid Scebold

Buffet dinner at AUC President's
Apartment overiook5-hg the Nile

*A11 meetings in the Blue Room unless
otherwise specifi-ed.

10
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WEDNESDAY) June 21, 1978

8:30 a.m. - 11:00 a.m. Study Group work sess:.on and Preparation
of reports

12:00 a.m. - 11:15 Coffee Break

STUDY GROUP REPORTS

11: 15 a.m.

12: 00 p.m.

1:00 - 2:30 p.m.

2:30 p.m.

3:00 p.m.

3:30 p.m.

4:00 p.m. - 4:15 p.m.

4:15 p.m.

Group 1. Articulation

Group 2. Class Size

Lunch (Oriental Hall)

Group 3. Optimal Use of Environment

Group 4. Evaluation

Group 5. Future Relations among the Program

Tea Break

Group 6. Funding

THURSDAY rune 23, 1978

9:00 a.m. Group 7. Special Programs

10:00 a.m. Group 8. Consortium Matters

10:55 a.m. Group 9. Curriculum Matters

11:00 - 11:15 a.m. Coffee Break

11:15 a.m. Group 10. Diglossia

12:00 p.m. Group 11. Hardware and Software

1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m. Lunch (Oriental Hall)

2:30 p.m. ,Study group work session: Final revision
of reports

3:00 p.m. Plenary session: ratification of revised
study group reports

1600 p.m. Comments by Dr. Richard Thompson

4:30 p.m. Plenary Session: ratification of general
recommendations

5:15 p.m. End of Joint Evaluation Session

7:00 p.m. - 9:10 p.m. Meeting of Interim Committee on Intensive
Overseas Language Centers (Tonsi Hotel)
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3. PRESENTATIONS

Within this section are included firstly the presentations
made by each program represented at the Joint Evaluation Session.
They are produced here as received from the representatives of
the programs with no further editing. In some cases the drafters
of these reports were identified on the documents while in othelF
they were not. It has therefore been thought best to leave all
reports unattributed. It may be assumed that they are the work
of the chief administrator of each program in collaboration with
his associate administrators.

The program presentations are followed by two others of adifferent nature. As may be seen from the Agenda, both Mr. Edward
Scebold and Dr. Richard Thompson offered comments arising from
their own specialized knowledge and experience at scheduled
points during the session. These were not formal presentations but,along with all other oral contributions they were recorded.
A digest of their remarks was then prepared and sent to each
of them for comment and revision, It is these versions
which appeal' below.
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i) THE CENTER FOR ARABIC STUDY ABROAD (CASA)

We shall first sketch the origins and development of the CASA pro-
gram, bringing it up to the present time. We shall then deal in more de-
tail with the current operation of the CASA Summer Institute and Academic
Year Program.

I. Origins and Development

The spiritual origins of the Center for Arabic Study Abroad (CASA)
go back to 19b4 when Frederick J. Cox of Portland State University (then
Portland State College) and Marsden Jones of the American University in
Cairo (AUC) co-directed a Summer Institute here at the AUC--a program
for 31 trainees who studied. Arabic language and area studies; there was
also a cultural component to the program, including visits to contempo-
rary and ancient monuments and institutions. The trainees were recrui-
ted primarily from the US Northwest and the program was supported by
PL480 funds.

There was 'soon felt a strong need for a program of national scope
which would be devoted exclusively to language qtudy and which would en-
compass the academic year as well as the summer/. In January 1966 the
ACLS-SSRC Joint Committee on the Near East formally recommended such a
program for graduate level students, to be backed by a consortium of
six to eight major US universities. After a site survey covering Tunis,
Cairo, and Beirut, Cairo was chosen, not only because of the existence
of PL480 monies but because Cairo is the cultural and political center
of the Arab world (and probably not too far from the geographical center
either, for that matter). An especially attractive feature was the exis-
tence of the American University in Cairo and its already available ad-
ministrative and physical structure, not to mention its own well-estab-
lished program in Arabic and Islamic studies. AUCproved willing to
house CASA, and in the spring of 1967 there came into being the CASA
Consortium consisting of the American University in Cairo, Portland State
College and the universities of California at Berkeley, California at
Los Angeles, Chicago, Harvard, Michigan and Princeton. The University
of California at Berkeley was chosen to administer the project with Wil-
liam grinner as Director. Committees were constituted to plan the ob-
jectives, the curriculum and the administrative structure of CASA. The
US Office of Education then awarded Berkeley Egyptian pounds from PL480
funds as well as US dollars to initiate the program in June 1967.

As you will readily recall, war broke out in the Middle East in
that June of 1967. Berkeley, showing great flexibility, regrouped and
initiated the first session of CASA at Berkeley in September 1967, set-

1 ''
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ting up classes on their own campus. By January 1968, they were able
to move to the AUC campus in Cairo, where instruction has continued unin-
terrupted since.

CASA's growth it
ginal Fellowship and
18 or 20 summer fe2'
only twelve fully

-0 any ,,Jality has been remarkable. The ori-
mittee had spaces for lq full year and
t-,tee felt, however, tha :Ierp were

_cants for the full ye 1 only named
twelve fellows ...-_a,rnates. The total numbei , warcis reached
an all-time high of 60 (including both the Summer Institute and the Full
Year Program) in 1971-1972. The annual number of fellows has averaged,
44 since then, with a yearly average of around 110 applications. This
year (1978-1979) we have 21 Summer Institute fellows and 20 Full Year
fellows, a total of 41,.

To complete this introductory history, it should be noted that
the stateside direction of CASA was transferred from Berkeley to the
University of Michigan in June, 1974. A diagram illustrating our current
organizational set-up is given in Attachment A. Attachment B is a lis-
ting of all CASA directors, co-directors and executive directors, plus
a listing of the number of CASA fellows cy year.

II. CASA's Relationship to the AUC

The CASA Program, while academically independent, is administra-
tively attached to the Language Unit (ALU) of the Center for Arabic Stu-
dies (CAS) at the American University in Cairo. The Director of CAS
functions as Co-Director of CASA while the Executive Director of CASA
is at the same time director of the ALU. He is aided in both functions
by an Assistant--currently Dr. John Swanson, a former CASA fellow. The
ALU gives intensive full-time courses in Modern Standard and Egyptian
Colloquial Arabic, of one year's duration, either at the Elementary
(first year) or Intermediate ( second year) level with a Summer School
in-between. Its goals, and even its methods, are to a large extent com-
parable to those of CASA, and a few of its best students have a level
of competence in their second year close to that of CASA students. The
two programs not only share the same director, they share many of the
same instructors. Both have a common administrative staff and cloth bene-
fit from the excellent material and human support which AUC provides.
Though some CASA students have criticised the protected "American"
atmosphere of AUC as detrimental to their progress in Arabic, the sup-
port which AUC provides so much eases students' lives that they have
more time and energy available for study than would be the case if the
institutional link were not there. Theirs is the option to remain in
the "American" atmosphere or to explore the wider Egyptian world.

III. Current State of the Program

A. Format

CASA runs both a Summer and a Full Year program. All students
Who attend the academic full-year program attend first the Summer Pro-
gram which precedes It. The Summer Program runs for eight weeks, from
approximately mid-June to the end of the first; week of August. Students
who are on the Full Year program then have a "language break" of about
seven weeks until the last week of September when registration begins
for the winter semester. Students are advised to take this opportunity

11
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to travel either within Egypt or in other Arabic-speaking countries and
to view the period as a continuing part of the languagelearning process.
Full Year students then take two semesters which, in general, follow the
timing of the American University semesters. There are a number of short
breaks for Muslim, Christian and National holidays and a longer inter-
semester break from late January to mid-February. The second semester
runs until the third week in Mayl when final examinations are held. When
these are over, students have about ten days to settle their affairs in
Egypt or to travel if they wiFh, joining the group charter back
to the United States on t 1. of May.

B. The Selection Process

Every year in March a Selection Committee meets at the stateside
center of the CASA Program to rank in order of merit the applicants for
CASA fellowships for both the Summer and the Full Year Programs. The
Committee Consists of the stateside Director of CASA, the Executive Direc-
tor from Cairo with one of the Senior Arabic Language Teachers, and three
other members representing the CASA Consortium, appointed by the Govern-
ing Council at its meeting the previous November. The Chairman of the
Center for Arabic Studies of the American University also attends in his
capacity as Co-Director of CASA. The Committee has before it the re-
sults of a Proficiency Test in Modern Standard Arabic devised at CASA,
Cairo (and changed annually); information sheets and transcripts on the
academic standing, career goals and present objectives of each applicant;
a 17.,adical report prepared by an MD) and recommendations from three per-
sons who have taught or had other close academic contact with the appli-
cant in recent years. As well as evaluating academic suitability, re-
ferees are asked to express their views on the applicant's suitability,
physi:ally and emotionally, to undertake a year of intensive study in
the Middle East.

The Proficiency Test, which ds sat at individual universities
throughout the United States and at some centers abroad on the same day
and the same hour, consists of four elements: 1) an objective section
which carries 40 per cent of the total marks and consists of multiple
choice questions on grammar and syntax of the written language; 2) a
passage for comprehension on which questions are then asked; 3) two
pieces in different styles to be ,mosen from four, for translation into
Arabic; 4) an Arabic essay on a topic chosen from a,given list.

The academic suitability of applicants is obviously a primary con-
cern of the Committee, but there are other factors which are also given
due weight in the selection process. Important among these are the ca-
reer goals of the applicant and whether the year for which the applicant
is seeking a fellowship is the most suitable in relation to these goals.
Since the chief objective of the program is to improve the quality of
American educations the Committee looks first and foremost for applicants
who have career objectives in education. Fellows selected for the
Full Year are normally graduates who are well ahead with course work for
either an M4,or a PhD and whose commitment to Arabic or Arabic-related
studies has already been demonstrated. A firm sense of commitment is
also looked for in summer students, but here undergraduates of exceptional
promise and dedication are admitted. As indicated above, physical and
emotional suitability is also taken into consideration. It is impor-
tant to choose students who can stand the heat, dust and noise of Cairo

1"
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in summers and are emotionally mature enough to make the adjustment to
living for a long period within a society radically different from
their own,(if the number of "drop-outs" is to be minimized.) Students
who have already done a CASA Summer Program are eligible for considera-
tion for a full-year program in another year, but students cannot re-
peat the CASA Summer Program alone; neither can students who have pre-
viously been given summer fellowships to attend the Tunis program be
considered for the CASA Summer Program unless their studies specifi-
cally require Arition of the two dialects.

The . students who can be offered either Summer of Full
Year Fellow:1.4 .2ies from year to year according to the budget granted.
Since this is nou known with any certainty until after the Selection
Committee meets, and since some students will reject the offer of a
fellowship or drop out before the program begins, a reserve list in
ranked order is drawn up for both Summer and Full Year fellows by the
Selection Committee to avoid the necessity of ad-hoc decisions.

Our selection process has worked well on the academic side; indeed,
an important factor in the success of CASA has been the high calibre of
its student body. We are unable, however, to gauge emotional maturity
or stability with any great accuracy. We have tried in the past such
devices as interviews by individual faculty members at the home insti-
tution; interviews by faculty committees a la. Fulbright; and letters
of appraisal from department chairmen. ATTFuch interviews and apprai-
sals are invariably favorable, and so have proved less than helpful in
predicting any kind of emotional or other non-academic problems such as
lack of seriousness of purpose. This is not really a serious problem,
since in CASA's eleven years there have been remarkably few real pro-
blems of such types; nevertheless, we would like to eliminate entirely
any such possibilities for the future.

C. The Summer Program

As earlier mentioned, the Summer Program caters both for students
who will stay on for the full year and for those who will return to the
United States after the eight-week program. Thus, while for some it is
to be the prelude to a year of intensive study, for others it has to he
a valid educational entity in its own right. Nor is this the only pro-
blem faced by those who plan the Summer programs. Students will come
into the program with varying degrees of experience of spoken Arabic, and
there will also be a range of capabilities in regard to written Arabic.
Some students may have already studied Egyptian Colloquial Arabic for
up to a year and a few Full Year students may have done a previous CASA
Summer Program. Others may have studied another dialect of Arabic,
either in the United States or, typically, on the Tunis Summer Program.
Many, however, will have had no exposure to spoken Arabic at all.

Though it would be ideal to give students the right to decide the
type of course they wished to follow in the summer, it has been found
necessary to restrict this freedom of choice somewhat, so as to produce
a program which is administratively workable and which will fulfill cer-
tain fundamental criteria. A basic rationale for holding a Summer Pro-
gram in Cairo is that it gives students the opportunity, inevitably
denied to them in the States, to use the language in a living social
context. They will have the chance to be taught in the medium of Arabic

16
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by native speakers and to use their Arabic in daily situations with peo-ple from all walks of life. For the summer students this opportunity isunique; for the Full Year students the summer provides the essentialopportunity to lay a sound foundation for a year of work in which the
spoken element is bound to play an important role, even if a student's
interests are very academic and "classical."

With these considerations in mind, the program's administratorshave, over the past two years, developed a two-track system: Track Iallows for a concentration in which approximately 75 per cent of timeis spent on Colloquial Arabic, whereas Track II devotes about 40 percent of timr' to it. Students frlir)wing Track I offer one elective sub-
jer4- being betwe, Arabic and TajwId (Quranic

rationale ,-- ut these are the two moqt, widely
encountered forms of oral AratiL outside of normal discourse and bothhave an influence on the language of daily speech. Arabic is afflictedrather severly by a condition common to most languages of Asia: diglos-sia. Thus, all educated Arabs across the Arab world write the same kindof Arabic, and use essentially the same brand of learned or "school"Arabic on formal occasions. They grow up speaAing colloquial, but learnthe literary in school- The colloquial, or dialect, which varies consi-
derably by region and by socio-economic class, is used for most every-day situations involving oral give-and-take. The colloquial in the
market place, the literary on the platform. Thus, if these sessions
were being held in Arabic, this paper would be delivered in literaryArabic; in chatting at a coffee break, however, we would use our own
particular colloquial dialects. In the classroom, most professors usethe colloquial, but many prefer the literary and stick to it. In ac-tual speech the Arab uses any of an infinte variety of mixes of the twokinds of Arabic, depending on the overall social context; the more tech-nical the subject, or the more formal the situation, the greater theproportion of literary. How this operates is an area of great research
interest in Arabic sociolinguistics today.

Track II students may take two elective subjects chosen from arange which typically includes Broadcast Arabic, Arabic of the News Media,Readings in Modern Arabic Literature, History or the Modern Arab Worldand Special Issues in the Arab Economy In theory, choice of track isopen to the student; however, in accordance with the principles enuncia-ted above, we insist that all students who have no previous exposure to
dialectal Arabic and all Full Year students who have no experience speci-fically in Egyptian Colloquial Arabic must follow Track I with colloquialconcentration.

By setting up the Track system and by then grouping students with-in their track according to experience, we are able to satisfy a numberof objectives:

1. to provide a grounding in Egyptian Cr.:,11oquial Arabic for those whodo not already have it;
2. to enhance rapidly the level of understanding and ability to commu-nicate in Egyptian Colloquial Arabic of those who already have anexposure to It;
3, to enhance students' abilities in Modern Standard (written) Arabic,with special emphasis on functional or' everyday skills such as read-ing newspapers, listening to the radio or following a talk in Arabic;4. to provide, for the most advanced students, a few courses with some

academic content, given in Arabic and related to the modern MiddleEast.
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A further objective of the program is to enhance understanding
of Arab (and especially Egyptian) society, its history and culture and
its present problems- This is achieved in a broad fashion by the teach-
ing materials used in the language courses and,in a more specific fash-
ion by a series of weekly lectures in Arabic These latter cover such
topics as the press and the audio-visual media, Eupt's role in the
Arab and African worlds, social problems in contemporary Egypt, the
Egyptian economy and the "open door" policy; and the Arabic language in
Modern Egypt. These lectures, each lasting about half an hour, are given
in Modern Standard Arabic (as used typically on the radio and in formal
talks and speeches). They are followed up by giving students another
chance to listen to them on tape and to discuss them in special sessions.
In addition to work towards this objective within the language-learning
side of the --ouam, there is an extensive Cultural Program of a more
related nature which includes lei, cures in English, visits to
places of historical and cultural interest in and around Cairo, Egyptian
films, walking tours of Old Cairo, a day trip to the Suez Canal,and a
long weekend in Alexandria towards the end of the summer.

The Summer Program, as will already be evident, presents many spe-
cial problems; and adjustments are constantly being made to our approach
in an effort to fulfill our goals more completely. One particular pro-
blem to which special attention is being paid is the approach to be made
to teaching Colloquial Arabic to students who already have a fair know-

-ledge of the written language. So far, all systems for teaching the
colloquial language have tended to assume that the student has no know-
ledge of the language whatsoever. There are, of course, considerable
morphological, syntactical5and lexical differences between any form of
dialectal Arabic and the written Arabic ("Classical" or "Modern") On
the other hand, we must not lose sight of the fact that dialectal and
written forms are all aspects of one and the same language. In the
past, students seem to have acquired the impression of a more or less
total dichotomy between the written and spoken and they have thus tend-
ed to treat spoken Arabic as if it were a new and different language.
The method adopted this summer, involving a selective use of two text-
books, attempts to provide in the first three weeks (i.e., about 55
contact hours for Track I) a rapid review of the key features (phonolo-
gical, morphological, and' syntactical) cf Egyptian Colloquial Arabic,
comparing it and contrasting it with the written language, The second
half of the Program is devoted to reinforcing this knot:ledge and build-
ing up vocabulary through drills, conversations, use cf audio-visual
programs when possible (including video-taping of class sessions),
visits to shops, museums, markets, etc., and a variety of other class-
room, lab, and extra-mural techniques.

Students who already have some background in Egyptian Colloquial
Arabic spend most of their time working with colloquial texts. Some
of these have been specially prepared for language teaching while others
consist of Egyptian stage and TV plays and other media presentations in
colloquial Arabic. At the present moment there is avery real lack of
stimulating and, at the same time, structured materials for teaching
Egyptian Colloquial Arabic. The problem is to be tackled by CASA over
the coming three yztrs in a special project undertaken jointly with
the American Association of Teachers of Arabic and funded by the US
Office of Education to produce a graded series of audiovisual presen-
tations to support normal classroom work. The productions, recorded
on film or video-tape, will cover the whole range of the language
learning process from simple situational dialogues to short plays and
documentaries.
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Finally, there 41e r:ilmber of ther practices which should be
mentioned in conne:.ti-)n,2,,,uh the Summer Program which contribute to its
success. Firstly, class size is kept as low as cossible within the
limits of our budget and the availability of trained teachers. This
year, for colloquial program -, the average class size will be six stu-
dents. In Track I, group axe made up according to experience in Egyp-
tian colloquial Arabic; the case of those who know none, division is
'made according to abily in written Arabic Secondly, a tutorial sys-
tem is being developed in vhin each sr.deet spends half an hour a week
with his chief instructor discussing in Arabic on a one-to one basis
any aspect of the program, academ personal, on which he needs- gui-
dance. The time may also be use for conyersal.An on topics of special
interest to the student concerned, Thirdly, ea_r group appoints one of
its members as representative on a Consi.ltative Committee which meets
weekly with the Director and his assistant to discuss matters related
to the effectiveness of the teaching program and any administrative pro-
blems arising out of the conditi,.;ns of livirg and working in Cairo..
Further feedback on the program is provided a. the end by evaluations
which the students complete and by the reports students' work sub-
mitted by teachers. Continuous assessment of students' progress is main-
tained by frequent quizzes and by two major tests during the program (at
the end of the third and sixth weeks) and a final est and grading during
the last week.

D. The Full Year Program

1. Goals

The goal of the CASA program as a whole is to raise students'
competence in handling the Arabic language to a point where they
can compete on an equal footing with their Egyptian peers in uni-
versity courses, This means that they should be able to follow
lectures given in Arabic (whether "Classical" or "Colloquial" or
any admixture of both, read extensively in Arabic on a wide range
of'subjects, take part in class discussions and emobdy the fruits
of research in term papers written in Arabic. The goal defined
above is not, it may be observed, related to "real" objectives
in that almost no CASA student has the aim of taking either an
undergraduate or a p3stgraduate degree in En Egyptian or other'
Arab university, What. it represents, rather, is a yardstick of
competence in comprehending and making use of Arabic, a way of
measuring the ability of students to use Arabic for the many and
diverse career objectives they have in view. For both practical
and psych,)1(10'1ral reaSr,ns a oreclse g:>3.1. must be set, but it is
the path towards the goz,1 ihich is important. As the proverb
says: ''It is better to :ra!el hopefully than to arrive."

2. The First Semester

The firs': semester, which runs from the end of September un-
til the end of January, is designed to prepare students for the
work of the second semester in which they will spend the greater
part of their time taking academic courses in Arabic in their
fields of interest, The work 3f the first semester may be c.;n-
sidered under five headlngs: spoken Arabic, rapid readinz
writing, lecture attendance and introductin to specialize.]
fields.
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studcnt contInde work in spoken Arab, for six hours
per lArek Depending on their acquaintance w::1-1 the Egyptian
dialect when they entered CASA and on their. 1,;-)gress during the
Summer Program, they may need further work on morphology and
syntax, though by this stage even those who began dialect work
in the summer should be able to spend a good part of their time
on a more sophisticated level reading and discussing colloquia
plays and attending theater performances; viewing TV productions;
listening to, and discussing with, ')utside speakers from many
varied walks of life;and giving class preserf-YI u of tel
own on topIns of their own choice. Fol- who need

cn structlres,up to two hours per week of lab work
may be provided. Although good lab facilities exist and there
are recorded drills for both the textbooks currently being used*
lab work is not made a fetish. In the circumstances under which
we operate, the whole of Cairo is a lab and students are encou-
raged to get out of the four walls of the University and talk
with Egyptians at large. The mechanical drills of the lab are
only a substitute--though an efficient and programmed substi-
tute- -for real speech situations. They can be best used to cor-
rect specific weaknesses or faults in speech and should therefore
be used selectively.

More effective, as a support for classroom work, is the use
of audio-visual programs, specifically film or videotape produc-
tions. One use which is made of videotape is to record part of
a class session, especially a discussion or a presentation by
a student. This can then be shown again and discussed and faults
analysed. It is also good for class and individual morale to
re-show the recording a couple of months or so later so that
students can realize the progress they have made in the interim.
At present there is a great lack of audio-visual productions
'suitable for training non-native speakers In the Egyptian dia-
lect. CASA teachers have, over the years, made video recordings
of real-life situations in Cairo and have selected TV programs
for showing. Though many of these have proved useful and stimu-
lating, those who made them would be the first to admit that
they do not, in any sense, constitute a programmed audio-visual
approach to learning Egyptian Arabic. It, is hoped that this
gap in what we consider as essential teaching materials will be
filled over the coming few years as the OE-supported project men-
tioned ea- lier comes to fruition and a series of video-tape pro-
ductions based on the systematic introduction of structures and
vocabulary is built up.

The second ntllar of work in the first semester is the course in
rapid rellng. This is closely related to the course in wri-
ting and is normally given by the same teacher. The readings
have typically consisted of modern short stories or novels and

Imaurice Salib, The Spoken Arabic of Cairo, revised edition, American
University In Cairo, 1978.

Ernest T. Abdel-Massih, Introduction to E tian Arabic, revised edi-
tion, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 197

(0
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over the semester the student gets through a little over 2,000,
pages on average; that is, weekly he reads about 150 pages or
the equivalent of a rather short novel. To achieve such a pace
in reading the student is forced to abandon one of the habits
he will typically have grown up with in Arabic--checking every
unfamiliar word in the dictionary. He will have to read on,
guess the meaning from the context, or define it in his own mind
from its repeated use in different contexts. It is for this
reason that fiction is chosen as the vehicle for training in
rapid reading, since interest can be maintained throl)1 or/
even when some parts are not clearly un1=- 0 1ivst; addi-
tionally, the vocabulary and ,-ructuve ic,se is wia, and compre-
1"," Is tQL -Iclibited by technical terms. The reading is all
dolic at home and the class hours are devoted to discussing the
material read and working over difficult or idiomatic expressions.
The vocabulary, the constructions/and the idioms learned from
the extensive reading can then be used by the student in his
writing. Here again the student has to undertake the important
preparatgry work on his own, writing an essay every week on a
topic assigned by the teacher or on a topic chosen by himself
and agreed upon with his teacher. The class hours are then used
to go over the essays and to discuss both individual and widely -
shared writing problems. Both the Reading and the Writinc
classes are held in Arabic, but this time in Modern Standard
Arabic, the form of Arabic used in the novels read and in most
other forms of writing and public speech in the contemporary
Arab world.

Naturally, the student's command ofthe written language may
differ quite appreciably from his command of the Egyptian collo-
quial form. Some students, for example, have very good back-
grounds in "Classical" or "Modern Standard" Arabic before coming
to CASA, but have to start their study of the dialect here in
Cairo. In recognition of the differing levels which a single
student may have in the two forms, the class schedule is drawn
up in such a way that a student may be in one group for collo-
quial and another for written Arabic. At the same time, since
a student may be misplaced or may suddenly make very rapid pro-
gress, allowance is made for a student to move from one group
to another on the recommendation of his teachers.

The third pillar of work, attendance at lectures, helps to
build up a technique of listening to Arabic material on a wide
range of topics without previous preparation and of making notes
on such material. Every week an outside lecturer is invited to
come and talk to the entire CASA group on a topic of his or her
own choosing. Most of these are professors in other universi-
ties or figures in public life. The type of Arabic they use
may vary from the high Classical to the semi-colloquial, which
is an accurate reflection of the lecture-room situation in
Egyptian universities. During the lecture, students make notes--
in Arabic if possible or in English. After the lecture there
is usually fifteen minutes for discussion. The lecture can then
be heard again in the lab and a cassette version is available
for loan. A further discussion session is held with the instruc-
tor in charge of the course and students are asked to answer
in writing or in oral class presentation a series of questions
on the lecture.

21
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The fourth aspect of the first semester's work is introduc-

ing students to academic work through the medium of Arabic in
their own fields of specialization number cf tw,_i,our-a-week
elective subjects are offered and. lh Y),J os' yv-ar, students
have been permittPq te,J of ttos4_,T, -.e. otlt one
fifth of their Among the electives offered in 1977
1978 were Modern Arabic Literature, Readings in Historical Texts,
Readings in the Qur'an and HadIth, Modern Arab Thought, Aspects
of the Egyptian Economy, Egyptian Print. Media and Broadcast Ara-
bic. Except for the latter two, each course has its basis in
lectures and discussions. Classes are generally very small (with
a minimum permitted enrollment of three) so that they can vir-
tually be conducted as seminars. Emphasis is put on readings
in the various fields and this aspect is reflected in some of
the titles. On the language side, the electives are especially
useful in introducing students to the technical terminology of
their fields of interestt which are generally closely related to
their graduate studies specializations. Those opting for Print
Media (which includes not only daily newspapers but also week-
lies and monthlies) or Broadcast Arabic concentrate exclusively
on the "texts"--written or oral. Many students opt for one of
these two, in order to keep closely in touch with contemporary
affairs, while selecting one of the lecture/readings courses to
give himself or herself scope for work in his or her own aca-
demic field.

The Second Semester

In the second semester, which runs from mid-February to late
May, the major concentration of effort is put on electives.
Students take three, three-hour electives, all of which involve
extensive reading and some of which may involve field work.
Several of these courses are upper level AUC undergraduate
coursesjand those which are specially arranged have essentially
the same form and make the same demands on the student as a
regular undergraduate course. It is, in effect, in this second
semester that we aim to achieve the goal enunciated earlier of
training a student to compete with his Egyptian peers in univer-
sity work.

At the end of the first semester students are given a list
of electives to choose from for the second semester, and for each
elective there is a course description. Some of these, such as
"Studies in the Qur'an," "AbbAsid Literature]' and "Traditional
Culture" are standard AUC courses. Others are peculiar to the
CASA program: some of these, such as "Arabic Grammar," "Pales-
tinian Literature," "Readings in Classical Prose; and "The
Egyptian Press" are given by members of the CASA staff. Others
are given by AUC staff members or by faculty from other univer-
sities. Among such courses in the past year were "Levels of
Arabic in Egypt," "Modern Arab Thought" (a development of the
first semester course of that title), "Islamic Art and Archi-
tecture," "Islamic Mysticism '(Sufism),' and "Qur'Anic Exegesis
and Recitation (tafslr and tajwId)." The range of these courses
may vary from yeal-,-TOyear according to student interest and
demand. Indeed, the program is flexible enough to allow, in
favourable circumstances, for almost individualized courses of
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instf.L. i r,r
,r:angeLi )uring 1977-, -; ,,, for example, two

students were anxious for a .terature course which would take
them into the theme of social comment and commitment and one of
our CASA teachers was able to offer a seminar and readings on
this topic tailored to their needs. Two students attended a
course in Political Science at Cairo University as one of their
electives, while another student was a highly esteemed partici-
pant in a course in Literary Criticise at Dar al-tUlUm Univer-
sity.

These latter excursions outside the walls of AUC are regar-
ded as experimental at this stage, One hands over one's stu-
dents to institutions over which one has no control with some
trepidation. This year the experiment has proved successful,
due to the fact that the professors giving the courses in other
institutions had professional or personal links with AUC and we
hope to build on this experience in coming years. The students
we allowed to take such courses certainly proved to be a credit
to the CASA program.

Turning now to other aspects of the work in the second se-
mester, we shall look first at the program of spoken Arabic and
then at the offerings in written Arabic. I have deliberately
used the term "spoken Arabic" in this context since, by the
second semester, students have essentially mastered the morpho-
logy and structure of Egyptian colloquial Arabic and have a good
command of everyday vocabulary. They increasingly want to go
beyond conversational and functional Arabic to be able to use
their Arabic effectively for discussing and debating more serious
and abstradt matters. This year, for the first time, students
were given the option of taking or opting out of the formal
five-hour-per-week course in spoken Arabic. Those who opted out
were mainly those whose command of spoken Arabic was already ex-
cellent; two were students whose fields were firmly mediaeval.
Two stipulations were made for those who opted out: one was that
they should take a fourth elective; the other that they should
take the oral test in spoken Arabic at the end of the semester.This latter stipulation was to ensure that they kept up and,
indeed, improved their command of the spoken language and the
oral test at the end did prove that they had done that.

Those who took th colloquial course did a variety of things,
most of which were developments of work undertaken in the first
semester, but at a more advanced level. Several visitors were
invited to speak to the ,class and to initiate discussions and
some stimulating intellectual debates took place. It was at
such times as these that students began to realize that the
apparent diglossia situation is a less daunting--even a less
real- -one than most had supposed. Their ability to appreciate
the subtle interpenetration of the so-called "classical" (fushg)
and the "colloquial" ((ammiyya) in different speech situations
and)indeed, their ability to mainpulate the two in a single
context, was greatly enhanced for the many who selected this
option by participation in the innovative elective course
given uy Dr. ElSaid Badawi, director of the Teaphing Arabic as
a Foreign Language Program, on LeWs of Arabic in Modern Egypt.

4;%;
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Tilis entire aspect speech traln1116 1.s one which should be
given greater prominen,e in comirig yeats and is an area on
which a good deal of research still watts to be done.

FinallY, during the second semester every student had to
take a two-hour-per-week writing c01.11. Those who still need-
ed further training in structure., iql°111)and fluency of style
were given a remedial course in Ivritlfigo Apart from its general
long -range Value, this course had tl'e,hort-term benefit of pre-
paring students to write term paper z J-11 Arabic for their elec-
tive courses. The more advanced stkAdelAts were offered a two-
hour-per-weex course in transla0-on frm English to Arabic. Thefunction of this course was baslcalZy to sensitize students to
the precise shades of meaning of wordy and to the "flavour" or
particular turns of e7pression, One 0/' the virtues of such
translation work is that it compels the student to render cer-
tain ideas and turns of expression An /lis mother tongue into
Arabic, unlike the free composition e'crcise where the student
has the chance to "escape" difficultie3 by paraphrasing or even
omitting ideas or expressions he cannot cope with. Although
one wants a student to work in ArabAo as if it were his native
language, it does, in fact, ease a Dafticular frustration which
most students face if they know how tO render some of the Ideasand concepts they have imbibed from tn-Ir "western" education
in Arabic. To judge from both the ZtvIcaentst comments and their
test resultS, the course was verY 51-1cOssful in these goals.

TV. General Considerations

A. Testing and Assessment

In common With the practice of AUG and of roost American uni-
versities, the CASA program relies 011 a process of continuous
assessment. Tests and quizzes are gtifen throughout the semes-
ters and a Major test at the end of each semester. In comput-
ing grades equal weight is given to each of three elements:
class performance, written work a-nd VIZzes during the semester,
and end-of-seplester tests. In the cage of second semester elec-
tives, trie e ht...A--of-semester test takes
What we lack at the momentv(And to ellolt-111120t ofsabtem paper.

is a unified end-of-year written exarliPlation which would permit
ivenj

an unequlvooal assessment of the student's progress in handling
the Arable language over the perlod of his CASA training.

There are other ways in which teclal?rs car assess students'
progress and In which the Director %1 tlIonitor problems and
progress. In the Full Year as well ae &n the Summer, each stu-dent has a half-hour tutorial every heck with one of the full-
time staff. This gives the student an opportunity for one-to-
one conversation in an ,duoationsa stion and allows him to
raise and till-bash out vork vrohlE,ms. Secondly, thp
teachers meet regularlY with the Director to discuss the pro-
gram. At that time, special problems Concerned with the courses
are brought t p and decisions on etle.%0 of class level are

esters, teachers submit on the Progress and performance

made.At the end OP the Summer Program and the end of the two sem-
reports

of every stucient in every course.

2 1
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B. Consultation and Evaluation

Effective channels have also been developed to enable stu-dents to express their own views about the program in all its
aspects. In both the summer and the full year each group of
CASA students elects a representative to a Consultative Com-
mittee which meets with the Director abou;-, three times per sem-
ester or more frequently if necessary (weekly during the Sum-mer program). If the Director wishes to consult the students
about changes in the program, for example, he may call a meet-ing. If students want to discuss problems of either an academic
or administrative nature, they can submit an agenda to the Direc-
tor and ask for a meeting to be called. In this way problems
can be solved before frustrations build up and the Director can
associate the students closely in the development of the program.
Needless to say, the Director also sees individual students atany time to solve individual problems.

The other channel which provides feedback from the students
abo':t the program is the evaluation form which students complete
at the end of semesters. They are asked to assesz, on scales
provided, various aspects of the content of their courses and
the effectiveness of the instruction and there is a final sec-tion for general comments and suggestions. These are treated
as confidential and are seen only by the Director and the teacher
whose course is being evaluated. The teachers generally findthese comments enlightening even when comments are critical,but CASA students are also warm in their praise. For the Direc-tor, this is another way of monitoring the program and is an es-
pecially useful exercise when new instructors or courses are be-
ing introduced to the program. At the end of the entire program,CASA fellows submit a more unrestrictec' assessment of their
courses and the program in general.

There are two other principle forms of evaluation of the var-ious aspects of the CASA program. First, there are site visitsby groups of three or four professors of Arabic from Americanand English universities. Such evaluations were held in Decem-ber 1969 and in March 1974. Another such evaluation is scheduled
for the spring of 1979, so maintaining a five-year cycle.. Thesehave proved most valuable, leading at times to significant im-provements.

A second kind of evaluation, also generating suggestionsleading to program innovations, is performed by the stateside
director on his annual spring visit to Cairo. This takes theform of class visits, interviews with the student body bothindividually and collectively, discussions with the teachingstaff, and the administrative staff of CASA and AUC. Finally,Ms. Mary Morrison, the CASA Program Assistant at Michigan,serves in the summer as student counselor and has been invalu_able not only in counseling students but in providing early
warning of possible problem areas and in participating in theirremedying.
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C. Staffing

We are fortunate in the CASA program in having a small cadre
of experienced and very professional full-time teachers.* They
are permanent employees of AUC, appointed to the Arabic Language
Unit of the Center for Arabic Studies, and are deployed flexibly
between the Language Unit and CASA.accci-ding to need. It is they
who have been the backbone of the program and they who have offer-
ed many new and innovative courses and developed new materials
for them. Insofar as possible, they teach all the basic langu-
age courses both written and colloquial. Supporting them are a
considerable number of part-timers who, typically, are seconded
to us for a few hours a week from one of the Egyptian universities
to teach specific courses.* They are mainly employed to teach
their own subjects of specialization in elective courses. In this
way, CASA students are able to study under some of the best pro-
fessors in the country and to have access to a depth and intensity
of Arabic learning such as they could have in no other place.

Thirdly, the CASA program can draw on the services of Egyp-
tian graduate students who are taking the MA in Teaching Arabic
as a Foreign Language (TAFL). Since the Director of that pro-
gram, Dr. ElSaid Badawi, is making his own presentation, there
is nJ need to go into detail here. Suffice it to say that it is
confidently expected that the TAFL program will prove a fertile
recruiting ground for full-time teachers in the future and that they
will be the more beneficial to us for the experience they have
had of teaching with the CASA program during their training.
With the establishment of this MA program, a further step has been
taken towards the professionalization of teaching Arabic to non-
speakers.

Finally, on the question of staffing, it may be observed that
during the crucial summer program when the foundations of collo-
quial Arabic are being laid r'Ir the full year students, we often
have only a small number of our full-time teachers available,
since summer teaching is optional. This naturally makes our task
more difficult, though an the other hand, it enables us to dis-
cover new teachers. With a larger body of full-time teachers,
such as we hope to establish over the coming years, this pro-
blem will diminish considerably as there will be a larger pool
for volunteers to be drawn from. The TAFL program is also pro-
ving invaluable in this respect since by the time summer comes,
the TAFL fellows already have one and often two semesters of ex=
perience behind them.

D. Transfer Credit

Both the Summer and the Full Year Programs at CASA receive
full transfer .redit at home institutions. In semester hours
the summer work is usually equivalent to eight hours of credit,
and each semester of the academic year is equal to 14 to 17

* See Attachment C.

fin
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hours of credit, all on the graduate level. The limitations on
transfer of credit are those imposed by the particular school
for particular degree programs. For example, the University of
Michigan will permit only six hours of credit transferred to an
MA degree program.

E. Instructional Materials

One of the original charges to CASA was to prepare effective
teaching materials and disseminate them among interested institu-
tions in the States. In this area there has been zero achievement.
On the Literary Arabic side, it seems that CASA's needs are spe-
cial ones that can be easily met by purchasing live materials from
bookstores and newsstands. CASA does detail in its reports to
Consortium members all materials used, but obviously cannot pur-
chase quantities of books and other publications to ship to state-
side institutions. Indeed, the Library of Congress receives large
amounts of PL480 funds for that very purpose.

As for the colloquial, CASA fellows are again in a special
situation: since they know literary Arabic, there is no need to
study again those features of structure which are the same in
Egyptian colloquial. What is needed is a transfer grammar, but
this does not exist. CASA is trying to meet this need provision-
ally this summer by adapting existing textbooks to provide, in
'effect, such a transfer grammar as mentioned earlier; this crea-
':ive adaptation is being performed by Mr. Roger Monroe, a former
Executive Director of CASA.

This, however, is a short-range remedy. CASA and the AATA--
the American Association of Teachers of Arabic--have received
through the University of Michigan an Office of Education grant
to launch a full-scale attack on the problem. We are beginning
the first phase this month here in Cairo--a survey of what Arabic
instructional materials exist, their value, what needs there are,and a set of priorities. Subsequent phases (over three years),
will be devoted to the design, preparation and dissemination of
these priority materials.

F. Finances

In the beginning, CASA received both dollars and Egyptian
pounds from the US government. By 1972 the dollar component had
withered away. Since we have irreduicible hard currency needs
on both sides of the Atlantic, CASA first imposed a small students'
program fee, which eventually grew to $400 for the Summer Insti-
tute and $1,000 for the Full Year Program.... In return for this
fee, the CASA fellow receives round tripAir travel between the
States and Cairo; tuition for classroom instruction and for the
cultural component; and a monthly stipend for subsistence (cur-
rently LEid0 = $257/month).

We also instituted annual dues of $1,000 for Consortium mem-
bership and have added twelve more universities to the original
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eight. Current CASA Consortium members are the universities of
Arizona, AUC, Chicago, Columbia, Georgetown, Harvard, Indiana,
Michigan, Minnesota, Pennsylvania, Princeton, SAIS /Johns Hopkins,
SUNY/Binghamton, California at Berkeley, UCLA, Texas, Utah and
Washington/Seattle. (One of the original institutions withdrew
from the Consortium because of inability to raise the annual dues,
however, and three prospective universities declined to join for
the same reason.)

CASA on two occasions has received emergency dollar grants
from the Ford Foundation. We have also tried to tap the US De-
partment of State and approximately thirty private organizations
or foundations dealing with the Near East for additional dollar
support, all in vain. Our present status: chronic deficits in
the dollar budget, which have had to be absorbed on the AUC side-
this has been done with great cooperation from the AUC administra-
tion, for which CASA is most appreciative.

G. Conclusions

The CASA program is now very well established and has its
own dynamic and its own traditions. In the world of Middle Eas-
tern scholarship in the United States to be a "gradUate of CASA"
already guarantees a certain quality of excellence and this is
known both to those who run doctoral programs and those who are
looking out for junior faculty. CASA alumni have gone on to hold
professorships in American universities, in various fields of
Middle Eastern studies, as well as positions in other profes-
sional fields such as government service and international bank-
ing.

CASA has also had an impact on the teaching of Arabic in the
United States. By presenting Arabic--Modern Standard as well as
the Colloquial--as a living language and testing for both oral
and written composition, CASA has influenced Near Ea stern programs
across the nation to reexamine and readjust their standards and
approaches to the teaching of Arabic with particular reference
to the use of oral drill and the role of written composition.
This does not, of course, mean that the CASA program cannot be
better and more effective in the training it gives. Of course
it can and its procedures, structures, courses and methods are
constantly under review.

Among the areas in which work needs to be done and we hope
will be done in the coming few years are the following:

a. the problem of starting off students who already have a
considerable knowledge of written Arabic in the spoken
language. Here the need is for a specially written text-
book taking a transfer approach.

b. the need for audio-visual programs to support normal class-
room and lab work. The project designed to meet this need
has already been referred to.
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c. In written Arabic there is a need for a more scientific ap-proach to the introduction of structures and idioms. Dr.Badawi is working in collaboration with Dr. Ernest T. Abdel-Massih of the University of Michigan on a word-frequency pro-ject for modern Arabic and it is to be hoped that this will
eventually extend to phrases and idioms. Also, as a part
of an OE-funded Materials Development Project, CASA will beproducing a series of graded readers in Arab culture andcivilization.

d. As observed earlier, there is a need for a standardized
"graduation" test, just as prospective 'entrants take the
Proficiency test,to give a more objective assessment ofCASA students' progress over the year.

e. We should like to move in the direction of more individuali-zed instruction through the wider' use of individual listen-ing devices, especially the cassette tape. This will enablethe student who has a particular weakness to work away atit in private to overcome it without holding up the progressof the rest of the group. Individual listening to lecturesand broadcasts would also help in advancing all students andthe same goes for such materials as colloquial plays.

CASA has been described as it now is and some indications have beengiven of ways in which it would like to develop. CASA in the 1980's will
-certainly be somewhat different from what it has been in the 1970's andwe hope it will be an increasingly effective and professional trainingground for young American scholars.
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CASA ORGANIZATION

CASA CONSORTIUM
19 UNIVERSITIES

GOVERNING COUNCIL

Ex officio: University of Michigan
American University in Cairo

Rotating membership (three-year terms):

New York University
SAIS/Johns Hopkins I

U. Cal/Berkeley
SUNY/Binghamton
U. Cal/Los Angeles
U. of Chicago 1

1978

1978-1979

1978-1980

DIRECTOR:
Ernest N. McCarus/UM
Program Assistant:
M. Morrison

FELLOWSHIP AND
SELECTION COMMITTEE
Ex officio:
Univ. of Michigan
Amer. Univ. in Cairo

Annual Rotation:
Three individuals
chosen from Consor-
tium schools

CO-DIRECTOR:
Marsden Jones/AUC
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR:
John 0. Hunwick/AUC
Asst. to Director:
J. Swanson

ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF

TEACHING STAFF

STUDENT BODY

ATTACHMENT A
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EIRECTORS OF CASA

STATESIDE DIRECTORS

Professor William Brinner

Professor Mounah Khoury

Professor Ernest N. McCarus

CAIRO CO-DIRECTORS

Professor John Williams

Professor William Millward

Professor Mohamed al-Nowaihi

Professor Marsden Jones

EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS

Mr. Roger MOnroe

Mr. Lorne Kenny

Dr. Martin Hinds

Dr. ElSaid Badawi

Mr. Roger Monroe:
Acting Executive Director
Executive il"rector

1967 to 1970

June 1970 to May 1974

June 1974 to date

1967 to 1970

August 1970 to August 1973

September 1973 to August 1977

September 1977 to date

September 1967 to December 1968

January 1968 to May 1970

June 1970 to August 1972

September 1972 to May 1977

September 1976 to May 1977
June to August 1977

Professor John 0. Hunwick September 1977 to date

CASA STUDENT BODY 1967 - 1978

SUMMER INSTITUTE FULL YEAR PROGRAM TOTAL

1967/1968 cancelled 16 161968/1969 11 17 281969/1970 25 17 421970/1971 28 14 421971/1972 43 17 601972/1973 31 20 511973/1974 26 21 4719714/1975 37 17 541975/1976 20 15 351976/1977 21 18 381977/1978 23 18 411978/1979 21 20 41

ATTACHMENT B
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Full-Time Teachers

Mrs. Ceza Draz
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Center For Arabic Studies

CASA and A. L. U.

Teaching and Administrative Staff

Academic Year 1977/1978

Mr. Muhammad Eissa

Mrs. Ragia Fahmi

Dr. Ahmad Taher Hassanein

Mrs. Mona Kamel

Miss Nermine Kamel

Mr. Maurice Salib

Mrs. Nariman Warraki

Program Administrators

Professor J.M.B. Jones

Dr. John Hunwick

Mr. Roger Monroe

Mrs. Galila Salib

Mrs. Lucy Karim

Mrs Evelyn Selim

Part-Time Teachers

Dr. Hassan Abdul Latif

B.A. French Lit (Cairo), B. A. Arabic
Literature (Cairo) M.A. Arabic, (Cairo)
Ph.D. Arabic Literature (Cairo)

B.A., M.A. History (Al-Azhar)

B.A., M.A. Arabic (Cairo)

c

B.A., M.A. Arabic (Dar Ul- Ulum) Ph.D.
Arabic Linguistics (Princenton)

B.A. English (Cairo) M.A. Arabic (A.U.C.)

B.A. Journalism,.M.A. Arabic (A.U.C.)
((On leave)

B.A. Atabic Studies (A.U.C.) M.A. Near
Eastern Languages (California)

B.A. Psychology-Ed., M.A. (A.U.C.)

B.A., Ph.D. Arabic (London) Director C.A.S.,
Co-Director CASA

B.A., Ph.D. Arabic (London) Director Arabic
Language Unit, Executive Director CASA

B.A. English (Harvard) M.A. Arabic (A.U.C.)
Assistant Director
B.A. French (Cairo) Administrative
Assistant

General Certificate - Commerce Clerk/Typist

General Certificate - English, Clerical
Assistant

B.A. Arabic and Islamic Studies, M.A.
Islamic Philosophy Oar Ul-cUlum) Ph.D.
Islamic Philosophy. (London)



Dr. ElSaid Badawi*

Dr. Ahmad Hamasa

Mr. Sayid Ibrahim

Mrs. Shahira Mehrez

Dr. Asaad Nadim*

Mr. Essam Rifaat

B.A. Arabic and Islamic Studies (Dar Ul-
cUlum) M.A., PH.D. Arabic Linguistics and
Phonetics, (London)

B.A., M.A., PH.D. Arabic (Dar Ul-OUlum) M.A.,
Ph.D. Arabic Linguistics and Phonetics,
(Londom)

Calligrapher

B. Sc. Physical Sc. (A.U.C.) M.A. Arabic
Studies (A.U.C.)

B.A. SociOlogy, M.A. African Studies (Cairo)
Ph.D. Folklore (Indians)

B. Sc.Econ. (Cairo), Dip. Econ., Dip.
Political Science (Institute of Arab Research
and Studies)

Mr. Faruk Shousha B.A. Arabic (Dar Ul-cUlum) Dip. Ed. (Cairo)

Dr. El Sayyid Yassin ',TR Legal Sciences (Alexandria), ILM
Criminology (Cairo) P.G.S. Sociology of
Law (Dijon), P.G.S. Sociology of Law (Paris)

Mr. Waheed Samy B.A. English (A.U.C.)

* AUC Teacher who gave a special course for CASA.
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ii) INTER-UNIVERSITY FOR

CHINESE LANGUAGE STUDIES

IN TAIPEI

Abstract

The primary objective of the Inter-University Program for
Chinese Language Studies in Taipei (hereafter IUP) is to meet the
critical need of qualified Americans to achieve, as rapidly as
possible, those high levels of competence in the spoken and written
Chinese language which will enable them to pursue careers in Chinese
studies and in other types of professional use related to tit
nation.

An intensive, structured course of intermediate and advanced
spoken/written Chinese is offered in Taipei, supervised by an
American director and staffed by Chinese instructors. The typical
course lasts from nine to twelve months, with an average of twenty
hours of instruction per week. Content is balanced between general
speaking-reading skills, and research related language training.
Modern oral-aural methods are used. Admission is open to all quali-
fied college or graduate-level students who have a foundation of
at least two years of Chinese language study, or equivalent. Antic-
ipated enrollment for 1978-1979 is 35-40 students selected by a
sub-committee of the Inter-University Board, the Program's governing
body. 1977-1978 enrollment is 9 undergraduate and 31 graduate
students.

In broadest terms, IUP's major role has been to serve as a
centralized, national language facility within China. More specifi-
cally, its principal contribution has been and will continue to be
the movement of students to levels of genuine linguistic competence
far more rapidly and efficiently than can be done on campus in the
United States. This has not only accelerated the achievement of
advanced degrees, but has also resulted in higher quality work.
To date, 609 students from 66 institutions have attended this
Program. Other contributions include development of teaching
methods and materials; administration of the only nationwide achieve-
ment test in Chinese; supply of trained Chinese language teachers
ro U.S. institutions; and general upgrading of graduate work in
this country. Refresher training for mid-career academic profes-
sionals is available. Since 1975, a summer-only language program
has been utilized by the University of Pennsylvania, which sends
10-15 students annually to IUP under this arrangement. A major
evaluation of all aspects of IUP's field operations was undertaken
in 1975. No other comparable academically-directed institution
exists for the study of Chinese, either here or abroad.
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1. Objectives and Need for Assistance

a) Background: General Objectives

With her vast population and area, her long and rich history,
and her modern revolutionary changes, China is an enormous chal-
lenge to the United States. On one le ;el, this is a challenge
to policy and action. But on a deeper level, China is a challenge
to understanding. Although understanding does not guarantee
success at the policy level, its absence will almost surely result
in failure. Thus, in a very direct sense, the study of China
consitutes a critical national need.

These same considerations make China an object of study with
great intrinsic value, for a large part of the collective expe-
rience of mankind is contained witnin China9s past and present.
Both the humanities and the social sciences must take full
account of the Chinese experience if they are to claim univer-
sality.

Absolutely central to an understanding of China, whatever
the professional uses to which it may be put, is knowledge of
the language in which that culture is carried. Spoken and
written by more people over a longer period of time than any
other in the world, the Chinese language is both a formidable
barrier and principal avenue of access to China. The primary
objective of the Inter-University Program has always been to
assist in surmounting this barrier and in attaining this
access to a better understanding of China.

b) National Language Training Needs

Impressive growth has taken place in Chinese studies over
the past twenty years. Yet all surveys indicate that much
remains to be done. This is less a matter of sheer numbers
than of upgraded quality, of balance among disciplines, and
of serving various clienteles (in furthering general public
knowledge of China, in primary and secondary education, in
government service, private research institutes, journalism,
and in international business). An essential condition to
improving the quality of the specialist pool is language com-
petence, yet the Lambert Report shows embarrassing and unjust-
ifiable inadequacies in this area (e.g., ca. 30-40% of East
Asian specialists rate their own language skills inadequate
for independent work) -- inadequacies being thrown into sharp
relief by greater accessibility of the Peoples Republic of
China, and by the acknowledged shortage of Americans linguis-
tically capable of functioning with a full range of competence.
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Despite the pinch of recent years in institutional support,fellowship funds, and placement opportunities, this need con-tinues to exist. It would be tragic indeed, at this criticalmoment, if the progress of more than a decade were to be halted.It is crucial that the most strategically important institutionsin the field of international education be kept alive.

c) S ecific Role and DI) ectives o f the Inter-University Program

In the light of these general national needs, the Inter-University Program plays a vital quantitative and qualitativerole. Quantitatively, 609 students from 66 institutions have beenor are being trained at the Program. These 609 students repre-sent a large proportion of the most promising China specialiststhis country is producing. Many .are contributing through teaching,
government service, etc., while most others are pursuing advanceddegrees. Furthermore, these students are continuing to have a
perceptible mult:".?lier effect on Chinese studies in this country.

Qualitatively, the Inter-University Program plays an extreme-ly important function. While much remains to be done to improve
beginning and elementary language instruction in Chinese, thereal payoff is at the advanced level. 1r this level is not
reached and sustained, then extensive earlier investments arewasted. A number of institutions offer sound beginning instruc-tion, and the major centers provide excellent research opportu-nities to those who can use Chinese with relative ease. Butat domestic institutions, the chasm between the two is oftenweakly bridged, over a fairly long period of time. Indeed,what appears to be a bridge is sometimes in reality a pitfall,leaving the student a language cripple -- one who is prestimed
to know Chinese, but cannot use it effectively. On the otherhand, if the movement to advanced levels can be shortened; andif genuine rounded competence can be attained, then very
significant benefits result and much higher quality work ispossible. This has, in fact, taken place as a result of the
intensive training provided by the Inter-University Program.

This is critically important both for the individual andfor the field. The capital investment in true linguistic
competence, preferably as soon as commitment is fixed and
foundation work has been done, pays dividends throughout theprofessional career of the individual, to the benefit of
himself and the field. Furthermore, without the IUP, academic
institutions would be obliged to increase faculty and course
offerings simply to provide their students with less effec-
tive substitutes for field training in Chinese, with all ofthe overlap, duplication, and waste motion this implies. :TheProgram therefore occupies a strategic position at the pointof greatest constriction -- and potentially greatest waste --in Chinese studies.
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d) The Inter - University; Program; History and Description

It is important to stress that the Inter-University Program
is an established center of proven success. The difficulties
of the early days nave been overcome, substantial capital invest-
ments have been made, a highly qualified staff has been assembled,
and excellent relations are maintaThecl with the host government
and with local academic institutions. While the Board encourages
improvement and creative innovation changes are undertaken on .a
solid foundation of effective operation and recognized achieve-
ment. Thus; this proposal is being made not for a new and un-
certain enterprise, but for an ongoing program of proven worth.

The Inter-University Program for Chinese Language Studies in
Taipei was created to mert a clearly felt national need for an
academically directed, intensive language-training facility to
serve those committed to careers in the China field. The Program
was formed initially through a merger of the Correll Program and
the Stanford Center for Chinese Studies, both of which had
successfully demonstrated the feasibility of such training in
Taipei. The merger took place in January 19639 when an Inter-
University Board, representing nine (now ten) United States
universities, was formed to establish an Inter-University Program
for Chinese Language Studies in Taipei. The Board is responsible
for setting policy, determining curriculum design, appointing the
director, selecting students, and allocating financial assistance.
Stanford University agreed to at as the administrative agency
for the Program.

Since its inception, the Inter-University Program has been
this nations only academically-directed center of intensive
field training in Chinese available to those specializing in the
study of China (regardless of disciplinary interest, of academic
institutions with whiCh they are affiliated, and of ultimate
career goals). IUP has received support from a variety of sources.
In 1963, IUP was supported by a three-year grant from the Ford
Foundation, subsequently twice renewed for like periods of time.
The Carnegie Corporation provided some early support for under-
graduate fellowships. Participating universities and the Joint
Committee on Contemporary China have provided emergency support.
The NDFL Program (now FLAS) continues to provide fellowship aid
to selected graduate students. Since 1970, when the Office of
Education (FSEP) made its first allocation to IUP, U.S. Govern-
ment assistance has become increasingly important, and is now
the largest source of outside aide Most FSEP funds have been
used for general budgetary and fellowship purposes.
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In support of the 1973-74 and 1974-75 operations, the
National Endowment for the Humanities made two emergency grants
which were matched in part by funds from the Robert Sterling
Clark Foundation. The Clark Foundation extended the grant
through the 1975-76 years but is no longer able to cont-Lnue
its support of IUP.

In 1975-76, the Department of State (CU) provided some
supplementary funds. It was hoped that this support might
be part of an inter-agency approach to a patern of regular
funding, but this has not materialized.

At its 1977 meeting, the Board resolved to explore the
possibility of funding from major enterprises (banks, corpora-
tions, etc.) with substantial interests in Taiwan, and to try
to identify less well-known and smaller foundations that might
be willing to contribute to IUP. A number of overtures have
been made, one proposal has been submitted9 and one small'grant
has been secured ($2,500 from National Cash Register Corporation).

Attendance fees, paid by students, constitute the Program,s
only regular source of income. At its 1974 meeting, the Inter-
University Board moved to alter the attendance fee structure
beginning in September 1975. At that times the attendance fee
for the three ten-week quarters of the regular academic year was
set at $750000; for the fourth quarter an eight-week summer
session, the fee was reduced to $400.00 (the former attendance
fee for each of the four quarters was $600.00). This amounts to
only a inIncrease for four quarters attendance ($2650 instead
of $2400). This was only the second time since 1963 that:
attendance fees have teen raised. This increase was made neces-
sary by the rapid imfaation experienced in Taiwan in 1973 and
19749 and by increased costs generally. During 1974, most
Chinese government agencies, educational institutions, and
larger business firms increased employees salaries by an average
across-the-board 40%. At IUP, salaries were raised by an,average
30%, since our initial levels were somewhat higher than the na-
tional average.

e) Current Financial Status and Needs

No more self-sufficient than any other educational institu-
tion, the IUP has no endowment or reserves9 and far fewer sources
of funds than the typical university. With the closing of sev-
eral sources of support, and the general tightening of both
operating and fellowship funds, IUP annually faces the possibil-
ity of shortfalls which might close its doors. If secure funding
is not obtained, it is certain that the Program will be compelled
to curtail greatly or cease altogether the intensive training it
has been offering to the most promising. group of China specialists

3
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this country is producing. Such an eventuality would leave
this country effectively without a center in Chinese society
at which real and permanent competence in the Chinese language
can be obtained.

During recent years, there has been a broader recognition
of the need to maintain IUP and a selected number of other
national resources for the study of China. Continuing efforts
by both &cademic and government circles represent an attempt
to find long-range means to continue the work of these national
resource centers. Assuming eventual success in these efforts,
the immediate future becomes critically important. It would
be both iron'.-.; and tragic if short-range funding for IUP could
not be found at the very moment that solutions are being sought
for the long-range problem.

One might expect that these needs could be met in the
People's Republic of Ctilna, perhaps at the Peking Language
Institute (Pei-ching yu-yen hsfieh-Yuan). While such an even-
tuality would be exceedingly welcome, there are at present no
grounds for optimism that such study will be possible in China
for more than an occasional American student. .Should this
situation eventually change somewhat, the need for a language
institute outside the PRC would remain: It is unlikely that
the numbers of American students who could be accomodated, the
level and nature of the curriculum, duration of study, admission
criteria, long-term existence of the school, etc., would on
all levels meet national needs and professional requirements.
It would be unwise in the extreme to entrust so much of the
future of Chinese studies in the U.S. to the PRC. Thus we
believe that at present there is no alternative to IUP, and
that in the future IUP must remain an alternative.

Indeed, whatever the future of US-PRC relations, the role
of IUP in Taiwan is likely to be more, not less, important.
In the unhappy event of deterioration in Sino-American rela-
tions and the closure of China once agnin to U.S. citizena,
IUP would obviously be essential. In the more optimistic
possibility that Sino-American communications, and exchanges
continue to expand, increased numbers of Americans will be
required who possc)ss very high livels of translating and
interpreting skills, as well as close familiarity with the
Chinese past and present. Since the PRC seems unlikely to
throw its doors open so that these skills can be developed
on her soil, such skills must be acquired before arriving in
China. Our best alternative is to acquire them in Taiwan.

r 9
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Over the past several years, authorities in the Republic
of China have given ,7:lear indications that IUP and American
students are welcome in Taiwan -- an assurance grounded in
the desire to avoid increased isolation. One might predict
with reasonable confidence that so long as the U.S. continues
to affirm the Mutual Security Treaty and to accord diplomatic
recognition to the GRC9 IUP9s status will remain unimpaired.
Transfer of recognition wouldi, of course, entail fundamental
reconsideration of all aspects of Sino-American relations2
including IUP. Despite this possibility the critical func-
tion played by IUP argues for its continued support.

All of these needs strategic as well as scholarly, can
be met only if IUP receives the funding it requires to survive.
As already implied in the previous s..:-.!tion, this problem has
two dimensions. The first involves long-range2 reliable, ond
ongoing support. Clearly, IUP cannot fulill its potential
if every year its very existence is in jeopardy For example,
most developmental tasks cannot be undertaken because nearly
all resources must be used for the immediate day -today
instructional program and because most such developmental
plans require more than one year to come to fruition. While
efforts solve the long-range nrnhlem rontinue, the second
problem -- funding for 1978-79-- emerges with increasing
urgency.

So serious has this situation become that it is only by
substantial reduction in the level of fellowship support that
IUP has been able to achieve a balanced budget during the
1976-77 and 1977-78 years. Steps are also being taken to
reduce administrative and Board-related expenses, though
savings here cannot be very large (a maximum of perhaps
$42000452000). The instructional program in Taiwan --
including audio-visual equipment, library, and other facil-
ities -- have been undersupported for number of years.
Thus, all IUP operations are markedly hampered by less
than adequate funding.

4:0
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2. Principal Contributions Of the IUP

As indicated above, the full potential of IUP has not been
realized due mainly to annual uncertainties of funding. Within
this constraint, however, continuing developmental efforts have
been made. For example, a variety of specialized teaching
materials have been produced, and the "Associates" program has
been very successful. This refers to an arrangement whereby
established professionals in the field mays with a minimum of
red tape and a maximum of flexibilitys upgrade their language
skills at IUP (it might be recalled that such upgrading was
strongly recommended by the Lambert Report). Over twenty-five
associates have been accomodated during the past five years.
IUP°s Associates Program corresponds to the-refresher training
now being offered at IUC, Tokyo.

Further developmental initiatives were undertaken in
1974-75 when the Office of Education provided incremental funds
in the amount of $209000 for certain agreed= upon developmental
and evaluational tasks. The first task undertaken with
incremental OE support was to appoint an Assistant to the
Director to relieve the Field Director of much routine but
essential work. This has proved extremely successful) freeing
time and energy for more fundamental responsibilities which
cannot be delegated.

The second task supported by OE funds is to move ahead
with the use of television/videotape pedagogy. This pedagogy
had beer earlier conceived, some equipment (now obsolete)
had oeca purchased, and some initial work undertaken. Despite
this, activities in the TV/video area lagged far behind IUC
(Tokyo). While OE funds cannot be used to purchase equipment,
they have supported renewed planning acvivities and a survey
trip to IUC undertaken in October 1974 by the Field Director
and the Instructional Officer. The GRC Information Office
and, through this office, the TV stations have assured IUP of
full cooperation. The'possible payoffss both in Taiwan and
the United States from'a well-Cestgneds fully operational,
and adequately implemented video pedagogy are'obviously very
great. Nevertheless, these goals cannot be achieved without
considerable investments. In particulars they cannot be
achieved as a no-cost spin-off from regular IUP operations.
IUP is in a position to move rapidly ahead in this area as
soon as adequate funding is available. In this connections
Prof, Albert E. Dien has recently returned from a months trip
to Taiwan to arrange for the recording of videotape materials.
This trip,was part of a two-year project funded by the Office
of Education through the U.C. Berkeley - Stanford Joint East
Asia Language and Area Center. Since IUP is involved in this
effort, materials relating to this project are attached, as
Appendix 2.
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The third task supported by incremental OE funds was the
implementation of a general evaluation of IUP field operations
in the Spring of 1975. A copy of this evaluation was submitted
to FSEP shortly after it was completed (see below). Some of
its recommendations have been adopted; others await more ade-
quate funding.

Yet another area of development, this one not directly 1
dependent upon new funding from OE or other sources, is the
broadening of the clientele served by IUP, while retaining a
fundamental commitment to its original mission. These efforts
are presently focussed on the Associates Program (described
above) and on the Summer Program. During the Summer of 1975,
an arrangement was first instituted with the Department of
Oriental Languages of the University of Pennsylvania to provide
intensive Summer training for a group of ten students at second
to fourth year levels. This program was highly successful and
is being continued on a regular basis. It might be noted that
the University of Pennsylvania made this proposal to IUP after
unsatisfactory experience at the Taipei Language Institute.

It is clear that the principal contribution of the Inter-
University Program is the development of language skills neces-
sary to fruitful careers in the China field. The professional
contributions of such well-trained persons, in education,
government, and elsewhere, are self-evident. But such training
also contributes to the upgrading of graduate programs in the
United States: Even before receiving their advanced degrees,
graduates of the Program demand higher quality training from
their teachers, and have a marked demonstration effect upon
their fellow students. The Program provides descriptive reports
on student performance to home institutions, advisors, or other
sponsors, but it does not attempt to evaluate these records in
terms of academic credits or conventional grading systems. Uni-
form testing procedures and standard tests (adapted from Foreign Service
Institute S/R ratings) have been developed and are being erployed.
Individual institutions fully retain the right to evaluate work
done at the Program according to their own standards.

A wide variety of teaching materials, glossaries, etc,,
have been produced at the Program. While these are designed
mainly for on-the-spot use, a number of them have been adopted
by U.S. institutions.

The Program is also an informal source of instructional
personnel for U.S. institutions. Currently, about twenty-five
former Program instructors are serving in such capac
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Approach

a) Program Operation

Consistent with the basic principles of the Programs the
following guidelines have characterized the Program's opera-
tion from its inception.

1. The Program is primarily a language training centers
with principal focus on intensive oral training, basic
reading skills, and reading relevant to the student's
research interests. It has as its goal for each stu-
dent the most rapid possible attainment of independent
competence.

2. All students must have had a m:!nimum of two years of
Chinese language training at the college level, or
equivalent, before qualifying for admission.

3. Students may come from any university and may repre-
sent any field of interest, but all must have a
serious commitment to the study ot Chinese, and to
China. Students are rigorously examined and state-
ments of purpose are accorded great weight.

4. Principal emphasis is placed on training in Mandarin
Chinese. Some students also study Japanese, Taiwanese,
etc., in addition to the study of Mandarin Chinese.

5. The instructional staff is recruited locally, and,
with the exception of.the Director, are native speak-
ers of the languages or dialects they teach. Several
hold academic positions'in Taiwan.

6. The Program.stresses'those aspects of language training
and cultural exposure uniquely suited to a native-
speaking area.

IUP uses a mixed program.of instruction in which approximately
half a student's time is'spent'in individual tutorial classes,
half in small groups of no'more than four. Depending on indi-
vidual student needs, this mix may vary somewhat. Work which
has showed itself best suited to'group instruction includes
certain commonly encountered remedial pronunciation and struc-
ture drills. Some intermediate reading classes may also appro-
priately be treated in this fashion. At more advanced levels,
or when a student is working'on specific problems, tutorial
classes are employed. Courses-are divided into three cate-
gories: 1) language; 2) reading and substansive classes; and
3) other classes, such as Japanese, Taiwanese, etc.
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The students spend twenty hours per week in class. During
the first quarter, a typical program includes fifteen to eigh-
teen hours of spoken Chinese, and two-to-five hours of reading.
During subsequent quarters, as spoken competence increases, tha
time devoted to conversation decreases, more reading is intro-
duced, and other activities are added. As appropriate, the
student is assisted in auditing classes at National Taiwan Uni-
versity, introductions to Chinese scholars are arranged, access
to archival sources is facilitated, etc.

Spoken Chinese is taught by modern oral-aural methods,
using materials developed in the United States and locally
produced materials. The standard of achievement is high,
because fluent command or standard Mandarin is the goal of the
Program. Reading courses have two goalsg broad competence
with a variety of standard materials, and reading ability in
the student's discipline or area of interest. The reading
track seeks active student-teacher discussion of content,
rather than word-by-word explication of the text. Of courses,
as the student encounters particular problems of lexics, syn-
tax, or comprehension, the tutor provides necessary assistance.
But the principal focus is upon mastery of content, rapid
reading, and ability to discuss the substantive problems raised
in the text. As the student progresses, appropriate research-
related materials are gradually phased in. This reading-
discussion method, therefore, actively joins the spoken and
'reading tracks.

Through arrangement with the host government, students at
IUP are permitted to use all materials relevant to their
training, including PRC materials otherwise prohibited in 1
Taiwan. These restricted materials are held in a special
reading room, but classes involving such materials are regu-
larly conducted. This dispensation is not available at any
other language school in Taiwan (nor is it likely that the
PRC would make similar.arrangements for materials it prohibits).

b) Project Participants

Students are selected for admission to the Inter-University
Program by the Committee on Admissions and Awards, appointed
annually by the Inter-University Board. This Committee is
composed of representatives from-both Board and non-Board insti-
tutions. The Committee, acting for the Board, has sole respon-
sibility for granting admission to the Program on the basis of
academic preparation in both linguistic and non-linguistic
areas, intellectual promise, commitment to the field, and gen-
eral suitability. In deciding upon admission, the Committee
has never discriminated on the basis of Educational lever
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Undergraduates are not in a less favored position than graduate
students. (Notes Some fellowship funds for the support of
admitted students may be restricted to graduate students.) Nor
is any special consideration given to particular fields, aca-
demic disciplines, or career goals in deciding upon admission.,
continued enrollment or eligibility for financial support. As
a part of its screening process, the Committee administers this
country°s only national achievement test in Chinese. The Com-
mittee on Admissions and Awards meets in the Spring of each
year to evaluate applicants to the Program. About 250 appli-
cations are sent out each year, and about 80 are completed.

c) Pro ect Evaluation and Utilization of Results

An extensive evaluation of IUP was ,:rdertaken during May
1975, with incremental support from the Office of Education.
The evaluation was carried out by a three-man team made up of
Professor John McCoy (Cornell University, who headed the team),
Professor David DeCamp (University of Texas, on leave to the
Center for Applied Linguistics), and Professor Teng Shou-hsin
(University of Massachusetts). Their report was submitted to
the Inter-University Board, which considered it at its annual
meeting, 14-15 November 1975. By directing attention to those
areas which members of the Evaluation Team felt most need
strengthening, this report is of great importance in planning
for the future. In addition to this evaluation, the students
then enrolled carried out an extensive survey of their own
reactions to the IUP. This also-has been distributed to
members of the Inter-University Board.

d) Key IUP and Host Countr Personnel

Since the IUP is not a conventional institution, its faculty
cannot be described in precisely the terms set forth at the head
of this section. Instead, the faculty is described more gener-
ally, and specific information is provided for the Director, the
Executive Secretary, and the Inter-University Board. The teaching
and administrative staff of the Program is drawn from Chinese
residents in Taiwan. There is a cadre of seven to ten full-time
teachers, supplemented by a more flexible number of part-time
teachers and tutors, numbering, at present, about thirty (see
list of names below). All full-time teachers have had long
experience in teaching Chinese. Many of them have been with
the Program since its inception. The remainder were recruited
from other language programs, or were promoted from part-time
status after participating in the teacher-training program.
Virtually all teachers have had college-level education, most
hold the equivalent of the Bachelor°s degree, and several have
done-advanced work. Some (designated "tutors") have academic
appointments at National Taiwan University, Academica Sinica,
etc.
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These teachers provide two broad kinds of instruction.
The first, training in general language skills; the second,.
the utilization of these skills in activities related to the
student's more specific interests. Teachers are assigned
these tasks in accordance with their capabilities. Some,
including the majority of the full-time teachers, can teach
both kinds of classes. Where a student has a particular
need which cannot be met by the existing staff, an effort
is made to find an appropriate tutor -- it being understood
however, that the very advanced student is encouraged to
pursue his work outside the Program, which he no longer
needs.

Director, 1977-1978:

William M. Speidel -- Field Director, IUP, 1975

Executive Secretary (1963-1964), Director (1964-1965),
Executive Secretary (1965- ):

Lyman P. Van Slyke -- Associate Professor of History,
Stanford University

The Inter-University Board:

The Board meets annually (and_at such other times as may
be necessary) to discuss policy, approve the appointment of
the Director, appoint new committees for the ensuing year,
receive reports from the administrative agency, the Executive
Secretary, and the Director, discuss and approve the operating
budgets of the Program, and to deal with other business as
required. It stands ready to counsel with the Director at
any time, and members of the Board may be called upon to visit
the Program for inspection, discussion of curriculum problems,
and to meet with representatives of the Chinese Government.
The Executive Secretary provides liaison among the Board,
the Program, and the Adminlstrative Agency, and is a member
of the Stanford faculty. He also serves as Stanford's
representative on the Inter-University Board. The other
members of the Board are as follows :

John McCoy, Associate Professor of Linguistics, Cornell
University, Chairman of the Board, 1977-78

Frederick W. Mote, Professor of Oriental Studies, Prince-
ton University, Chairman of the Board, 1976-77

Hans Bielenstein, Professor of Chinese History, Columbia
University
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James E. Dew, Associate Professor, Department of Far Eastern
Languages and Linguistics, University of Michigan

John C. Jamieson, Associate Professor of Chinese, University
of California (Berkeley)

Jerry Norman, Associate Professor of Chinese, University of

Washington

David T. Roy,. Professor of Chinese Literature, University
of Chicago

Hugh M. Stimson, Associate Professor of Chinese Linguistics,
Yale University

Lyman P. Van Slyke, Associate Professor of (Modern Chinese)
History, Stanford University

Lien-sheng Yang, Professor of Chinese, Harvard University.

Full-time Teachers:

Mr. Shen Hung -1, Instructional Officer

Mrs. Chang Chou Hui- ch'iang

Mrs. Li Na Tsung-i

Mrs. Yeh Liu Hsiao-hsien

Mrs. Chao Ming

Mr. Hsu Li-ch'ang

Miss Ch'i Yung-p'ei

Miss Yang Chiu

Tutors:

Mr. Chin Chia-hsi

Mrs. Lian Liu Chun -hua

Mr. Ch'en Shun- ch'eng

Mrs. Ch'en Hou Yu-lan

Miss Ho Shu-chen
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Part-time Teachers:

Miss Chang Yu-chieh

Mrs. Pi Tang Chin-ch'ung

Mr, Huang Chia-ting

Miss Chang Jung-chiao

Mr, Chuang Ming-tsu

Miss Han Ying-hua

Miss Lu Jung-ch'un

Miss Hung Shiu-fang

Miss Ma Yi-hao

Miss Chiang Tz'u

Miss Liang Chu-chu

Miss Chang Chun-chu

Miss Wu Hui-chiln

Miss Chang Yu-tung

e) Institutional Contributions

The universities contribute in a variety of important ways.
Member institutions release the time of their r)presentatives on
the Board, and a number of universities, both within and without
the Board, have allowed time to a member of their faculty to as-
sume the field directorship. They also share part of the costs
by permitting their students to use intramurally awarded fellow-
ships at the IUP; thus tuition and fees, which would normally be
received by the home institution, are in effect, awarded to the
Program. This cost-sharing is a very significant contribution.

Stanford University9 in addition to providing office space,
also make its financial and budgeting services available without
cost, and pinks up some of the salaries of administrative person-
nel and secretaries. Were it necessary to divorce the adminis-
tration of the Program from the University, home office expenses
would probably be two to three times as large as presently bud-
geted.

,J kr 43
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Significant contributions have also been made by theGovernment of the Republic of China, and by National TaiwanUniversity. Much tangible help has been received from both,
including rent-free use of the building in which-the_Programis located. Intangible, but no less vital, assistance hasalso been given in the form of exemption from customs levies,expedited visa processing, permission to use Communist
materials in a restricted reading room, academic cooperation,access to archives, etc. In a very real sense, the Inter-University Program is a venture in Sino-American cooperation.

4. Facilitiest Location and Descri tion

The physical facilities of the IUP are located, most conve-niently, on the campus of National Taiwan University. Duringits first year of operation, 1963, the Program was offered theuse of a building rent-free by National Taiwan University. Thislarge two-story structure was then extensively renovated andrepaired'to fit the. Program's needs. The lower floor contains
classrooms, the Instructional Officer's office, a student lo4ngeand rest rooms. The upper floor contains the Director's office,administrative spaces, printing and compiling rooms, a smallreference library, a restricted room for Communist materials,and a fully equipped language laboratory/recording studio. Thesefacilities can accommodate up to fifty full-time students.

In addition to these facilities in Taipei, Stanford Uni-versity makes services and space available for the administrationof the program, as well as providing accounting, administrative,and secretarial services.

4.
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ATTACHMENT TO TAIPEI PROGRAM PRESENTATION

UTILIZATION OF VIDEOTAPE RECORDING FOR INTERMEDIATE CHINESE

LANGUAGE INSTRUCTION AND ADVANCED LANGUAGE MAINTENANCE

The Office of Education has funded a two-year project through
the Joint East Asia Language and Area Center of Stanford Uni-
versity and the University of California, Berkeley, toi.utilize
videotape recordings of standard television programs 1) in the
instruction of intermediate Chinese and 2) in the maintenance
of advanced levels of Chinese. It is the purpose of this pro-
ject to muster the considerable resources of the profession to
provide for what are widely recognized to be two of the most
critical needs in the field of teaching Chinese at this time,
thatAs, the development of methods of instruction at the inter-
mediate level that will ensure greater fluency in the spoken
language and the development of a pedagogy and teaching materials
for studying and maintaining advanced levels of spoken Chinese.
In this effort the availability of television programs from
the Republic of China is an essential ingredient for its success.

The project is to be located at the campuses of Stanford
University and the University of California, Berkeley, but it
is meant to be nation-wide in scope. An effort will be made to
locate teachers of Chinese language at the university level who
will be interested in participating in this project. By the
end of the two year period it is hoped that a distribution net-
work will have been developed so that these materials can be
circulated and cooperative initiatives encouraged.

I. PROCEDURES AND TIME-SCHEDULE

1, Public Announcement: The project will be initiated by
an announcement at the November, 1977, meeting of the Chinese
Language Teachers Association, which this year meets in San
Francisco. This is an association of more than a hundred
teachers of Chinese across the country.

2. Conference of Consultantt-'-Novebber 1977: Aftei, the
CLTA meeTing, some ten selected indiv duals concerned with
language training and interested in 'exploring the use of, vtleo-
tape materials' will be invited to remain for a day-long con-
ference at Stanford University. It would be exploratory, to
pool the views and insights of the highly competent and expe.7
rienced educators in this area, and to lay down guidelines for
further work. Teachers of Chinese, audiovisual experts,' and
those who have alreadu made use of videotapes in the teaching
of other languages, would be invited.
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3. First Stage: Advanced Level Maintenance Materials- -
October 1977 to June 1978: The conference and the guidelines
it establishes would lead to the acquisition of taped materials
and establishment of a distributional network. This phase of
activity would also serve to identify interested participants
at the various institutions, to enlist the cooperation of
additional personnel, to explore the types of materials and
quantities available, and to work our the problems in repro-
duction and distribution. At this stage, the focus would be
on the most advanced level, the one which needs only access to
the tapes for purposes of maintenance and for whom little or
no supplementary materials are necessary. A flow of two or
three tapes of high quality and interest per month would be
the optimum goal. Itmould be important to make adequate
provision for feedback from participating institutions to
ensure the maintenance of initial levels of interest and
enthusiasm.

4. Workshop for Intermediate Tapes and Pedagogy--July and
August, 1978: By this time a highly selected stockpile of
videotape materials will have been acquired so as to provide
the raw materials for susequent stages. A workshop involving
a small group of professional teachers of the language wi)1 be
held over a period of six to eight weeks in conjunction with
the summer language programs at Stanford and/or Berkeley. The
workshop will produce a number of tapes with accompanying mate-
rials such as extensive glossaries, lesson plans, recorded
questions, recorded examples of the advanced vocabulary items
in other contexts, and the like. The pedagogy to be used will
be worked out by actual use pf the materials in summer session
classes, allowing the workshop participants to observe the
effectiveness of their products. Realistic goals will enable
the distribution of a limited number of such tapes in the
fall; guidelines and techniques will have been established to
allow the production of more materials during the academic
year.

5. Second Sta 6:"DiStribUtion-and Further Pre aration-,
of InterMedia6 Materials - =Se tebber 37 to jutie. 1979: A
small team of researchers and clerical assistants will continue
the production of supplementary materials for specific video-
taped programs in order to ensure a oontinuing supply for
participating institutions. It is expected that a stock of
materials adequate for a formal course of instruction will have
been prepared by the end of this period. In subsequent years.,
efforts to supplement this stock and to update it for use at
the intermediate level will draw on a continuing. flow of un-
edited tapes designed for use at the advanced maintenance level.
Participating institutions will be encouraged to make their
own materials for use at the lower level and to make them
generally available.
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II. THE CRITERIA FOR SELECTION OF PROGRAMS

As can be seen from the description of this project the
availability of videotapes of television programs is essential
for its success. The opportunity for the student to observe
the language as spoken in a living context, the interaction
of individuals as they speak, the exposure to the "real"
language, all can make the use of television programs an impor-
tant advance in the teaching of the language. The parameters
by which selection will be made are:

1) the language used must be the spoken language, that
is, colloquial. Literary style, although more respectable,
is not useful in this project. The purpose of the project is
to teach advanced spoken Chinese, not the language of the
written essay or of knight-errantry.

2) the programs cannot be too long. A half-hour is the
preferred length but hour-long programs (minus advertising
this may be 40-45 minutes) are still within the limits sought.

3) the programs must be interesting and hold the interest
of the student. Comedy and drama are best for this but for
the sake of variety, well-made travelogues and dorumentaries are
also useful.

III. ASSURANCES TO AND ASSISTANCE REQUESTED OF GIO AND
TELEVISION STATIONS

As can be seen, this project is an educational effort
carried on by a number of universities. The videotapes of the
television programs will be used for educational purposes
only. The videotapes themselves will remain in the language
laboratories of the respective universities, and copies will
be made only for participating institutions which abide by the
accepted copyright regulations. Copies of supplementary
materials developed for any videotape will be sent to the
GIO and to the producing station for their perusal and comment.

The procedure for acquisition of videotapes by the project
is a matter for discussion and mutual agreement. As we now
envisage the procedure, shortly after a program is televised,
we will contact the appropriate person at the television station,
supply a. blank tape, and request a copy of that program; payment
of customary fees or other requirements will be observed by us.
The tape will be returned to the Inter-University Program and
then mailed to the project office at Stanford-Berkeley. The

_facilitative assistance of the GIO will be sought in expediting
the procedures involved in exporting_these videotapes.
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IV. CONCLUSION

We sincerely believe that a cooperative project of this
sort will make an enormous contribution, not just to the teaching
of Chinese in the United States, but to the development of mutual
understanding of the respective cultures and a deeper appreciation
of the enduring values of Chinese civilization.
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iii) INTER-UNIVERSITY CENTER FOR JAPANESE LANGUAGE STUDIES IN TOKYO

PROGRAM OBJECTIVE

The objective of the Center's ten-month intensive training in
advanced Japanese is to enable a select numoer of college and univer-
sity students to converse in Japanese with Japanese scholars, artists,
businessmen, and diplomats, and to use Japanese materials for academic
research or other professional study.

CENTER ORGANIZATION

The Center is governed by an Inter-University Committee of scho-
lars representing eleven universities with strong, established graduate
programs in Japanese studies. The Committee's Chairman is Howard Hib-
bett, Professor of Japanese Language and Literature at Harvard Univer-
sity; its Executive Secretary is Peter Duus, Professor of Modern Japanese
History at Stanford University; and the Committee's administrative af-
fairs are handled by the Center for Research in International Studies
of Stanford University.

Delmer M. Brown, Professor Emeritus of Japanese history at the
University of California, Berkeley, is Center Director; and Kiyoko
Takagi, Lecturer in Japanese religious history at Tokyo University, is
Associate Director. The Staff includes twelve full-time, experiences
Japanese teachers who have prepared the Center's teaching materials
and developed innovative methods of language instruction.

BACKGROUND

The ultimate justification for the Inter-University Center pro-
gram in Japanese language lies in the national need for American spe-
cialists who can understand and communicate with Japan, a country whose
interests are intertwined more closely with our own than are those of
almost any other country in the world today.

Relationships that have developed between Japan and the United
States over the past generation are complex and multifaceted and have
made Japan as important for Americans as any major country in Europe.
Politically and militarily Japan is our key ally in East Asia; econo-
mically she is our largest trading partner in Asia, and our second lar-
gest trading partner in the world; intellectually and culturally, her
science and technology, as well as her arts and higher culture, have
enriched our own significantly.

It goes without saying that the importance of Japan to the United
States is likely to increase in the years to come. It is therefore
essential that the United States maintain a group of well-trained and
linguistically competent specialists on Japan. Without such specialists
it would be difficult for Americans to gain a full understanding of
Japanese society or communicate fully with its people.

L.1
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With few exceptions business, political, educational and intel-lectual leaders in the United States do not understand or speak the

Japanese language and most are not familiar with Japan's cultural tra-ditions or prevailing social attitudes. In this respect. Americansare at a considerable disadvantage in comparison to the Japanese, whohave made far greater efforts to study American society and to learnits language. At all levels of the government, business, and academicworlds there are Japanese who can communicate readily and effectivelyin English. The gap between Japanese and i-imerican manpower resourcesin this respect is enormous. There remains a crying need for young
American professionals with an independent or fluent competence inJapanese.

To be sure, the Japanese language instruction in the United Stateshas improved vastly over the past decade and a half as the result of acombined effort by the federal government, private foundations and anumber of major universities. Over the past five years, for example,Japanese language enrollments at American universities have tripled.This trend is encouraging, but the fact remains that the absolute num-ber of Americans with even marginal competence in Japanese remainsquite small, and the number of Japanese specialists who are trulyfluent in Japanese are nowhere nearly adequate to national needs.More academic specialists are required in higher education to replaceretiring faculty or to fill new positions, and more linguistically
competent business executives, lawyers, public officials, and otherprofessionals are demanded by the ever-expanding number of economic,political, and other transactions between the United States and Japan.

ACHIEVEMENTS OF THE CENTER

Over the past fourteen years the Inter-University Center forJapanese Language Studies in Tokyo has trained nearly 350 young Ameri-can specialists on Japan. Originally established as an overseas studycenter by Stanford University in 1960, the Center was taken over by aconsortium of eleven United States and Canadian universities in 1963.It was organized as an inter-university operation, governed by an
Inter-University Committee made up of representatives from the consor-tium universities and administered on their behalf by Stanford. Univer-sity. The goal of the consortium was to provide advanced universityand college students planning lifetime careers on Japan with an inten-_sive program in modern written and spoken Japanese of a kind that thenexisted neither in the United States nor in Japan. This goal has beenachieved. Today the Center has become a unique national resource.There is simply no other single institution, either in Japan or inNorth America, that offers an advanced intensive Japanese languageprogram with a teaching staff, teaching materials, and technical faci-lities of comparable quality.

Achievements of the Center have been considerable. First of all,it has cut the time needed to train Japanese specialists in basic lan-guage skills. At the time the Center was founded, four to six ye ,r;were considered the minimal time required to attain a working masteryof Japanese. Under the Center's program a student can acquire such
mastery in as little as two years (one year at the home institution,including a summer intensive course and one year at the Center). Tie2.ommitment of time and expenditure of psychological anguish once
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associated with a decision to enter a career in Japanese stud4s byand large has been eliminated, making the field much more attractivethan it once was for potential students. The acceleration providedby the program has also substantially reduced the cost of training
students who no longer need to be supported an additional two to fouryears while working on language.

Second, the Center program, stressing as it does the need to de-velop effective control of spoken as well as written Japanese,'has pro-duced students with a better command of the language than any previousgeneration of language students trained in the United States. ,Japanspecialists trained earlier could read and translate Japanese,but oftenhad difficulty in spoken communication. By contrast, Center graduatesat the end of their year are not only able to undertake routine tasksof daily life in normal colloquial Japanese, but can also carry on con-versations of highly sophisticated levels of Japanese in their'field ofacademic specialty.

Third collectivel the Center traduates constitute some of themost able and gifted younger men and women engaged in academic or pro-fessional studies related to Japan. Nearly all have returned to theUnited States for work on advanced degrees or to pursue careers relatedto Japan. A majority of the recent PhD recipients in Japanese studieswere trained at the center, and among younger faculty in the field,Center graduates have published significant work on Japan in their
respective disciplines; others have entered business, law, and' Jour-nalism; and still others have assumed positions of important adminis-trative responsibility in higher education, foundation work, or govern-ment service. Center graduates, as a group, are playing a key role inpromoting and maintaining communication between Japan and the UnitedStates.

It is widely agreed that'the Center's continued operation isessential to the training of young, men and women with the criticallanguage skills so vital to the development of Japanese studies, andto create a new group of non-academic professionals able to speak and2ommunicate effectively in Japanese in all spheres of contact. Con-sidering how important such individuals are to the US-Japan r4.ation-ship, it is not surprising to find that there is general recognitionDf the Center's long-term importance. As the final report of the1CLS-SSRC Sub-Committee on Japanese Language Training noted: "Theliscontinuation of the Center program would be a catastrophe for the`field of Japanese studies, resulting in the loss of the most efficient?oute to competency in the language generally available to US students.Et is the judgment of the Sub-Committee, therefore, that the establish -lent of a secure and continuing financial base for the Center and its)rogram is the most urgent and immediate need in the field of Japanese.anguage training.

DMISSION

Twenty-eight students are admitted to the program each year,to (1) are degree candidates at any university or college either inhe United States or abroad or intend to enroll in graduate school
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after the Center's program has been completed; (2) have achieved highgrades in at least two years of university or college level course workin Japanese, or the equivalent; and (3) have taken the Center's Screen-ing Test, which tests an applicant's ability to read modern Japanese,to read and write characters in the Toyo Kanji list, and to comprehend
simple Japanese conversation recorded on tape.

Undergraduates who will receive their BA degrees at the close ofthe current academic year should be admitted to a graduate school atthe time of applying, or provide evidence of an intention to apply foradmission when the Center program has been completed. Graduate students,except those who have received professional degrees in law or business,should be active candidates for an advanced degree.

Experience has shown that highly motivated undergraduates or begin-ning graduate students are most likely to make the best use of the Cen-ter's program.

The Inter-University Committee encourages students to apply
admission as early as possible in their academic careers, when they cangive their undivided attention to a mastery of the language that willbe useful at late stages of professional training.

Requests for application forms should be addressed to:

Center for Research in International Studies
Room 200 Lou Henry Hoover Building
Stanford University
Stanford, California 94305

Applications must be received by February 15th.

BASIC PROGRAM

At the beginning of September a placement test enables Centerteachers to set up classes (usually no more than four to a class) that
will include students with roughly the same language competence. Thefirst part of the three-hour Test measures a student's grasp of ordi-nary Japanese conversational usage and his/her reading ability, Thesecond assesses his/her ability to discriminate between similar Japan-
ese sounds and sentences and to understand simple Japanese conversa-tion. The third is an interview in Japanese recorded on videotape.(Similar interviews are recorded in February and June, enabling thestudent and his/her teachers to assess progress in speaking and under-standing Japanese.)

The Center's ten months of full-time study, drill, and use of oraland spoken Japanese at the advanced level has four principal divisions:.

1. Intensive Review, lasting about one month and divided into (1) MOR-NING CLASSES (meeting for three one-hour periods that begin at 9:45 andend at 12:35) on spoken Japanese; and (2) AFTERNOON CLASSES (beginningat 1:30 and ending at 3:00) on reading and oral comprehension.
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The MORNING CLASSES use a Review Text prepared by Center teachers
and published under the title of Basic Japanese--A review Text. This
book and the ten tapes that go with it are meant to give students a fast
and intensive review of Japanese grammar and to help them use this gra-
mar in Japanese conversation. One of the twenty lessons is taken up each
morning, completing the review by about the first of October.

The AFTERNOON CLASSES are focused on excerpts from high school te7ts
on Japnaese politics, Japanese economics, and Japanese society and thc...,ghto
For each excerpt the student receives a list of the more difficult terms
translated into English. Approximately twenty excerpts from the three
texts are studied during the six weeks set aside for this part of the

review program. A portion of each afternoon class is used for special
exercises, prepared by Center teachers, to improve the student's compre-
hension of spoken Japanese. These are taped Japanese conversations oc-
curring in a number of daily-life situations.

2. An Integrated Course on Spoken and Written Japanese is the core seg-
ment of the Center's intensive instruction in advanced Japanese, It is
divided into two sections taught concurrently from around the first of
October to the first of March: MORNING CLASSES for intensive training
in spoken Japanese, and AFTERNOON CLASSES for intensive training in read-
ing and oral comprehension.

The MORNING CLASSES work with texts prepared by the Center and en-
titled Integrated Spoken Japanese. The two volumes, plus an index, of
Integrated Spoken Japanese I have been published, and Integrated Spoken
Japanese II is being prepared for publication. The two volumes of ISJ-I
include some 500 patterns, usages, and constructions used in spoken Ja-
parse beyond the beginning level; and ISJ-II provides guidance for spo-
ken Japanese used in lectures and public meetings. Every student has a
tape of each lesson, usually completed in one week. The first of the
three morning hours aims to help the students understand how particular
patterns are used; the second is to drill him/her in the use of such
patterns; and the third is to facilitate the use of these patterns and
constructions in free conversation. Morning study of spoken Japanese
is supplemented with special exercises in pronunciation, kanji study,
and sentence composition. Each student also receives one hour of tutorial
instruction every week. The completion of each part of the Integrated
:spoken Japanese course is followed by a comprehensive examination,

From October to December the AFTERNOON CLASSES on integrated read-
ing and oral comprehension are focused on daily newspaper items and
daily TV newscasts on the same subjects. Each class takes up a differ-
ent news article almost every day. For class preparation each student
is given (1) a xerox copy of a newspaper article; (2) a -list of key
words and phrases translated into English; (3) a tape recording of a
TV newscast on that same subject; (4) a list of key words and phrases- -
translated into English--of that TV newscast. In class, difficult points
of both the newspaper article and the TV newscast are explained and dis-
cussed in Japanese.

Between December and the end of February each student is usually
assigned to an AFTERNOON "reading group" for the study of general read-
ings in one of the following fields: (1) early Japanese history;
(2) modern Japanese literature; (3) Japanese society; (4) Japanese



- 56 -politics; or (5) Japanese law. Each "reading group" is taught by dteacher who has an interest in that field and wno has prepared a num-ber of articles and chapters, written by specialists, that introducethe student to the language of that field and to some of the major issuesand problems being currently investigated. Two volumes on early Japanesehistory, prepared by Center teachers for use by reading groups, have beenpublished by the Japan Foundation. Other volumes are being prepared forpublication. Each student has his/her copy of the reading material,which usually includes lists of complicated terms translated into En9-.1sh.Study in a "reading group" is supplementeL by TV cultural programs fc:oral comprehension.

3. Advanced Work in Spoken and Written Japanese, beginning afterabout the first of March, provides more advanced instruction in bothspoken and written Japanese. Since attempts are made to relate thisphase of the program to the special interests of the individual student,and to the level of his/her competence in Japanese, a large proportionof the instruction is tutorial in character.

For more advanced training in spoken Japanese, students are intro-duced in MORNING CLASSES to a wider range of TV programs and given op-portunities to use what is heard in free conversation. Students arealso provided the option of reviewing the Integrated Spoken Japanese Icourse covered bewteen October and February. But primary attention isgiven to tutorial instruction that gives each student an opportunityto carry on conversations in Japanese about subjects in which he/shehas a special interest.

For more advanced training in reading a student may opt to partici-pate in an AFTERNOON "reading group" different from the one taken in theprevious period. But if he/she is a graduate student whose researchfield is firmly established, he/she may read materials in that particu-lar field with a tutor who has related interests. In certain cases theCenter may employ an outside tutor who has had, or is taking, graduatework in that particular field.

4. An Oral Report Recorded on Videotape, the last TV recording,comes at the close of the program and gives each student an opportunityto have his/her say--in Japanese--about anything that is on his/hermind: current interests or problems, strengths and weaknesses of theCenter's training program or achievements and plans in research. Thestudent's statement (no more than ten minutes long) is followed byquestions and answers about the report. By comparing this recordingwith earlier interviews, the student and his/her teachers can make asomewhat accurate and objective assessment of the progress that hasbeen made during the ten months of Japanese language study.

PROFESSIONAL REFRESHER COURSE

In order to provide post-doctoral scholars or other qualified pro-fessionals with an opportunity to refurbish and improve their skills inSpoken and/or written Japanese, the Inter-University Committee hasauthorized the establishment of an intensive twelve-week course for:hose who have completed at least two years of college-level work in
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Japanese or the equivalent. Ap)licants are asked to take the written
portion of the Center's Placement Test. Admission may be denied if the
applicant's score is excessively low or excessively high. No more than
four will be admitted in one year, and the Center will not admit appli-
cants who require individual tutorial instruction.

Only one class of no more than four scholars will be organized in
a single year. It will be taught by a regular instructor of the Center,
begin in mid-September, and last twelve weeks--ending before Christmas.
The three one-hour morning meetings, held daily from Monday through
Friday, will be devoted to the Center's Integrated Spoken Japanese course
(see above). If the scholar wishes to take the reading and oral compre-
hension part of the course as well, he/she will attend a meeting held
three times a week between 1:30 and 3:00 p.m. and work on Center's les-
sons taken from (1) Japanese high school textbooks on Japanese politics,
Japanese economics, and Japanese Lociety and thought; (2) recent items
from Japanese newspapers; and (3) TV programs integrated with (1) and (2).
Sach participant is required to take the Integrated Spoken Japanese part
Df the course, but the written and oral-comprehension portion is optional.
-Iveryone is expected to attend the whole of every class meeting. Regular
Jenter holidays will be observed.

The fee for the Integrated Spoken Japanese part of the course is
1,200, and for both X1,500. Fees are payable in advance and cannot be
refunded or pro-rated.

IIDEO TEACHING MATERIALS DEVELOPMENT

In 1971 the Center staff began experimenting with the development
)f video materials for advanced language training, a field of pedagogy
still relatively undeveloped in any language field. In 1974, a contri-
)ution from the Ford Foundation and the cooperation of the Sony Corpor-
ltion made possible the purchase of video cassette recorders and assorted
equipment for the full utilization of video materials in the Center's
,egular language training program. With this equipment the Cehter has
)roduced an integrated series of video materials which greatly' enhance
Effectiveness of the Center program. The techniques and materials it
ias developed may also serve as models for training programs in other
Languages to follow. For example, the Center has assisted the'Inter-
Jniversity Program for Chinese Language Studies in Taipei in developing
.ts own videotape capacity.

Between 1974 and 1977, the Center staff, with partial support from
L grant from the Rockefeller Brothers Fund, developed the following video
;eaching materials: (1) selected video materials such as news broad-
:asts, news analysis, panel discussions, and in-depth current affairs
)rograms which are integrated with newspaper and magazine articles for
Lse with the Center's Integrated Spoken Japanese textbook; (2). a series
)f four videotape lessons focussing on nongrammatical aspects of spa-
:en Japanese (such as end-particles, response words, emphasis, and
lause words); (3) a series of videotape lessons centering on video-
'ecorded discussions, lectures, and informal conversation styles aimed
.t training students in effective communication in real-life situations
.s distinct from mastery of textbook patterns' and (4) video materials
Alitable for advanced language instruction.

Co
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Development of video teac-ing materials is a continuing activity
of the Center. In 1977-1978 the oral comprehension segment of the pro-
gram was redesigned to include new audio tapes as preparation for the
videotape materials. The tapes are recordings of conversations ranging
from such real-life situations as boarding a train (with station noises
included) to discussions of a chart in a newspaper.

TEXT MATERIAL DEVELOPMENT

The Center has developed its own printed textbook materials, many
of which are used by other Japanese language training programs, both in
Japan and elsewhere. These textbooks are based on sound linguistic
principles, as well as on the practical experience of staff in teaching;
advanced students. There is probably no better set of intermediate spc-
ken Japanese language textbooks than that developed by the Center. Never-
theless, further refinement and improvement of textbook materials is a
continuing activity of the Center. For e:l'ample, there was some needless
duplication in the major Center texts (Integrated Spoken Japanese I, in-
tegrated Spoken Japanese II, and Integrated Spoken Japanese III). During
the 1977-1978 year these materials have been reorganized and streamlined.
Much of the duplication has been removed, and the whole program has been
made more systematic. This improvement whill enable students to complete
this portion of the program faster and more efficiently, and it will pro-
vide them with additional time for tutorial instruction in the last half
of the program. The revision may also make the textbooks more useful to
other institutions.

Similarly, supplementary materials used at the Center are constantly
being revised and improved. A new set of pronunciation drills has been
developed to replace those used previously in the first six weeks of the
program. The improved pronunciation drill materials are available for a
period of twelve weeks, and they are more compact and systematic than
previous materials. Instructional materials have also been .developed to
assist students in learning how to write letters or postcards on matters
about which foreign students may have occasion to write, ranging from
requests for recommendations to New Year's greetings.

The continuing development of written instructional materials is
an essential part of the program. The teaching staff regard this as
part of their normal responsibilities, and an important portion, of staff
time is devoted to this activity. The result has been .a constant up-
grading in the quality of instruction and enhancement of students'
skills.

CENTER JOURNAL

The Center publishes an annual journal for distribution to Japanese
language departments and other educational institutions engaged' in teach-
ing Japanese, both in Japan and abroad. The journal is an outlet for
the results of research related to the content and method of Center in-
struction, especially the techniques of teaching advanced Japanese in-
tensively in Japan. The first issue published in June 1978 deals with
the history and present situation of the training program at the Center.
Subsequent issues will consider more specific problems.
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The journal provides a means of disseminating information about the

Center's unique and pioneering language training methods and is intended
to help raise the level of Japanese training at other institutions.

OTHER ACADEMIC ACTIVITIES

In addition to the language training program, the Center attempts
to provide students with other educational opportunities. Two afternoons
each month are set aside for such activities. One such activity is a
series of monthly lectures by distinguished i.merican or Japanese scholars.
At the beginning of the year these lectures are given in English, but
during the middle and end of the year, when student abilities have ad-
vanced, they are given in Japanese. These lectures enable students to
widen their acquaintance with the Japanese academic and scholarly commu-
nity while providing them with practice in oral comprehension. Another
type of academic activity is planned field study visits to places such
as museums, the National Diet, government agencies, factories, and the
like. These activities, begun on an experimental basis in 19771978,
broaden students' familiarity with all aspects of Japanese society and
culture while giving them the opportunity to speak and hear Japanese out-side the classroom.

ATTENDANCE FEE

In 1978-1979, each student is charged an attendance fee of $3,000
for the ten-month program, paid in four equal payments after September.
Attendance fees are paid directly to the Center for Research in Inter-
qational Studies at Stanford, The fee will be $3,500 in 1979-1980 and$4,000 in 1980-1981.

FINANCIAL AID

The Center has a limited amount of funds for fellowships and grants-in-aid. However, students should make every attempt to finance their
year at the Center by securing financial support from their own univer-
sities or other sources, or by using savings since Center fellowships
will not be awarded to all who are admitted and in no case will such
awards be sufficient to cover the whole of tuition, travel, and livingcosts.

Graduate students are urged to apply for a Foreign Language and Area
Studies Fellowship, a Foreign Area Fellowship, or a Fulbright-Hays Fel-
lowship (if applicable), that will permit them to take the Center's pro-gram for the full ten months. Students applying for these fellowshipsare reminded that the application deadlines are sometimes as early as
Cctober of the previous year.

The Inter-University Committee's Selection Committee makes the fol-lowing awards: (1) 10 Japan Foundation Fellowships paying 140,000 yena month for 10 months; plus air travel to Tokyo (and possibly back home);(i2) College Women's Association Fellowships for two female students, pay-
ng 100,000 yen a month for 10 months; and (3) 10 or so grants-in-aid,
warded on the basis of need, from $45,000 provided by the Inter-Univer-,ity Committee's Selection Committee awards fellowship and grants-in-aid

..rom money provided by the Japan Foundation, the College Women's Asso-iation of Tokyo, the United States Office of Education, and universitieshat sponsor the Center.
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CENTER FUNDING

In addition to receiving scholarships and grants-in-aid (noted above)
r students, the Center receives funds for meeting operational costs

f om attendance fees paid by participating students and from annual grants
m de by the United States Office of Education, the Japan Foundation, andt e Japan-United States Friendship Commission. The Inter-University Com-
mittee has recommended that each of the universities represented on the
Committee contribute $4,000 annually to the Center for scholarships.

PERSONNEI, ,ND FACILITIES

a. The Inter-University Committee

The Center functions under the governance of an Inter-University Com-
mittee co,Aposed of representatives from eleven major graduate centers
of Japanese studies in the United States and Canada. The Committee
exercises complete authority over all Center operations. It meets
annually to conduct its regular business, which includes review and
approval of the budget, setting of policy, selection of the Center
director, and all other matters relating to the Center or its admin-
istration that may require attention. Committee members also serve
from time to time on the student Selections and Awards Sub-Committee,
participate in intensive review of the Center program, and perform
numerous other tasks on behalf of the Center. The release of faculty
time to Inter-University Committee business is a major contribution
to the Center by participating institutions, which also proVide cru-
cial support by allowing their fellowships and scholarships to be
activated in the Center program. The Inter-University Committee
members in 1977-1978 are:

Howard Hibbett, Chairman
Professor of Japanese Language and Literature.
Department of Far Eastern Languages
Harvard University

Peter Duus, Executive Secretary
Associate Professor of History
Stanford University

Robert H. Brower
Professor of Japanese Literature
Department of Far Eastern Languages and Literature
University of Michigan

John Howes
Professor of History
University of British Columbia

Marius Jansen
Professor of History
Princeton University

Edwin McClellan
Professor of Japanese Language and Literature
Department of East Asian Languages and Literature
Yale University
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Kozo Yamamura
Depaftmen; of Asian Language and Literature
University of Washington

Tetsuo Najita
Professor of History
Department of Far Eastern Languages and Civilizations
University of Chicago

Agnes Niyekawa Howard
Professor of Japanese
Department of East Asian Languages
University of Hawaii

H. Paul Varley
Professor of Japanese
Department of East Asian Languages and Cultures
Columbia University

Administrative Agency

Day-to-day administration of the Center is delegated by the Committeeto its administrative agency, Stanford University. The Executive
Secretary, Peter Duus, is a Stanford professor whose vita follows:

Degrees: BA Harvard University 1955
MA University of Michigan 1959
PhD Harvard University 1965

Employment: Assistant Professor, History, Washington University,
1964-1966

Assistant Professor, History, Harvard University,
1966-1970

Associate Professor, History, Claremont Graduate School,
1970-1973

Associate Professor, History, Stanford University,
1973-present

Publications: Party Rivalry and Political Change in Taisho Japan,
1968.

Feudalism in Japan, 1969; second edition, 1975
The Rise of Modern Japan, 1976
Numerous articles and book reviews.

Director

The Director of the Center is an American scholar chosen by the Inter-University Committee. Under the supervision of the Committee, he is
responsible for all academic and administrative operations in Tokyo.Of the four directors who have previously served at the Center, two
have been professional linguists (Roy A. Miller, Professor of Japan-
ese, University of Washington; and Everett Kleinjans, Professor of
Linguistics and Chancellor, East-West Center, University of Hawaii),and two have been literature specialists with linguistic trainingand extensive experience in Japanese language instruction (RobertH. Brower, Professor of Japanese, University of Michigan; and

64
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Kenneth D. Butler). The current Director is Delmer M. Brown, a pro-
fessional historian with long academic and administrative experience
in Japan. His vita is as follows:

Degrees: AB Stanford University, 1932
MA Stanford University, 1940
PhD Stanford University, 1946

Employment: Lecturer in English, Dai shi K5t5 Gakko, Japan, 1932-1y38
Teaching Assistant, History Department, Stanford Uni-
versity, 1940

Officer in the United States Navy, 1940-1946
Assistant Professor of History, University of California
at Berkeley, 1946-1950

Associate Professor'of History, University of California
at Berkeley, 1950-1956

Professor of History, University of California, Berkeley,
1956--Emeritus, 1977--

Temporary
Employment
and Leaves: Consultant for the US Army in Japan, Summer 1948

Representative for Asia Foundation in Hong Kong, 1953-
1954

Representative for Asia Foundation in Tokyo, 1954-1955
Senior Research Fulbright Fellow in Japan, 1959-1960
Senior Research Fellow, East-West Center, Honolulu,
1963-1964

Director of California Abroad Program, Tokyo, :967-
1969

Sa-batical and Berkeley Humanities Fellow, Kyoto, 1975-
1976.

University
Appointments: Chairman, Department of History, 1958-1960

Chairman, University of California State-Wide Budget
Committee, 1966-1967

Chairman, Berkeley Division of Academic Senate, 1971
Chairman, Department of History (second term), 1972-

1975

Publications: Money Economy in Medieval Japan: A Study in .the Use
of Coins, 1951

Nationalism in Japan: An Introductory Historical
Analysis, 1955.

Studies in Shinto Thought, 1964
Today's World in Focus: Japan, 1966
The Future and the Past: A Translation and Study of
The Gukansh5, An Interpretative History of Japan Writ-
ten in 1219, In Press.
Numerous articles and book reviews.
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Instructional Staff

The instructional staff of the Center has been assembled with great
effort and care over the past fourteen years, and is an able, dedi-
cated, and experienced group. It is preee.itly composed of twelve
full-time instructors and three part-time instructors.

Takagi, Kiyoko, Associate Director
BA, Ochanomizu Women's College (Philosophy), MA, PhD,
University of. Tokyo, (Comparative Religions)

Arahari, Kazuko
BA Chiba University (German Literature)

Fukuchi, Tsutomu
BA, MA Sophia University (Linguistics)

Mitzutani, Nobuko
BA, University of Tokyo (English Language)
English Language and Literature, University of Michigan
(Garioa-Fulbright Scholar)

Nagai, Masako
BA, Ochanomizu University, (Home Economics)

Otsubo, Kazuo
BA, BA, MA, Tokyo University of Education (Linguistics,
Philosophy, English Literature)

Saito, Akira
BA, MA, Meiji Daigaku (Literature)

Suita, Izumi
BA, International Christian University (Linguistics)

Takai, Tsuneyoshi
BA, Tokai University (Japanese Literature)

Tani, Sumie
BA, Aoyama Gakuin University ( American and English Literature)

Tatematsu, Kikuko
BA, Nagoya University (Japanese Literature)

Toki; Satoshi
BA, Waseda University (Japanese Literature)

Part-Time Instructors:

Komatsu, Moriko
BA, Gakushiun University (Japanese Literature)

Noto, Hiroyoshi
BA, Tokyo University of Education

Yanagisawa, Kiyoko
LLD, Nagoya University's School of Law
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INTER-UNIVERSITY CENTER FOR JAPANESE LANGUAGE
STUDIES IN TOKYO ENROLLMENT BY INSTITUTIONS

INSTITUTION

1-4 (1/4i rn In 1/40 N- co cn o cv Cr) ts-N 1/40 r spo1/40 VD 1/40 1/40 '.0 VD 1/40 1/40 N-
`-.0 H N Crl lf-1 VD N- CO O\ n H C1/41 CY1 ,o ;-El 1/40 1/40 VD 1/40 1/40 1/4.0 VD 1/40 1/40 N- N- N- N-

- Alfred University 1 1Arizona, Univ. of 1
1Barnard 4 1 1 1 1Brigham Young 1 1

British Columbia, U. of (Can.) 5 1 1 1 2Bryn Mawr- 1 1
Calif., U. of (Berkeley) 44 2 1 2 2 1 3 1 4 7 6 2 1 8 4Calif., U. of (Los Angeles) 4 1 1 1 1Cambridge Univ. (Eng.) 1

1Chicago, Univ. of 20 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 2 1 5 3Claremont 7 1 1 2 2 1Columbia Univ. 34 1 3 2 3 4 1 4 I 1 1 1 5 4 3Cornell Univ. 3 1 1 1Dartmouth 2 1 1Douglass Coll. (Rutgers) 1 1
Georgetown Univ. 1

1Harvard Univ. 37 2 2 1 1 3 1 3 4 1 4 5 3 ii 1 2-Hawaii, Univ. of 8 1 2 1 1 2 1Indiana, Univ. of 3 1 1 1Johns Hopkins Univ. 1
1Kansas, Univ. of 4 2 1 1Kent State Univ. 1
1London, Univ. of (Eng.) 2 1 1

Manhattanville 1 1Mass. Inst. of Tech. 1
1Michigan, Univ. of 48 3 5 1 2 3 3 1 4 4 3 5 2 5 5 1 1Minnesota, Univ. of 2 1 1Occidental Coll. 1
1Ohio State Univ. 1 i

J.Oregon, Univ. of 4 1 1 1 1Oxford Univ. (England) 3 2 1
Pennsylvania, Univ. of 3 1 1 1Pittsburgh, Univ. of 2 1 1Princeton Univ. 27 2 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 3 1 4 4 1Radcliffe Coll. 2

1 1Southern Calif., U. of 3 1 1 1*Stanford Univ. 99 22 23 4 2 3 4 4 5 5 2 5 5 3 4 3 4 11Swarthmore 2
1 1.Texas, Univ. of 3 1 1 1Toronto, Univ. of (Can.) 1

1Vermont, Univ. of 1 1
'Virginia, Univ. of 1

1Washington Univ. 1
1Washington, Univ. of 20 2 4 1 1 1 1 1 4 1 1 3Wisconsin, Univ. of 3 1 1Yale Univ. 22 1 3 1 1 4 2 2 1 3 1 3

TOTALS' 437 23 22 19 18 25 25 29 296* 31

*Th heavy enrollment for Stanford was gimaNly Ering0the%rs.Ptwo31;earZ3wh n IUC was a Stanford Center.
**On student was not affiliated.
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iv) AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF INDIAN STUDIES

REPORT ON LANGUAGE PROGRAMS

Introduction

A consortium of 32 American univeasities, the American Institut-of Indian Studies was set up in India in 1962 to support the advance :' ::of knowledge and understanding of India primarily through studies itthat country by Americans. In pursuit of these objectives, the princ--pal activities of the Institute have, therefore, been (a) appointment
of fellows through a national competition under several categor1,--teaching of Indian Languages; (c) organizing seminars and worksk,:.(d) sponsoring group projects; and (e) providing admiali'Atrative
search-related facilities to scholars and students from the Unitof America.

The Institute is governed by a Board of Trustees who are ti =:
designated representatives of member institutions. Policies and vyformulated by the Board are executed by an Executive Committee thcc,y,hits president assisted by several committees (such as the Languagegram Committee, Committee on Art and Archaeology and'a PublicationsCommittee) and officers both in the United States and India.

AIIS Offices

While the Home Office of the Institute is located at the Univea.of Chicago, the Indian headquarters are at New Delhi with Regionalat Calcutta, Madras, Poona, a Language Training Center at Maduraijan:i
special Art and Archaeology Research Center at Varanasi (Benares).

LL-11E111-0ELIEE.

General

Origin of the Language Program activity may be traced to 1963
an intensive Language Training Unit was added to the facilities offer:.:by AIIS to its awardees, under the supervision of Dr. D. P. Pattanaya'r
who was hired as the Chief Linguist. Eight-week intensive LanguageCourses were set up and offered in Marathi at Poona, Hindi/Urdu atDelhi and Bengali at CalcUtta so as to enable the AIIS grantees andtheir spouses either to learn the language or to brush up their pre-vious skills. A seminar on Language Training was organized in 1966 E:114the proceedings were published. One hundred, thirty-six tapes covermaterialsin Hindi, Oriya, Bengali, Marathi, Sanskrit and Tamil and IAdvanced Hindi Reader, were prepared. Realizing the role' of knowledgof a local language in understanding any culture and considering thE
growing demand from the American scholarly community interested inIndian studies and recognizing the fact that the language training ':r:most effectively be given in the place in which the languages are L,pkin, the AIIS Board of Trustees resolved in 1968 that the Institute
should offer advanced regular courses in major Indian languages WLI-,a view to helping graduate students acquire language competence. ,to become fluent in speaking, reading, comprehension,and writing.

Cet
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a result of this Resolution, a Language Committee consisting of lini,u-
ists and language teachers, both from the United States and India, was
appointed to go into the question of organizing Language Programs in
India including preparation of teaching materials, selection process,
course offerings, evaluation process and testing devices. The above
Committee recommended that the Institute should organize advanced
Language Programs to begin with in Hindi, Urdu and Tamil and suggestecthat other major Indian Languages be added depending upon the success
of the first program and availability of frnds for the additiqnal lan-
guages. The Office of Education of the United States government was
,then requested for neccessary funding and with their generous support
the AIIS was able to bring a group of eight American graduates to India
during the academic year 1968-1969 to learn Hindi and Urdu atiNew Delhi
while the intensive training program at Poona and Calcutta continued asbefore. Since then the program has continued, with some fluctuations,
and the Institute has brought 230 participants as will be noted in the
enclosed chart.

Until 1972-1973 the Institute administered these programs inde-
pendently. In 1973 the Government of India became a bit sensitive and
'asked the foreign institutions either to leave or to operate in colla-
boration with Indian institutions. Because of this requirement some
American programs closed down but fortunately the AIIS programs sur-
vived the shock. As a result, we collaborated with the following Insti-
tutions:

1.
2.

Central Institute of Hindi, New Delhi
Jamia Millia Islamia

:

:

Hindi
Urdu

3. Poona University
: Marathi

4. Madurai University
: Tamil

5.. Rama Krishna Mission in Calcutta : Bengali
6. Andhra University

: Telugu

Arising out of this situation the Language Program was split into (a) a
Core Program and (b) a Bridge Program. While the Bridge Program (80 percent of the language instruction) is handled by the AIIS Faculty, the
Core Program (20 per cent) is handled by the Indian Institutions concern-ed. Details of the Core and Bridge programs appear in Appendix 2. The
collaboration has accidentally proved very healthy and useful, in a way,as most of the above institutions have language training programs for
both natives and foreigners. Through this association both the AIIS
faculty and students have gained a lot of new experience with respect
to methodology and teaching materials.

The Government of India has very much appreciated AIIS association
with the above Institutions and in recognition of it they have given us
blanket permission to organize programs in any Indian language and bringany number of participants withob further bureaucratic action. Duringthe first year though the Institute used the materials produced under
the able guidance and direction of Dr. Pattanayak, in the successive
years the teaching materials were produced considering the needs andexpectations of individual students concerned. The materials were pro-
duced under the guidance of the Chairman, AIIS Language Committee, and
eminent Indian linguists and language teachers.

£9
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Program Planning

The Objective

The objective of the Program ever since the language teaching ac-
tivity was undertaken by the Institute in 1968 has been to help graduate
students (and some undergraduates) from American universitiesiand col-
leges to acquire language competence so as to become fluent in speaking,
reading, comprehension,and writing in one of the major Indian languag,,,L:.
In doing so, a careful attempt has always been made to avoid application
of methods that.cmad-equally well be used in an American classroom.
Therefore, theProgram includes conversational sessions, individualized
instruction, field visits, and individual projects in related fields of
interest, thus enabling the participants to acquire competence in the
language concerned for use either in research, or to become language
teachers in the United States, or to use the language knowledge in pur-
suit of the profession each participant chooses.

The AIIS language program is faced annually with the following
questions'

a. What should be the size of the Program? (Dependent'on amount
of funding available)

b. Who should be awarded a Language Fellowship?
c. Which languages should be taught?
d. How should the Program be organized in view of past experi-

ences and observations?
e. What controls should be introduced to make the program effec-

tive, well-acceptedpand efficient?

The\AIIS Language Program Committee then proposes a program of study
of the more important languages based on the amount of funding avail-
able. Announcements inviting applications are then sent to colleges
and universities throughout the US. Applications received are screened
by'a Selection Committee appointed by the AIIS Executive Committee, with
the Language Committee Chairman serving as the Chairman of the Selection
Committee.

While the AIIS Office in Chicago is making plans to (a):finalize
the selection of participants; (b) submit budget proposals tocthe Of-
fice of Education for necessary funding; (c) arrange orientation for
the participants before departure from the USland (d) make necessary
travel plans for the participants to leave the country in time, the
Indian Offices of the Institute negotiate with Indian educatipnal ins-
titutions which will offer the Programs (so as to meet with Indian
.Government requirements), obtain Indian Government approval for insti-
tuting the Program (which has now been given on a "blanket" basis),
arrange visa authorization for the selectees, hire necessary personnel
for the program, arrange housing for the selectees, organize.an orien-
tation program, Placement Tests, and prepare an Information Bulletin
giving the following information for circulation among selectees:

Academic arrangements: Indian Government Requirements, Course Content,
Duration of the Program, Orientation, Place-
ment Tests, Interviews, Attendance, Monthly
Tests, Examinations.
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Information on local travel in India.

Housing Arrangements.

Financial Support.

General Information: Including Temperature, What to Bring from USA,
Clothing, Customs Regulations, etc.

In addition, ;he Director's Office in India circulates a language pro-ficiency or "placement" Questionnaire among the selectees before theirarrival in India (as per Appendix 3) so as to be able to make necessary
arrangements for the students. Based on responses to the Questionnaire,the'Language Program Supervisor then initiates necessary procedures inorder to prepare teaching materials before the arrival of the students,so as to meet the participants' expectations and requirements.

Due to uncertainty of future funding, 'upon expiration of the grant
period the Institute terminates all arrangements for the previous pro-
gram and then reorganizes the whole Program as soon as a new grant in-strument is received for the next Program. For example, all arrange-ments made for 1977-1978 were terminated in May, 1978. Arrangementssuch as renting of quarters for the language instruction, staffing forthe Program, renting furniture, installation of telephone connections,etc., will have to be redone for 1978-1979.

The group arrives in New Delhi normall in mid-August whereuponthey are given a few days to attend the Orientation Program organizedby the Institute in New Delhi and to settle in at their respective des-tinations (Madurai, Calcutta, etc.) before the group jumps into the
classroom situation.

Orientation Program

An Orientation Program is arranged for the group as a whole. The fol-lowing subjects are normally covered:

culture and language of India
overview of the language program
geography and language distribution in India
varieties of spoken Hindi
university life in India and the US
medical advice
living in India
higher education in India
religious aspects of India
youth movements in India
social changes in India
administrative and financial arrangements

Language Instruction

The participants must be enrolled as regular students at Indian
Institutions as required by the Government of India. After the enrol-ment, the AIIS faculty administers a Placement Test to the group and aJoint Committee of the collaborating institutions and the AIIS facultylater interviews the participants individually so as to he able to
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assess their requirements and expectations in the Program. The Pl;-we-
ment Tests, among other things, include questions on grammar, vocabulav,
and phonological perception with the objective of measuring the level
of competence of each student in order to allow for such grouping by
ability.

The first semester of the Program is devoted to intensive trainng
in spoken drills to help the students acquire proficiency in the four
language skills, e.g., speaking, reading, comprehension, and writing,
and to enable them to communicate in different situations, to under-
stand native speakersfand to make themselves understood by them. Going
beyond this, we also attempt to teach the students the finer nuances of
the language, idiomatic and colloquial usages,and technical vocabulary
of their respective special areas, so that they could use the language
to appreciate literature and as an aid to their research work. Language
learning of course is not limited only to acquiring the four skills but
also involves a complete cultural experience. The Program therefore
also aims at exposing the students to all kinds of cultural experienceb
so that they could also learn the language as the carrier of culture of
the community. Teaching schedules therefore include pattern drills,
sound and intonation drills, basic vocabulary, translation and tutorials.
Recently we introduced a weekly session on Indian Culture in which folk
songs of India are taken up.

The course outline adopted for the Program appears at Appendix.
AIIS Faculty normally follow the following weekly schedule:

1. Pattern Practice 3 hours per week
2. Vocabulary 1 hour per week
3. Colloquial Expressions 1 hour per week
4. Conversation 1 hour per week
5. Translation 1 hour per week
6. Socio-cultural matrix 2 hours per week
7. Seminars 2 hours per week
8. Intonation 1 hour per week
9. Written work 1 hour per week
0. Listening 1 hour per week
1. Culture class 1 hour per week
2. Tutorials 3 hours per week
3. Functional grammar 2 hours per week
4. reading 2 hours per week

Apart from the above schedule, the students are given the option of
taking three tutorials a week if they so desire and most of them opt
for it This is particularly true of the smaller programs, egg.,
Madurai and Calcutta.

Before the winter break students are asked to evaluate the Pro-
gram. They give many valuable suggestions which are then considered
and implemented as far as possible. Based on these suggestions, some.
classes and conversation groups are then rearranged according to the
interests and proficiency levels of the students.

Field Trips and Cultural Exposure

In addition to classroom instruction, students are taken to visit
historical places, plays and movies in the company of the Instructors.
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They also visit dance con:erts and concerts on an individual basis.
Extra-curricular activ:It.les learning Hindustani and Cannatic
Classical music, dance, _ndiar ccDkery, (tc.

Tests and Exams

In the beginning of the Program a Placement Test is given to the
students, consisting of three parts, i.e., grammar, vocabulary, and
phonology. The same tests are pepeated once every month. The result,
show marked improvements on the part of students, especially Jf those
who start at a low level. The tests also show the teacher where lack of
clarity exists on their part, leaving scope for future improvement in
teaching. These tests help the students to evaluate the teaching process
and the prrgram in general. Most of their suggestions are implemented
and suggestions giver in the final evaluation are considered for future
implementation.

As required by the Government of India regulations, the final
examination is administered by the collaborc.ting institutions to all
foreign students; usually our students take the first two or three
positions at the top of the scale. Term papers are a part of the final
examination. A sample of the term paper topics in the New Delhi pro-
gram is given below. They are assisted by the AIIS Faculty in planning,
organizing, and writing these papers:

Literary study of working class people in Hindi speaking cities.
Use of 'apna in Hindi.
Contribution of writings of three Indian women in the Freedom
Struggle of India (in Hindi).

The Program concludes in the third week of April when Convocations are
convened to award degrees to our students.

Program Evaluation

The program is evaluated using (a) prototype tests developed by
Franklin Southworth of the University of Pennsylvania; (b) question-
naires prepared by the Language Committee)and (c) personal interviews
by
1. Chairman of the AIIS Language Program Committee. He administers

a questionnaire to the participants and later interviews them
individually and collectively to assess Program performance
academically and administratively.

2. The AIIS President twice a year during his presidential visits
to India.

3. The participants themselves every quarter during the program
period.

3ased on the Evaluation Reports, necessary adjustments are made where-
ver possible.
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.Anguage Laboratory

Much that is done in language laboratories in the United State!', islot necessary in India where more instructors' time is available pndThere the students have access to monolingual native speakers. However,ts stated earlier, the AIIS has set up a small language laboratory with;ome locally manufactured equipment including tape recorders, which havealready outlived their utility, a small projector with slides; and aboutMO tapes prepared by the Institute. Much more needs to be done in this'ield but scarce funding, particularly foreign exchange, makes it impos-lible. Audio-visual materials using TV, films, drama, and radio aredowly being developed both in India and the US and will gradually belade more use of.

.ibrary

With generous funding from the Office of Education a small referenceibrary has been set up in Delhi and Madurai for the use of the students.'e have about 1500 volumes in Delhi and about 500 in Madurai; about 100olumes are added each year to these libraries.

ersonnel

Language instruction is provided by the highly competent staff ofhe Institute. No language teachers known to the Program Directors haveeceived such high praf e as the AIIS instructors who have worked duringhe last decade with our students. The staff all have MA degrees ininguistics and in one of the languages. Our Language Instructor Inbarge, Mrs. Nigam (who is tri-lingual) has ten years' experience ineaching AIIS students, in addition to fifteen years teaching experiencen one of the colleges. She knows EngliLh, Bengali and Hindi. She isspecially interested in Drama. AIIS Language Committee has set up aatio of 1:3, i.e., one instructor for three or less students. Baseda this ratio, AIIS has two full time instructors in Hindi, namely,Veena Mehta and Mrs. RanJana Joshi, in addition to the instructora Charge, Mrs. Nigam. We have an Urdu instructor at Delhi for: one ormio students. In Madurai we have Mrs. Muthu Chidambaram and Mrs. Sar-ar ib our Bengali teacher in Calcutta. Soon we will have another ins-7uctor for Telugu at Andhra University in Waltair.

Lterials Production

The well-trained AIIS faculty has produced a lot of teaching ma-
uiials during their off time. A few samples are enclosed. While the)1lowing Hindi materials have already been published with a grant fromie,Office of*Educatinn. the remaining materials in Hindi, Urdu, Tamil,'ngali and Marathi have been mimeographed and circulated among; theterested parties sftch as South Asian Studies Centers in the Unitedates, AIIS Trustees, etc.

Published Hindi Materials

Advanced Hindi Reader, Hindi Phonetic Drills, A Book ofBasic Vocabulary, Intonation Reader, Workbook for AdvancedHindi Students
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i lossia

The languages of India have a special problem with diglossia (see
pecial report #10 in this general report) which makes access to the
spoken language less easy than access to the literary language. Moreesearch needs to be done in general on the sociolinguistics of thisroblem, but it is clear that any materials development done in thefuture by AIIS staff, especially in the case of Tamil, will have to coreto grips with this problem. We foresee more use of radio, film, and
eventually TV materials to help gain access to the spoken language.e also need to investigate how and when different levels of languageare used in daily life so as to enable students to use the appropriatelevel at the appropriate moment. As more research in sociolinguisticsproceeds both in India and at home, we will gain knowledge in how to
help students deal with this aspect.

Tutorials and Class Size

The strength of the AILS language program lies in the diversity ofthe linguistic scene in India. We try to offer instruction in the most
important languages of India and since we have usually around a dozenawardees per year, divided among four or more languages, it means thatclasses al'e small and can be offered on an individualized basis. Bythe end of the year students are usually able to work on special areasDf interest to them and can return home with skills that enable themto finish degree work (usually MA) very quickly.

Place of English in India

Becuse of the historical place= of English in India and its contin-ling use as a lingua franca as well as in business, banking, tourism,and higher education in India, students wanting to learn an Indian vena-7,ular are often confronted with a barrier to that language. Many In-lians speak good English and want to practice it. Moreover, EnglishLs used by many Indians in interaction among themselves and cannot be
expected to stop using English in the presence of foreigners learningEndian languages. What we need to learn is how to sidestep such situ-.tions and funnel students into linguistic situations where they can
tse their Tamil or Hindi and gain confidence in their use.

Part of our orientation program and part of our ongoing work withrtudents must be devoted to examining how better to help students gainaccess to the language they are studying. There is no tradition of
'oreigners in India learning an Indian language so that Indians aresed to speaking English instead of vice-versa. As the use of Indian
anguages gains prestige in the coming years, the naturalness ofpeaking an indigenous language will increase and this problem should'ade away. This is already more the case with Hindi than it was, andome changes are already happening in Tamil and other languages, too.

onclusion

In conclusion, it seems that our program is in good shape and willost certainly improve given improved relations between India and theS. However, with the decline of availability of PL480 rupee funds,e may be faced with different kinds of problems. The Institute is
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orking to develop an independent permanent source of funds but most
robably we may have to start charging fees for access to the program,
hich we have not had to do until now. This will make a difference in
he kind of student who applies to our program but this will probably
e a healthy change.

e also hope to re-institute our summer intensive program now that the
Government of India will permit it, but this will also depend on the
availability of funds.
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1969 -70

5

10

- 3
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-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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-

-

-

8

15

-

1970-71 10 17 2 6 2 6 - 1 - - 14 30

1971 -72 6 16 - 1 3 2 - 2 - 9 21

1972 -73 11 18 2 1 5 6 1 - - - 19 25

1973-74 6 11 1 2 3 3 1 2 - - 11 18

1974-75 7 - - - 3 - - - - - 10 -

1975 -76 9 - - 3 - - - - - 12 -

1976 -77 9 - - - 3 - - - - - 12 -
1977 -78 8 - - - 3 - - - 1 - 12 -

1978 -79 8 - 1 - 3 - - - 1 1 14
173-6- --9

GRAND TOTAL

ft = Regular Year
S = Summer.

7

230
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v) THE BERKELEY URDU LANGUAGE PROGRAM IN PAKISTAN

NEEDS AND OBJECTIVES

The primary purpose of the Berkeley Urdu Language Program is
to provide intensive and specialized Urdu language training to
American students and scholars who have research and professional
interests in South Asia, particularly Pakistan; in Islam and
the Muslim communities of South Asia;and, of course, in Urdu
language and literature. The intensive format of this program
and its setting in Pakistan make possible a type of lan:Ylage
learning experience which cannot be duplicated in the and
which is the most efficient and'effective means to boost language
proficiency to a usable level with a relatively small investment
of time.

In addition to these pedagogic aims, the program also hopes
to contribute to improved cultural understanding and educational
cooperation between Pakistani and U.S. institutions and scholars
and to encourage greater collaboration among'American universities
having programs of South Asian studies.

This program was conceived and organized in response to
certain needs which have been expressed by South Asian specialists
during recent years. These are as follows

The'need for strongeLlesetrch'and teaching emphases on
Pakistan and.South.Asian'Islam. While programs, in South Asian
studies have gained a permanent place in the curricula of some
American universities Pakistan and the study of Islam and the
Muslim communities of South Asia have until recently played only
a peripheral role in such programs. The obvious political impor-
tance of Pakistan within South Asia and in the sphere of global
politics, especially in'relation to Turkey, Afghanistan, Iran,
and other countries of the Middle East, as well as its crucial
historical role in the Subcontinent, all require our renewed
attention. It is essential that professional and non-professional
Americans alike understand-not.only.some of the underlying simi-
larities among the'nations.of South.Asian but also the fundamental
differences-among'them,.differencesin' outlook and background
which contribute'to continued tensions.in that area. This under-
standing not'only can lead to an improvement in our cultural and
political relations with these Countries, but will also promote
more sensitive and sophisticated official policy decisions.
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Scholars have become increasingly aware of the important
historical and political role of Islam in the South Asian Sub-
continent. Islam helped shape the history of South Asia for many
centuries before British colonial rule, and it is responsible for
important political demarcations in the Subcontinent today. In
addition to being the religion of the vast majority of the popu-
lations of Pakistan and Bangladesh and the ideological basis for
the foundation of Pakistan, Islam is the religion of tens of
millions of citizens of India. Islam also serves as a crucial
link between South Asia and the Middle East, as well as with
Muslim countries of Southeast Asia. To understand its impact
on modern South Asia, we require much more extensive research
into the special characteristics of South Asian Islam.

Urdu is the most important language for the purposes of
the historian and scholar of Northern India and Pakistan and it
provides an ideal entry for the American student into written
Persian, the other language essential for historical studies.
The great amount of Persian vocabulary in Urdu, and the rela-
tively simple structure of written Persian, make it an easy task
for a student familiar with Urdu to make the transition to the
Persian of historical texts.

The growing interest in Pakistan reflects, in part, an
appreciation of the important role played by the region of the
Punjab in the entire history of the Subcontinent, an appreciation
which is leading more students and researchers to devote their
attention to this complex and central region.

The need for im roved Urdu lan ua e instruction. A number
of U.S. universities and colleges offer introductory level.
courses for what is designated Hindi-Urdu, but very few have
the facilities for advanced instruction in Urdu. As mentioned
above, the importance of Urdu is being increasingly recognized,
and the need for advanced instruction becomes even more critical
as students begin to focus on Pakistan and the study of Islam
and Muslims in South Asia. The limitations on staff and univer-
sity budgets make it unlikely that many separate universities
will be able to strengthen sufficiently their offerings in
Urdu to train all these students for serious scholarship. The
Lerkeley Urdu Language Programs however, can fill this need
efficiently by providing an intensive, in-country program avail-
able to students on a national basis. Such as program not only
provides advanced. classroom and tutorial instruction in Urdu by
Pakistani scholars and tutors under an American director, but it
also presents the students with an endless variety of situations
in which to develop their language skills outside such formal
settings. This "total immersion" ir the language and cultural
milieu of its speakers results in a much higher level of lin-
guistic attainment than could be obtained at an American uni-
versity, even if intensive programs were available. A further

79
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advantage is that this twelve-Week program provides a period
during which students can devote themselves entirely to language
learning, and during which other academic and research interests
do not compete for their time and energy.

The Berkeley Urdu Program is also having a beneficial impact
upon Urdu instruction in this country. This opportunity to study
Urdu in Lahore motivates students to learn the Urdu script in. the
early stages-of'language courses and increases the demand for
Urdu instruction. Students return to their universities from
the program with a much improved knowledge of the language, making
it possible for their instructors to offer more advanced and
diverse courses in Urdu, which is a more effective use of teaching
resources in this country.

Materials developed by this program in Lahore include new
situational conversations and dialogues, tapes of radio and tele-
vision plays and programs, glossaries of stories and articles, a
variety of drills and exercises, as well as placement and pro-
ficiency tests, all of which will be made available to instructors
of Urdu in the U.S., thereby enriching and improving teaching
programs in thi country.

The American Institute of Pakistan Studies does not provide
for language training, but has encouraged its fellowship recip-
ients to take part in the Berkeley program to improve their
language skills prior to undertaking field work in Pakistan. A
similar situation obtains for Fulbrtght recipients. The Berkeley
Urdu Program benefits not only scholars of Pakistani or Islamic
culture, but may also profit others with academic interests in
other aspects of the society and culture of India as well. Urdu
is,, in fact, a language that is still read and spoken by a large
proportion of the population of northern India, many of whom
are Hindus. The colloquial language of,many who consider them-
selves Hindi speakers is actually closer to Urdu than to official,
literary Hindi. Because of the near indentity of Urdu and Hindi
grammar and structure and the prevalence of Urdu vocabulary in
colloquial "Hindi" speech, the language competence gained from
this program will be of direct and immediate use to students
interested primarily in any of the so-called "Hindi-speaking
areas ".

The need for greater educational cooperation and collabora-
tion. The future development of South Asian studies in the
United States now depends more than ever on improved cooperation
between U.S. and South Asian governmental and educational insti-
tutions. This cooperation is necessary to counter the often
one-sided research of the past and to provide a sympathetic and
mutually beneficial exchange of experiences and ideas among
American and South Asian students and scholars. The Urdu program

80
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strengthens such cooperation by involving Pakistani scholars
directly in the program as consultants, lecturers,and tutors,
and by the active involvement of the Pakistani Advisory Commit-
tee in overseeing the operation of this program.

The Urdu program also encourages Inc eased cooperation among
American universities, at a time when SL...'.; ,,00peration is espe-
cially vital to the effective use of diminishing resources and

_,-to avoid costly duplication of effort. Participants in this
program have come from a wide variety of colleges and universities,
among which are the Universities of California, Texas, Minnesota,
Wisconsin, Columbia, Arizona, Chicago, Virginia:and Pennsylvania.
The increased membership of the U.S. Advisory Committee also
reflects the wide geographical distribution and depth of academic
and institutional support for this progr,,m.

APPROACH

A. Program Description

History_and organization 01LLatEh2122ualaLImat.:0_
Pro ram. The first program took place during the winter quarter
1974 from January 6 to March 15, 1974. This program s(irved
fifteen students from six American Universities and was directed
by Bruce R. Pray, Associate Professor of South Asian languages
and Chairman of the U.S. Advisory Committee, and now also the
Chairman of the Center for South and Souther cst Asian Studies of
the University of California. During this first program, a core
of language tutors was assembled, an administrative organization
set up, suitable accomodations were located'and a variety of
teaching materials was prepared. .trilhe key concepts of flexibility
and instructio tailored to the students special background,
needs:and interests were developed and incorporated into the
program.

Building on the experience of.the first program, the second
Berkeley Urdu Program began in October 1974 with a total of twenty
students selected from sixteen different institutions. The entire
group took part in uhe initial three-month intensive session,
which emphasized grammar review and the development of reading
and conversational skills. Nine students remained in Lahore for
an additional six-month period for more specialized training, as
well as continued classroom and individualized tutorial instruc-
tion. The field director of this program was Dr. Barbara D.
Metcalf, then Lecturer in the Department of South and Southeast
Asian Studies, University of California, and now Assistant
Professor at the University of Pennsylvania. Dr, Metcalf, a
specialist in South Asian Islam, was able to form a stronger
institutional base for the program while she was in Lahore and
secured more permanent classroom and office spaceishe was instru-
mental in developing closer ties with Oriental College of the
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University of Punjab and the newly-formed South Asian Institute
in Lahore. Also, existing contracts were strengthened with
the Ministry of Education and leading scholars and government
officials in Pakistan.

experience of this second program convinced the U.S.
Advisory Committee that a shorter term program offers advan-
tages and economies in comparison with the'longer, nine-month
format.

Consequently, the third program held in Lahore from
September 15 to December 15, 1975 and directed by David Lelyveld,
Assistant Professor of History, University of Minnesota, was
limited to twelve students who devoted full time to language
study, although specialized'readings still were part of the
curriculum. Substantial research projects as incorporated on
the second program, even though they involved the use of Urdu
and resulted in some increase in language facility, are now
considered to be'more appropriatetoregular research and dis-
sertation grants and fellowships. The forte of the Berkeley
Urdu Program is a comprehensive and intense period of language
learning which leaves little time or energy for simultaneously
trying to carry on research or. individual study projects.

The fourth program was under the direction of Dr. Gail
Minault, Assistant Professor of South Asian History at the
University of Texas at Austin. Fifteen students participated
for a total of twelve weeks of instruction. In organizing
this program we were able to draw upon the accumulated
experience of the past three programs, with the result that
this program has been even more effective in attaining the
goals outlined above. A major innovation was to have an expert
in Urdu language teaching, Brian Silver of Harvard University,
spend a month in Pakistan at'the beginning of the program to
train the tutors in .techniques of language teaching and super-
vise the initial stages of the language classes. The presence
of both an American language specialist and the field director
in Lahore durinc the organizational stages of the program
proved to be invaluablepand this innovation enabled both to
function much more effectively in their complementary roles.

A U.S. Advisory Committee was formed during the first
program and has continued.to function as a coordinating body
and to play an active part in the administration of the program,
the selection of students,the'preparation.and evaluation of
teaching materials,and the setting of standards.

8 c)
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A Pakistan Advisory Committee has also been formed underthe chairmanship of the then Secretary of Educations Dr. MuhammadAjmal. This Pakistan Advisory Committee has taken a considerableinterest in the various Urdu programs and has been helpful in
establishing ties with Pakistani institu'Aons and in setting up
an organizational structure in Pakistan.

The fifth program took place from January to March 1978and the sixth program is scheduled for September to December 1978.We hope to expand this program to a nine-month format in 1979-80.

Instructional Program

All aspects of this program are under the direct, supervisionof the U.S. field director'resident in Lahore. The language
specialist workr, with the field director in setting up the
language program, selecting and training the tutors and compiling
a detailed syllabus for the twelve weeks of instruction.

There are six language tutors for the'twelve students. Theexcellent training program initiated in the fall of 1976 and
continued in 1977 by the language specialist Brian Silver has
substantially improved the tutorial skills of the Pakistanitutors. The language specialist is'required'to train new tutorsand to evaluate'materials'and approaches. It has been our
experience that each new group of students is different fromthe last and the'program'must be "returned" to the special
requirements and background of each group.

There are four hours of instruction, five days per week.__Each day students-meet'as a group for presentation of the newgrammatical points or grammar review and discussion of common.problems. At least two hours each day are spent in small groupsof from twoto four students,11ormed on the basis of language
level and academic interest. Daily individual tutorials providestudents with the opportunity to work on a one-to-one basis withthe Urdu tutors. This scheme'has'proven'successful on previousprograms as it provides the'flexibility needed because of varia--tions in the student's-backgrounds and yet sufficient structureand control to insure the maximal use of program resources.These small groups are re-structured as the students progressand tutors are shifted between groups and tutorials to furnishthe students with exposure to differing accents, personalities,and approaches.

In addition to formal textbooks, there is available a largequantity of supplemental materials which has been used in thecurrent and previous programs. These include situational dia-
logues, model letters, exercise in polite and formal styles of
Speaking, topical lists of vocabulaqoand other language';dids.
These are constantly being revised and will be of use to'AfOrican
teachers of Urdu as well. The use of current newspapers andradio and television programs adds to the immediacy of the
language-learning experience,
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A few minutes each day is devoted to developing a rapid
and attractive style of handwriting, an important but difficult
skill is too often neglecced by foreign students. The program
calligrapher, Ishaq Shor, continues to help in this, as well
as demonstrate the art of calligraphy and write out teaching
materials for use in the program.

The first weeks are devoted tc all aspects of grammar
review, vocabulary building, and directed conversation and reading.
During the second period of seven weeks, students are encouraged
to read extensively in materials which relate to their own aca-
demic interests, as well as more general topics. These reading
assignments will form the basis for further exercises on grammar
and vocabulary, as well as for oral discussion and analysis in
Urdu. Students are also be expected to orepare oral presenta-
tions each day on a selected topic.

As part of the application procedure, and at the beginning,
mid - points and close of the program, students are given proficien-
cy tests to measure their progress. In addition, their daily

"astignments are graded and occasional short, impromptu quizzes
encourage students to keep abreast of the work. These quizzes
and tests are-written-and oral.

Other Program Autivities

In addition to these formal activities, a number of other
educational and social events are arranged for the participants.
The Berkeley Program now has a close cooperative relationship
with Oriental College of the University of the Punjab, and
-especially with Professor Ebadat Brelvi, its head and one of
the mosi:. distinguished professors of Urdu literature in Pakistan.
The Berkeley Program also benefits from its association with
the South Alan -Institute of the University of Punjab and with
the Cenral Urdu Board'of the Pakistan Government, whose director,
Ashfaq :;::,mad, is -a member-of the Pakistani Advisory Committee,

The program sponsors a variety of lectures in Urdu by
Pakistani scholars, artists, journalistssand writers to introduce
the program participants to the rich and diverse cultural life
of Lahore. These lectures are rocorded and made available to
the students for further study'to improve their comprehension
of rapid and natural Urdu styles. Participants are also be
encouraged to attend'Urdu'films,plays2 public meetings, and
religious and musical gatherings to obtain further opportunities
to hear Urdu and to become familiar with the cultural and social
elements of Pakistan life. After the program ends, students are
able to travel outsideof'Lahore to important historical and
cult:w:41 sites and to other Pakistani cities.
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Examples of the type of cultural activities which enrich the
instructional program may be drawn from the 1976 program in Lahore.
The following is only a partial list of the lectures or other
events were arranged by the field director, Dr. Gail Minault:

The place of Urdu in the Pu-.:ab
The Sufi tradition in Pakistan
The Lahore literary scene
The Hindustani musical gharanas (schools)
Mughal art and history of Lahore
A tour of the Lahore Art Museum by its director
A-mushalira (gathering of poets) at the home
of a distinguished exemplar of old Delhi culture

Student Qualifications and Selection

Participants in the Berkeley Urdu Program are generally
graduate students with a sincere scholarly interest in South Asia
who have studied Hindi-Urdu for two years and are familiar with
the Urdu script. Applications are be accepted from graduate
students at any recognized institution-in the country, as well
as from faculty members who wish to improve their knowledge of
Urdu in preparation for future research and-teaching. In addi-
tion to a knowledge-of Urdu grammar and vocabulary, applicants
must also include some evidence of their language aptitude, their
academic or professional commitment to South Asia, and their
familiarity with-South Asian studies. Extensive course work in
South Asia or some previousliving experience in that region

_would indicate that the-applicant will be able to adapt more
easily to living and studying in Pakistan.

The basic cliente for which this program are those graduate
students and faculty members who-have substantive academic or
personal commitments-to-area,,related-fields, but who are not neces-
sarily linguists or language specialists. As-a consequence,
participants may not always prove the strongest candidates merely
in terms of language ability. As long as each demonstrates suffi-
cient basic knowledge-of script, grammar and vocabulary, other
considerations such as professional commitment, area background,
and scholarly potential weigh heavily with the Selection Committee.
To aid-in evaluating this necessary basic language proficiency
and aptitude, the applicant.must'include the following in his or
her applice0ion: 1) a copy-of official college and university
transcripts; 2) a letter of recommendation from the applicant's
language teacher andtwo-others from his or her teachers, pref-
erably one of whom is familiar with the field of South Asian
studies; 3) a statement of the texts and readings used in his or
her language courses; 4)-the results-of an Urdu proficiency test
approved by the U.S. Advisory Committee and administered by the
applicant's language teacher; and 5) evidence of having a valid
U.S. passport, in order to facilitate visa clearance procedures.

ut)
cir
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The chairman of the U.S. Advisory Committee appoints a
Selection Committee which prepares the application forms and
proficiency test. Members of the Selection Committee receive
xerox copies of all relevant materials from each applicant and
rank them on a scale of 1 (definitely accept) to 5 (definitely
reject) in terms of two general categorisg

a) language background and aptitude, including the results of
the proficiency test;

b) background and promise in South Asian studies.

On the basis of these rankings, the Selection Committee deter-
mines the principal participants and the alternates, and con-
sults, if necessary, with the entire Advi,:ory Committee regar-
ding cases of marginal applicants or applicants who received
widely varying rankings.

Student Fees. Applicants are required to pay an appplication
TeWEf75755-to help defray the considerable costs of handling
applications, making xerox copies for each Advisory Committee
member, and mailing costs. Participants pay a program fee of
$350 which provides a portion of salaries of the field director
and linguist, and helps defray certain administrative costs and
cover health insurance costs for the participants. These a.t,e,
all costs which cannot be met by the Office of Education grant,
which is entirely in Pakistani rupees.

Student Accomodations. Students will.be able to select their
accomodation from a variety of possible living situations. Most
students prefer to live'as paying guests in private homes.
The extensive series of personal contacts rhich has grown over
the past few years has made it possible to arrange this for most
of the students on the current program. Because of nlstricted
funds, the intensive nature of the program;, and the expense and
difficulty of setting up households in Pakistan, participants
will be discouraged from bringing their families to Lahore.

C. Evaluation Procedures and Program Testing.

Student Evaluation. One of the objectives of the Urdu Program
is to develop appropriate placement tests and evaluation methods
for the teaching of Urdu. The relatively small number of Urdu
students and the wide variation in teaching methods and texts in
Urdu and Hindi courses in American Universities mean that each
instructor devises his own evaluation standards. At present,
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therefore, there exist no standard testing and evaluating instru-
ments for this lenbuage, nor, indeed, for any other South Asian
language. A written and oral placement test is administered at
the start of the program in order to assign students to appro-
priate sections. Midway through the program and at its close,
students take both oral and written tests to determine their
progress. Members of the Pakistan Advisory Committee also have
an opportunity to evaluate the students° progress.

Program Evaluation. The success of the program in nroviding a
high level of Urdu instruction is evaluated at several points
during and after the program. The field director submits
interim and final evaluation reports on the program to the U.S.
Advisory Committee, the Pakistan Advisory Committee, and the
Office of Education. The Pakistan Advisory Committee is re-
quested to conduct on-site evaluations of the progress of the
students and to recommend changes necessary for improving the
content of instruction. At the conclusion of the Urdu Program,
the Pakistani Advisory Committee is requested to r,bmit a report
and evaluation to the field director, the Pakistani Ministry of
EduCation, and the U.S. Advisory Committee. An important part
of the,evaluation procedure is'in statements prepared by the
participants themselves on'their own progress during the three-
month course and on the organization of the program and its
language instruction. These evaluations are sent to the U.S.
Advisory Committee and are helpful in planning the next years
'program.

One of the most valuable methods of evaluation is an
in-person; on -site visit by a member of'the U.S. Advisory Com-
mittee. One member of the U.S. Advisory Committee goes to
Lahore for the last two weeks of the program. This member meets
with the field director and all of the students for detailed
discussions of all aspects of the programoand he sits in on
the final examinations of the students, He also meets with
his counterparts on the Pakistan Advisory Committee and repre-
sents that U.S. Committee in meetings'with Pakistani educational
and governmental officials..
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Personnel

U.S. Administration

The Center for South and SL ast As.tan Studies, University
of California Berkeley: The pro:6. am will be administered through
the Center, an Organized Research Unit of the University of
California. Under the supervision of the Chairman of the Center,
who also serves as ,he U.S. Project Director of the Urdu Program,
the staff of the Center will help develop and organize the program,
devise program publicity and application forms, negotiate the
budget with the Office of Education, take charge of pre-departure
details including visas, tickets/and correspondence with partici-
pants. The Center also maintains close tIPs with the U.S. Advisory
Committee, the field director in Lahore, the U.S. Office of Educa-
tion; and the Embassy of Pakistan in Washington, D.C. The expe-
rience of running previous programs has resulted in a smoothly
functioning orga:_lzation within the Center.

The U.S. Advisory Committee This committee is composed repre-
sentatives from major American universities with strong programs
in South Asian studies:

Professor Bruce Pray (Chairman). Associate Professor of South
Asian Languages and'Linguistics, Department of South and
Southeast Asian Studies, University of California, Berkeley.

Professor Ainslie'Embree. Associate Dean, school of Interna-
tional Affairs, Columbia'University, New York, New York..

Professor Barbara Metcal7, Assistant ProfessOr, Department
of South Asian Regional Studies; University'of Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia; and previous Field Director (1974-75 program).

Professor M.A.R. Barker. Chairman, Department of South Asian
Studies, University of Minnesota; Minneapolis, Minnesotd.

Professor.C.M. Naim. Professor of Urdu, Department of South
Asian Literature and Civilization, University of Chicago,
Illinois.

Professor Mohammed Umar. Memon. Alociate Professor of Urdu,
Department of South Asian Studies; University of. Wisconsin,
Madison, Wisconsin.

Professor Herman van 03pen.,, i;ociate Professor of Urdu;
Department of Oriental African Language and Literature,
University-of--Texas, Av.2tri, Texas.
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Professor Richard Barnett. Assistant Professor of South
Asian History, Department of History, University of Virginia.

Professor Leslie Flemming. Assistart Professor of Urdu,
Department of Oriental Studies, Uni-:ecs:Ity of Arizona,
Tucson, Arizona.

Professor Brian Silver. Assistant Advisor of Urdu, Center
for Middle Eastern Studies, Harvard University, Cambridge,
Massachusetts.

U.S. Field Director. The field director is responsible for
on-site administration of.the program. Survising language
instruction, conducting seminars, arranging lectures and social
gatherings, maintaining close-relations-with the Pakistan Advi-
sory Committee and government officials, arranging participants'
housing, leading program-related-trips, and keeping financial
accounts are the-major-responsibilities of this position. The
field director is also be expected to submit periodic reports to
the U.S. ProjectDirector.as well as a final report to the Office
of Education. The person selected for this position must be
well acquainted with Urdui.but-not necessarily a linguist or
language teacher. Because of the need to maintain close and
cordial relations with Pakistani scholars and government officials,
as well as to interpretin a sensitive manner to American students
Pakistani society and culture,.the Field Director must be a person
with extensive academic or professional-experience in South Asia,
preferably in the Id of Pakistani or South Asian Islamic
studies,

Language teaching specialist This position was a new one
in the 1976 program and its.value-has already been amply demon-
strated. In August and September of 19762 Brian Silvers, who
teaches Urdu'at'Harvard-Universit7, was in Lahore as the language
specialist. As was-anticipatedis expertise in teaching Urdu
to Americans enabled-him-to'select and train an excellent staff
of tutors and to devise a.detailed, day -by -day and even hour-by-
hour syllabus for the entire progrza, 'Because Mr. Silver was
able to devote all.his energy to the language program in the
first several weeks, Gail Minault was able to devote more of her
time to the complex and time-consuming tasks of organization,
administration,-and.arranging tne cultural and other activities
which are also the responsibility of the field director. This
division of duties'is-an important one in the two weeks before

-and after the program.begins,and the presence of both in Lahore
has proven to be an ideal arrangement.
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Pakistani organizations and individuals involved with the
Urdu Program,

The Pakistani Advisory Committee, ap;Jointed by the Ministry
of Education, Government of Pakistan, w_11 oversee the operations
of the Urdu Program in Pakistan, act as liaison with governmental
and educational organizations and officials, and offer consulta-
tion and advice-to the Field Director and Language Specialist.

The members of-this committee have been2

Dr. MuhammadAjmal; (Chairman), Secretary of Education,
Ministry of Education, Government of Pakistan.

Dr. SyedAbdullah. Retired distinguished educator.

Mr. Ishfaq Ahmad. Director, Central Urdu Board Government
of Pakistan.

Professor Ebadet Brelvi. Principal, Oriental College,
University of the Punjab, Lahore.

Justice Javid Iqbal. Justice of the High Court of the
Punjab.

JusticeS.A. Rahman. Retired Justice of the Supreme Court.

Professor'Muhammad Rashid. Former Secretary of Education,
Punjab State Government.

These members-of the Pakistani Advisory Committee have shown
a great interest in the Berkeley Urdu Program and have met with
the field director andstudents-on anumberof occasions. The
highly-placed-and-prestigeous-membership of this committee has
made it easier for the Berkeley Program to operate effectively
in Pakistan and-has'helped greatly in organizing and implementing
its instructional-programs;'aswell as establishing ties with
various institutions

Geographic Location.

The proposed Berkeley-UrduLanguage Program in Pakistan for
the fall 1978 will be located in Lahore, Pakistan, the site of
the previous Berkeley Programs. Lahore was originally selected
as the most'appropriate location because of its size, its his-
torical importance; its many educational institutions and its
role as the cultural and -literary center of Pakistan. Our
experience inthe-five previous programs reaffirms the soundness
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of that decisions Lahore is a compact city with a newer business
area close to the Old City, which preserves much of the tradi-
tional culture. Although Punjabi is the home language of many
of its inhabitants, Urdu is the primary :anguage of education,
literary activities and Journalism, and Lahore offers limitless
opportunities to use Urdu with a wide variety of people. The
vitality of the language is reflected in the number and excel-
lence of Urdu newspapers and periodicals, the variety and
intensity of literary debates and associations, and the number
of bookstores and printing presses.

Accomplishments. As described above, the Berkeley Urdu
Program has developed within a brief period into a successful
in-country language training program and has earned the support
and encouragement of the Pakistani Government and the community
of American scholars of South Asia. More than 60 students have
already participated in four programs and all have shown evi-
dence of marked improvement in their knowledge of Urdu -- the
improvement in some has been remarkable indeed. The creation
of the Pakistani and American Advisory Committees is a further
indication of increased'booperation between U.S. and Pakistani
educational and governmental institutions; as is the establish-
ment of ties between the University of California; the South
Asian Institute, Oriental College of the University of the
Punjab, and the Central Urdu Board. The existence of the pro-
gram itself encourages the study of Urdu in American univerTities
since it offers an attractive opportunity for_students to live
and study in South Asia, who then return with a marked increase
in their ability to use Urdu.



INDONES:AN STUDIES Al3ROAD

t::y John Wciff

BACKGROUND

Indonesian studies have been fairly limited and peripheral
the United Stac.es until the early Sixties Enrollment in the early
days (the Fifties) was scanty--less than twenty or thirty a year.
Since then, enrollhient has shown steady r-rease--but by no means is
Indonesian popular, although there are currently indications that en-
rollment is going to show dramatic increase. At the present time en-
rollment at the beginning level amounts to somewhere around 100 peryear. Indonesian is now being taught at eight U.S. institutions (ex-
cluding CIA and FSI).

a.
As a country for extensive 8t4y, Indonesia poses vast problemsof a cultural as well as linguistic nature, and the need for Americans

to get training in how to deal7with Indones...7 has been very keenly felt
by all Indonesia hands with some sort of sensi-:ivity.

Although intermittant and fitful plans for such a program were
floated by various parties from 1970 onward, we did not manage to come
up with a viable program until 1976. I should mention that we receiveda great deal of initial help in formulating our proposal from Dick Thomp-
son and subsequently from Bruce Pray who provide us with a great dead
of information, and also Joe Belmonte of the Office of Education. Al-though there are only eight institutions which offer Indonesian, curfield is marked by a great deal &f jealousy, competition, back-stabbing,and incompetence, none of which has served to enhance the standing of
professional language teaching in the eyes of area specialists; and
although people have found out from experience that intelligent area
study without thorough language training is impossible, there is still
a lamentably large number of people who go to the field with little orno language preparation.

But despite these human or political problems, we were able to
form a consortium in which seven of eight institutions (with the ex-ception of Yale) are represented. All seven of us have an equal voice
in the conception of the program, selection of the students, testing,criteria, etc. We meet annually prior to submitting our proposal.
Testing and selection are done entirely by mail.

Our expressed aim was to give a course that in no way competes
with anything which can be given in the States. We wish to give some-
thing which cannot be given anywhere except in the country. For this
reason our program is aimed at a very high level--at the level at whichthe student makes little progress in the States, but at which he stillhas much to learn. The greatest majority of our students have had three
or four years plus asummer of intensive training in the States, or
hlive participated in Cornell's FALC Indonesian where the students
study nothing but Indonesian intensively for an academic year. Ovx
students come from fifteen institutions, but more than 90 per cent ofthem have had training either at Cornell or the University of Wisconsin,

5
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GOALS

qua foreign language, I would say that Indonesian offers fewerproblems for the learner than any of the other languages representedat this meeting. To compensate for grammatical simplicity Indonesianoffers social complexities which serve to confound and frustrate theAmerican. In order to function and communicate the American encountersextraordinary difficulties occasioned by the complexities of the ethno-logy of communication. The means of interaction and value system arein many ways diametrically on-used to what we have been brought up toadhere to and expect so that ,:ericans have great problems in.under-standing what they observe and knowing how to react. The problem isall the greater because these are things which work at the unconsciouslevel. We react instinctively and our interlocutors also react instinc-tively. Since Javanese ethics demand that a smooth front be presentedat all times, an American is often unaware that he has acted in any wayoffensive to his interlocuter.

Thus, the goal of this program is not only to enhance linguisticskills but also to develop competence in the ethnology of communication--i.e., teach the students how to deal in Indonesia in a way that is ex-pected and accepted by Indonesians. We aim at dcieloping a linguisticcompetence somewhere akin to that expressed by the China program and'probably somewhat short of what the CASA program aims for.

The program is viewed as a topping off program. The students havethe vast majority of their language training prior to coming to the coun-try. They arrive already fluent, but need some sort of nailing down andsmoothing off rough edges, as well as guidance in learning how to handleIndonesian society.

PARTICIPANTS

We had ten participants in the first year (1976), fifteen in 1977;and this year we have sixteen in the field. Top priority has been given_to-PhD candidates majoring in some aspect of Indonesian studies. Twenty-five of forty-one participants are in this categoij. We have 'had nineother graduate students at the MA level; and seven students at the under-graduate level or recently graduated. Of the nine participants not en-rolled in graduate programs, three are planning to enter graduate schoolin an aspect of Indonesian studies, five are in Indonesia studying orworking, and one has dropped Indonesian entirely.

SELECTION

Selection is made by vote of all the members of the consortium, orthe basis of transcripts, recommendations, purpose. Moreover, in orderto be considered, the applicant must pass a three-fold test with a gradeof,500 points tota-... scored as follows: grammar (maximum) 100 points,reading-200 points, comprehension and oral production--500 points. Theoral production and comprehension is done by cassette on which the stu-lent muot record his portion of a prepared dialogue where a voice isrecorded in Indonesian and blanks are left for his response. Sometimes3ues are given which instruct the student as to how he must respond.
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In the past years, we have rejected approximately one third of
our applicants on the basis of inadequate background. Of the rest we
were able to take half the first two years, and this year we took six-
teen out of twenty qualified applicants.

The results of the testing have been an eye-opener as to the va-
lidity of tests. We found very little correlation between the result_
of the grammar portion and the oral portion. We often had applicants
who performed excellently in grammar and did miserably on the oral pc_
tion and vice versa. The reading examinati.on tended to be well cor-
related with oral performance, though the rankings were not entirely
consistent.

CONTENT

A ten-week program run in two five-week sessions with a week's
break in-between. The program divides into two parts:

1. a. Seminars-1-1/2 hours per day--given by faculty of IKIP Malang
on academic subjects. Preparation: assigned readings, written
reports.

b. Consultation with director of studies (one hour of week) on
preparation of reports.

2. Language training--two hours per day--given by assistants under
the supervision of John Wolff.

3. (Optional) Regional language--one hour a day--given by assistants
under supervision of J'An Wolff.

4. Language laboratory until 6:00 p.m. with attendance free.

Language training: Groups of 5-5-6.

Content:'

1. Review of basics/overall review. 35 per cent of time.

2. Conversations with comprehension and reaction exercises. To be
memorized. 20 per cent of time.

3. Selections from. publications with questions, rephrasing exercises
and composition exercises. 25 per cent of time.

4. Interviews and interpretation exercises based on item (3) above.
20 per cent of time.

STAFFING

Faculty members of IKIP Malang. Program coordinator (US), 3 assistants,
staff to help develop instructional materials.
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INTEGRATION WITH COMMUNITY AND EXTRA-CURFIR

One of the strcriF, points of this prigram has peen the ease with
which the students have been able to make social contacts. The stu-
dents are placed in the midst of an Indonesian institution and Indo-
nesian students in general are strongly attracted t3 foreigners and
have little inhibftion about approaching, visiting. )1-id inviting. Fur-
ther, each student is placed in a family which him a wide access
to new circles of friends. Further, there are regularly scheduled
events which are held in -rder to bring InT'onesians and Americans
together. Many of the participants are fr, join music ensembles,
tennis and other sports teams, bridge tournaments, and the like,and
many-have done so. About half of the participants have joined drama
groups and presented a play at the end of the program.

COSTS

The total program cost has been about $4,200 per participant,in-
cluding transportation which accounts for _:out 25 per cent of this
cost. The Office of Education has paid fo. tout $3,400 of this and
the rest has been born by Cornell University and some students have
paid a portion of their costs.

EVALUATION

The program has been visited annually and evaluated by a member
of the consortium aside from the coordinator, Cased on observations
and interviews with the participants and start:_

ACHIEVEMENTS

1. Setting of standards. We are moving toward a definition of what
constitutes proficiency and to the creation of a test which an
measure this.

2. As a spin-off from this, we hc..?e acted as a i'rce to raise the
quality of instruction. Institutions which have been unable to
produce students who can pass the entrance test have beenlInder
pressure to improve the quality of instruction offered.

3. Stimulating enrollment in Indonesian language instruction

4. Producing students with greater oompeenc.e



vii) THE ,,J0PiDATIVE RUSSIAN LANGUAGE PROGRAM

AT LENINGRAD UNIVERSITY

The Cooperative Russian Language Program (CRLP) at Leningrad
University is the oldest, and most comprehensive language course
in the USSR available to our advanced students of Russian, and
it is the only such program conducted fr.r American undergraduates
and pre-M.A. students at a major Soviet educational Institution.
The CRLP offers both Summer and Semester language and culture
courses._ Now in its 13th year, the Summer Russian Language
program has provided annually an opportunity for ca. 155 American
students to take advanced courses taught by Leningrad University
instructors from the Department of Russian for Foreigners; this
six-week language course, consisting of approximately twenty-five
hours per week, is complemented by a series of cultural activities
and excursions and a two-week field trii, to Moscow and other
regions of the USSR. The eight-year-old Semester ProgrwA is
similar, but on a higher level of instructton, and consists of
fourteen weeks at Leningrad University plus two weeks of field
tr'p. The Semester programs, with a group size of between 30
an! .33 students, have a total of approximately 500 American
students as their alumni. With the signing of a direct agreement
between Leningrad University and the Council of International
Educational Exchange last year, the CRLP prog'ams are assured
of continued success in the coming years. Thus, they will
continue to achieve their goals of (1) bringing he participants°
preparation in Russian to the level of independent competences,
(2) expanding their educational and cultural horizons, and
(3) channeling them into appropriate graduate programs f r
further academic study and/or into programs which combine their
knowledge of Russian, the Russians,and other peoples of t,.:!
USSR and their cultures, with many diverse subjects--e.g, intyr-
national commerce, law, medicine, and such fields as are ni-feded
by the United States Government in various aspects of its
foreign relations.

9E3
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Beginning in 1966 as a small group of four institutions,
the University of Kansas, Michigan State University, Oberlin
College, and Queens College in New York City, consortium
membership now numbers twenty-two American universities and
colleges; in addition to the four charter members, the
following schools are directly involved in the operation of
the Leningrad programs: the University of California, the
University of-Connecticut, the City University of New York,
Dartmouth College, Georgetown University, the University of
Illinois at Champaign-Urbana, Indiana University, the Uni-
versity of Michigan, the University of Minnesota, Pittsburgh
University, Princeton University, Stanford University,
Syracuse University, Tufts University, the University of
Virginia, the University of Washington, and the University
of Wisconsin.

The Council on International Educational Exchange (CIEE)
in New York plays a major role in-the administration and .

operation of the consortium's programs. It was thanks to
CIEE's Assistant Executive Director, Irving H. Becker, that
the programs got their start. Since the early 1960's
Mr. Becker has conducted negotiations with various Soviet
institutions in addition to Leningrad University; accompanied
on his annual (and sometimes biennial) trips to Moscow and
Leningrad by a member-of the academic profession from one
of the consortium institutions, Mr. Becker has consistently
endeavored to improve and expand the academic and cultural
programs for our students.

The CIEE offices in New York function as a centralizing
body for the members of-the consortium. CIEE coordinates
the details, such as travel and maintenance abroad; handles
the overall financial arrangements; and hosts the annual
meetings of the consortium representatives. The purpose oil
the annual meeting-in November is to discuss the results of
the past year's programs, to hear a report on the negotiations
conducted in October; and'to plan for'the future. The
consortium has three-major committees: the Review Committee,
charged with continuous review of the academic and cultural
programs and examination of applications from institutions
wishing to join the consortium; the Review Committee makes
recommendations to the Policy Committee, which adopts or
amends those recommendations and transmits them to the Full
Membership which, after-further-discussion, generally accepts
them. Membership in the various committees and sub-committees
(e.g. testing, textbook, etc.) is rotated among the consortium
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representatives on a proportional basis depending upon their
status as sponsoring or affiliated institutions. In this way
it has been possible to involve most of the institutional
representatives actively in the operation of the programs.

Recruitment for the summer programs is the responsibility
of the five core schools (currently Dartmouth, Georgetown,
Kansas, Michigan State/Minnesota on alternate years, and the
University of Washington-Seattle). Five groups of 30-31
students are selected from the total number of applicants
of ca. 350 each year; multiple applications to more than
one core school are not permitted but an applicant may
indicate his second and third choices should he or she not
be selected by the first-choice school. Students wishing to
study at Leningrad University for a s(mester apply through
any of the twenty-two member-institutIns, but they are not
required to be regularly enrolled students at one of these
institutions. The CIEE-CRLP consortium actively solicits
applications from all universities and colleges in the United
States, and in this sense, the Cooperative'Russian Language
Programs are truly national in scope; students from 65 to 70
institutions participate in the Programs each year.

The selection criteria include the usual forms such as
transcripTi(WEich generally must show at least a B average),
a statement of purpose in English, an essay or autobiography
in Russian, and letters-of-reference (at least one of which
must be from the applicant9s Russian language instructor),
as well as other indicators-considered essential by the con-
sortium members. It should also be noted here that there
are minimum 12Tatia0-ElagEsmts for application to the
programs; these are two years of Russian on the college or
university level for applicants to the summer programs, and
three years for the semester programs. The applicant must
lave a physician submit an estimate of his or her ability
to weather the rigors of life in the USSR and supply informa-
tion concerning any physical disability or psychological
instability the student may have or have experienced. This
does not mean that an applicant will be automatically dis-
qualified if his or her medical record shows something which
could cause problems during the student's stay in the Soviet
Union, but the selection committees feel that all such .

aspects of a candidate's background should be considered/
before accepting or rejecting the applicant. Another major
component of the application Process is the sucessful passing
of a standardized, written screening examination proctored
at the student's home institution; these examinations are

3



the result of several years of modifications in an attempt
to measure accurately the candidate's knowledge of fundamental
Russian grammar and vocabulary; given the wide range of first
and second year textbooks in use today, this has been a
particularly challenging task. Both summer and semester
applicants take a written examination, but each examination
is composed with an eye to the expectea minimum preparation
and more advanced knowledge for the given level of the
applicant. Candidates for the semester programs also are
interviewed by telephone, and this conversation is taped so
as to provide a basis for judging the applicant's pronuncia-
tion, control over grammar and syntax, etc.

Final selection for the summer program is made by
committees at each of the five core schools; if, as it
sometimes happens, a given core school has an unusually low
number of applicants from which to choose a group of well-
qualified students, schools with surplus qualified appli-
cants share them freely. in this way, the consortium ensures
that all qualified student:s are able to participate in the
program, with or without the help of scholarship funds;
financial aid-is-distributed-by the-core'school committees
in consultation with their own aid officers. The semester
program selection is.done-somewhat differently. First the
applications. are reviewed-by the. consortium institutions
which receive-themjand-then-they*are-sent to the-CIEE.office
in New York; the written examinations are*sent-directly to
one of the-consortium-schools.for grading-(Indiana) and
the scores are transmitted-to CIEE. When all the data are in,
a national committee, composed of five representatives from
the.CRLP consortium and one person whose institution has
no direct affiliation with the" program; meets in New York
to select the 30-35 participants front among the ca. 80-90,
applicants for each semester program. Financial aid is
awarded independently of this committee by a professional
university aid officer; this.is done after the selection
process is completed*to-ensure *that the best qualified appli-
cants are chosen regardless of their financial situation.

After the selection has been made, the future participants
receive abundant*predeparture materials*. These consist of
usual suggested items to take with them, information about
the weather in Leningrad and elsewhere in-the Soviet Union,
and a list of-informative books about life in the USSR and
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other reading which should be completed before the beginning
of the coursework at the University. There is also a detailed
outline of the daily schedule in Leningrad and the individual
courses to be taken, and a list of the various excursions
which they are to have there;' Finally, the students are-
given a list of vocabulary items and grammatical terms which
they are encouraged-to-memorize if they have not already
done so. (Unfortunately, second and third year Russian is
still taught in English in some schools, so not all our
students are-familiar with or at ease with grammar terminc-
logy.)

The orientation-sessions in Paris are devoted to more
language tests, the-purpose of which is both to determine
the relative level of-the students, and to provide a basis
for comparison upon conclusion of the programs, when more
tests are given during the-post-program evaluation. In
addition to the tests, there are group meetings to discuss
the academic and cultural programs, and to answer the
students' questions about the-Leningrad University dormitory,
the food service, and the city of Leningrad in general.
Finally, a session is devoted to whatto expect of Russians
and other Soviet citizens both-on a governmental and social
basis, and a number of "Dols'and Don't's" are suggested.
The orientation sessions are conducted by experienced
Resident directors and others,-including former participants
in the respective programs.

In Leningrad.s.the-American'Resident.Director has the
ultimate responsibility for the studentsT-TriTEFe and for
their academic and cultural education. In the semester.,
programs the.Director'has-an Assistant.Resident Director,
who thus far has.been-a-previous participant, and one who
is usually an advanced-graduate-student in some program of
Russian language.or.literature-here in the United States.
Both the directors and-the-assistant-directors are chosen
by the consortium-committees.and-CIEE from a pool of appli-
cants responding to announcements in various Slavic profes-
sional journals and newsletters. Every effort is made to
ensure that whoever'is chosen has had considerable prior
experience in the USSR, either in one of the CRLP programs,
or on the IREX exchanges, or-as a group leader for one or
more similar educational programs. Thus far we have been
able to maintain this standard.

*See Attachments A and B
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The hierarchy in the summer programs is somewhat more
complex, for in addition to the Resident and Assistant Directors,
there are five core school group leaders. In the summer programs
the Director is responsible for the academic Program, the Assis-
tant Director for the cultural program, and the group leaders
for their own groups (health, class attendance, participation
in excursions and other extra-curricular activities, etc.). Both
programs have established weekly meetings between the directors
and the Russian director and his teaching staff.

The instructional program is the responsibility of the
Leningrad University Department of Russian for Foreigners,
which hires the instructors and appoints its own zavuch or
director; the Department is also involved in the selection of
lecturers for the non-language and literature subjects, e.g.
history, economics, health-care, etc., but other units of the
University or the city and/or the Party may play a role here.
It should be pointed out, however, here that there is no
ideological influence in the language and literature courses
themselves, and in the very few instances when a given
instructor has overstepped his bounds, we have been able to
see that he was removed from the instructional staff; we
have also been successful in eliminating most of the poor
language teahcers.

The Leningrad University instructors give the students
a language test on their first day of class, and then the
students are grouped in accord with their performance on that
test and on the Paris test, by consultation with the Resident
Director; students are allowed to request a change in level
during the first week on the programs, and if both the
Resident Director and'the zavuch agree, the changes are
made. This flexibility geETFiIry lic.:rks out to the advantage
of both the students and the instructors. Class sizes are
between seven and ten during the summer program, and five and
six in the semester programs. There are weekly meetings
between the American and Soviet staff to review the students'
progress and discuss-changes in the program as needed.
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The academic ro ram in the summer consists of ten hours
_per week of conversation, six of phonetics, and eight of ad-
vanced grammar, plus one lecture weekly each on Russian
literature and on the contemporary USSR. Tutorial sessions
are available and are scheduled as needed by the Resident
Director in consultation with the given student. In the
semester programs, the participants receive a similar number
of hours per week of instruction in phonetics, conversation,
and advanced grammar and syntax, plus three sessions weekly of
translation practice and two sessions of Analytical Readings,
a course devoted to either Russian literature or the Soviet
press, depending on the student's choice. The lectures
on contemporary aspects of life in the USSR are also a part
of the semester program, as is the possibility of the student's
auditing one regular course in the Philosophical Faculty.
Finally, tutorials are available to the semester program
students as needed. We have a "Russian only" rule for both
programs: all classes are conducted in Russian, and students
are expected to converse in Russian in the hallways and
the dormitory whenever a Russian is present.

The Leningrad program students are housed in University
Dormitory No. 6, adjacent to the Peter-Paul Fortress on the
bank of the Neva River opposite the Hermitage Museum. They
live in rooms with two to four other students in the program,
plus one Russian roommate. No. 6 is a regular University
dormitory and has many Soviet students living in it, so
there is considerable-contact between the Americans and
their Soviet counterparts. Moreover, the'program participants
take their meals in University Cafeteria no, 8, which serves
faculty and graduate students. Finally, in their non-class
hours they are free to roam the city, to shop, sit in the:
parks, and when the occasion arises, meet other citizens
of Leningrad and the USSR.

In addition to such spontaneous contacts, there is a three-
tiered cultural-programdesigned to. give the students the,
broadest possible acquaintance with life in the Soviet Union.
During the period of course work in Leningrad, there are
visits to theaters, the opera and ballet, cultural and poli-
tical museums, and evening meetings with writers, artists,
and other professional groups. Excursions are arranged to
more distant places but still within the suburbs, such as
the palaces at Petrodvoreto, Pavlovsk, and Pushkin; the
Bay of Finland; etc. These are usually conducted in the
afternoon or on a Saturday.
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The second tier consists of week-end trips which normally
entail one or more overnights, either on trlins or in hotels.
Such trips include the ancient fortresses of Novgorod or Pskov,
the famous all-wooden architectural ensemble on the island
of Kishi, and a visit to Riga, Tallin, or Vilnius. The latter
trip often serves as an eye-opener for our students; in the
Baltic States they experience first-hand the local populace's
feelings for their Russian "countrymen" (it is not uncommon
for sales personnel to refuse to wait on Russian-speaking
customers, and our students often have to try what little
they may have learned of college German or French if English
doesn't help).

The third aspect of the cultural program is the two-week
field trip. This trip always includes several days in Moscow
and Kiev, plus two or three days in another city such as
Tbilisi or Erevan. In each place there are meetings with
students, excursions-to sites of cultural, historical, and
political interest, and a certain amount of free time to
allow the students-to.explore things on their-own. Moscow
and Kiev are fascinating in their own right, but the southern
republics such as Georgia and Armenia provide the students
with a considerably'expanded notion of the diversity, and
the problems, of the USSR today.

The post - program evaluation is held in Paris; during the
two and a half days there, the students receive a final bat-
tery of examinations, the results of which are compared to the
tests taken during orientation, and they are asked to fill
out a detailed questionnaire concerning the organization and
administration of the program, both on the American and Soviet
sides, and to comment concerning all aspects of the academic
and cultural programs. Finally, there is a large group meeting
and smaller group meetings to discuss the students' experiences
during their stay in the Soviet Union.

Successful completion. of the summer program (including
orientation and evaluation testing) entitles the student to
either eight semester hours'credit, or twelve quarter hours,
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which are granted through the core school. The Leningrad
instructors provide a written evaluation of each student, and
the American director assigns a letter grade for each course.
Academic credit for the semester program can be arranged indi-
vidually by the student through his or her home institution,
or can be granted by Oberlin College, which serves as the
consortium's agent in this case. Depending on the requirements
of the individual university or college, semester program par-
ticipants generally receive between fourteen and twenty semes-
ter hours credit, with fifteen as the usual number, or an
equivalent number= of quarter hours credit.

The students who participate in the Cooperative Russian
Language Programs in any given semester are approximately
one-half Russian language and literature majors, about one
fourth in Slavic area studies (e.g. economics; history, inter-
national relations, political science, etc.); with the remain-
der coming from many diverse fields, including astronomy,
chemistry, mathematics, music, physics, and a number of double
majors, such as Russian-plus German, French, History, or
Political Science. The relative proportions in the summer
programs are similar, but due to the much larger number of
students, there are many fields represented. For example,
we have had students majoring in art history, anthropology,
biology, chemistry, Chinese, classical languages, communi-
cations arts, computer technology, economics, electrical
engineering, English, foreign affairs, French, history,
international relations, journalism, linguistics, mathematics,
music. philosophy, pre-medicine, psychology, Spanish, theater,
and zoology. These various fields are represented by approxi-
mately one-third of any given*summer program's participants.

After completing one or more of the CRLP courses at
Leningrad University, the large majority of students go
directly into graduate school, or if they were already gra-
duate students, complete their M.A.'s soon after returning
to the United States. Others begin teaching in schools and
colleges in their major disciplines. Still others branch out
into commerce and business-related fields. There are a number
of alumni working for such corporations as the Chase Manhattan
Bank, the Dow Chemical Company, Ely Lilly Corporation, and
IBM, and often they bear the responsibility for a major opera-
tion in Moscow or elsewhere in Eastern Europe. The U.S.
Governuent is another important employer of CRLP alumni; our
students are working in various offices and agencies in
Washington and foreign cities, broadcasting in Russian for
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the Voice of America, doing research for the 13A and CIA,
employed in the Library of Congress, etc. Still others are
working in a number of fields, including the international
business community, scientific research, translating and/or
.interpreting, and even guiding tours of Americans to the
Soviet Union. Thus the CRLP Leningrad courses have not
only greatly increased the educational and professional
competence of the participants, but have demonstrably contri-
buted to the expansion of contacts between the US and the
USSR and thereby proved their worth.

Funding for these programs has come from a variety of
sources. Consortium institutions pay an annual fee towards
their operation ($300 for sponsoring schools, $150 for affi-
liated institutions), and the designated core schools
guarantee a minimum of $2,000 in financial aid for their
groups of students in the summer program. Counting both
direct and indirect costs (paper, duplicating, postagei
secretarial time, faculty coordinator salaries, etc.) the
twenty-two consortium institutions have contributed many
hundreds of thousands of dollars to the CRLP operation over
the years. The Council on International Educational
Exchange continually subsidizes the programs by contributing
in excess of $50,000 annually over the actual cost of rvnning
them. Both the Council and the consortium institutions
strongly believe that the Leningrad University programs are
worth such expenditures, for the academic and cultural
education received by our students in a major university
environment (as opposed to short-term tourist courses or
even the Moscow Pushkin Institute programs, where the
participants live in a hotel without Russian roommates and
must commute to their classes a minimum of forty-five minutes
by bus)*, to say nothing of the historic and cultural
importance of the city of Leningrad itself (formerly St.
Petersburg), significantly outweighs the deficit in dollars.

* For a discussion of the various courses available to
American students in.the Soviet Union, see my "Russian
Language Programs.in the USSR for American Students,"
pp.65-69 in Russian Language Study in 1975: A Status
Report, compiled and edited by Joseph L. Conrad2 and
published as volume 29, CAL-ERIC/CLL Series on Languages
and Linguistics (Modern Language Association and ERIC
Clearinghouse on Languages and Linguistics, April, 1976.)
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The programs could not continue to operate, however,
without substantial funding from outside sources. To date,
over one million dollars has been contributed by the Ford
and Lilly foundations, by the U,S. Office of Education,
and on a smaller scale, by the Chase MaThattan Bank, IBM,
and others: Without these private and public organizations
and their financial contributions, the Leningrad programs
would be impossible to maintain'. They are costly; the
1978 summer program requires over $?,1400 per student, and
the semester programs $34000; and these figures do not in-
clude funds for personal expenses in the USSR or Europe,
nor does the fee for the semester programs include trans-
Atlantic transportation. The high cost of these programs
stems directly from the care and careful organization
devoted to them, from the elaborate applIcation and selec-
tion process, the sessions in Paris for detailed orientation
and evaluation, the insistence that our students be accompa-
nied by highly qualified directors and group leaders, that
they get only the best of what Leningrad'University and the
Soviet Bureau of Youth Tourism ("Sputnik") have to offer,
and from our conviction that these programs must be monitored
continually by means of annual visits not only to conduct
negotiations but to observe the classes in action, to
discuss problems with the students while they are in resi-
dence in Leningrad and correct any serious academic or
cultural problems on the spot. In shorts the highly organized
and coordinated CRLP Leningrad courses are expensive, but the
educational value derived'from-them is of incalculable benefit
to the students, their-university Russian programs;; their
academic and professional careers; and the educational,
governmental, and'commercial'organizations in which they
eventually serve.

Over the years, the Council and especially Irving Becker,
working together-with the CRLP consortium committee and its
representativesi, has-endeavored 'not'only to maintain and
improve the existing Leningrad University programs, but to
initiate new developments as well. Recognizing the need for
still more advanced language instruction and for true
immersion in the Soviet university environment, the Council
has succeeded in getting both the University and the Soviet
Ministry of Higher and Specialized Secondary Education to
consider an academic year-program for American students at
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Leningrad University, and we plan to initiate this program
for the 1979-1980 academic year. Council has also secured
preliminary approval for a short-term summer camp and community
program during which American secondary school students will
spend three weeks in a Soviet youth camp improving their
Russian (already begun in high school) %,,Ith their Soviet
counterparts, and then spend a week with the family of one
of their new friends.

One of the original goals of the CRLP Leningrad programs
was to make the operation-bilaterial, i.e. to sponsor programs
for Soviet students-of English on a consortium institution
campus. Thus far we have been unable to do so, for the Ministry
will not allow the students of-Leningrad University to partici-
pate in such an exchange. We have, however, been able to
receive visiting groups of Soviet students several times over
the past five years; typically, the groups spend three days
or so on three to four consortium campuses with students of
the Russian programs'there and are fed and housed at the
expense of the given university or college. CIEE pays for
their transportation within the United States and ofter subsi-
dizes the host school's costs. On a somewhat more substantial
educational level, we have recently initiated the custom of
inviting Leningrad.University instructors who teach in our
programs there to spend a semester at one of the consortium
institutions getting acquainted with American students and
teaching methods _In the UnitedStates. Thus far, we have had
two such teachers, both'of whom have served as the resident
zavuch in our programs; the first at Syracuse University, and
the second at Tufts'University in Boston. These Soviet
teachers receive a salary while-at'the American University,
and they teach a normal load. Finally, we have made available
several scholarships for Soviet students'to spend a semester
at several of our'campuses, and we are awaiting word from the
Ministry to put this plan into effect. While such students
would not come.in large groups'but individually or perhaps by
twos, this would be a beginning step toward our larger goal
of receiving groups of Soviet students in return for the
Americans we send on the summer and semester Russian language
programs at Leningrad-University. In this way, the CIEE-CRLF
consortium will contribute to the education of Loth the
American and Soviet students and, we hope, create a broader
basis for mutual understanding than now exists.
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1978 SUMMER RUSSIAN LANGUAGE PROGRAM

AT LENINGRAD STATE UNIVERSITY

PROGRAM OUTLINE

I. Program Dates: June 13 - August 15, 1978

Dates in USSR June 16 - August 12, 1978

II. Location: Leningrad State University

III. Group Size and Resident Director, Associate Director,
Composition: five faculty leaders, and approximately

150 students -- five university groups of
approximately 30 students each.

IV. Participants:

V. Student Groupings:

VI. Instructors:

Soviet faculty and Soviet tutorial assistants
as required.

Intermediate and advanced students - minimum
of two 7-ears of Russian on the university
level or the equivalent.

Students are placed in class groups according
to their Russian language proficiency. There
are approximately eight students per class.

Members of the Faculty of Philology at
Leningrad State University. The same ins-
tructors are to remain with classes through-
out the duration of the program.

VII. Daily Schedule Six weeks, Monday - Friday
in Leningrad:

0800 - 0850 Breakfast
0900 - 0940 First class period
0945 - 1025 Second class period
1035 - 1115 Third class period
1120 - 1200 Fourth class period
1210 - 1300 Lectures, tutorials
1310 - 1400 Lunch
Afternoons: Excursions or free time,

as scheduled
1800 - 1930 Supper
Evenings: Meetings with professional groups,

entertainment, or free time, as
scheduled.



[II. Academic
P'ogram:

IX. Lectures:

-LUO

For a period of six weeks, classes are conducted at
Leningrad State University by the Department of
Russian for Foreigners and the Department of Phone-
tics, both of the Philological Faculty. The same
instructors remain with classes throughout the
duration of the program.

The academic program consists of twenty-four class
hours per week, with an average of one to two hours
of homework per night. Attendance at all classes is
mandatory.

The curriculum is as follows:

Phonetics: 6 hours, including work in the language
laboratory.

Conversation: 10 hours (non-theoretical exercises)

Grammar: 8 hours

All texts and unpublished materials utilized in the
classroom are prepared by specialists at Leningrad
State University for foreign students of Russian.

Tutorials are conducted one afternoon per week by
Soviet faculty. Students attend tutorial sessions
as assigned.

Series I consists of no more than one afternoon
lecture per week, on such topics as Soviet history,
politics, economics, education, etc. Series II
consists of a program of six class meetings, no
more than one per week, half to two thirds of which
will be conducted in small groups (six - eight stu-
dents), devoted to close textual analysis concerning
choice of words, phraseology and other stylistic
aspects of major Russian authors and their works.
The remaining sessions will be devoted to formal
discussion of selected authors and their place
in Russian literature.

The exact format and scheduling of this series
will be determined by the American and Soviet aca-
demic directors of the program. The series is to
be arranged by the University. Attendance is
mandatory.



X. Fims:
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Rus8ian documentary films dealing with Soviet
life and litera. 'homro, -re shown one morning
per week.

XI. Excursions and Excursions the list below are to
Overnight trips be arranged IT. between the CIEE
in Leningrad: Resident Director and the University represen-

tative in order to coordinate them with the
academic schedule. Discussion of excursions
is to be an integral part of class work. No
more than one excursion per week should be
scheduled. Sundays should be free with the
exception of overnight trips and the excursions
to Petrodvoretz.

Excursions are organized by university group,
or individual tickets are distributed, where
appropriate. Excursions are mandatory unless
students are informed otherwise by group
leaders.

Excursions:

City orientation; Literary Leningrad: trips to
homes of Pushkin, Doestoevsky and Blok and
sites related to their works; Pushkin museum.
Revolutionary Leningrad: trips to Smolny, the
"Aurora", the Museum of the Revolution, Razliv;
Historical Leningrad: trips to Museum of the
History of Leningrad, Piskarevskoe Cemetery,
Alexander Nevsky Lavra; Contemporary Leningrad:
factory, government building; Visit to student
construction project; Hermitage Museum,
Russian Museum; Pioneer Camp; Collective farm;
Boat ride on the Neva and the Bay of Finland;
Union of Artists; Palace of Culture; Wedding
Palace; House of Friendship; Youth Cafe;
Sporting Event; Suburbs: Pavlovsk, Pushkin,
Petrodvoretz.

Overnight trips: Tallin (Estonian SSR), and
Novgorod.

KII. Cultural Events: Opportunity will be provided for visit to
theater, opera and cinema in Leningrad. De-
signation of performances to be made in advance
to enable them to be coordinated with the
overall program.
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Informal meetings are to be arranged with
Soviet students, writers, actors, artists,
poets, economists, psychologists, jurists, etc.

XIV. Post-Leningrad The post-Leningrad field trip is to include
Field Trips: Moscow as well as othtir Sovi^t cities, according

to university group it: uftrMr All groups de-
part the USS} fror-

In Moscow, excursions selected from the list
below are to be arranged in consultation with
the Assistant Director and US faculty leaderst

City orientation; Kremlin, including Armory;
Tretiakov Gallery; Rublev Museum; Lenin Mausoleum;
Novodevichy Monastery; One-day trip: Zagorsk

Excursions are organized by university group, or
individual, tickets are distributed where appro-
priate. Excursions are mandatory unless students
are informed otherwise by group leaders.

XV. Accomodations Leningrad: In Dormitories of Leningrad State
and Meals: University, three to six persons to a room.

Meals are taken in .a University cafeteria.

In all other Soviet cities, the group will be
housed at students hotels/hostels. Meals are
taken at these hotels/hostels or in city. res-
taurants.

While in Leningrad, each group will be assigned
a guide, who will live with the students in the
Dormitory. The guide will accompany each group'
on the post-Leningrad field trip, with al local
guide joining the group during the visit in
each city.



SUMMER RUSSIAN LANGUAGE PROGRAM

Prognatallabus

Language Classes: (Class size 8 - 10 student per class)

PHONETICS - 6 hours per wee',

Course description: A sy.,:t," exploration and analysis of the
Russian sound system (with ie onetic transcription), including
separate phonemes, sound combinations and modifications in normal
speech as well as intonational patterns. Introductory discussions
of pronunciation norms prepare the student for practical reading
exercises which comprise the bulk of classwork. Special atten-
tion is given to correcting individual pronunciation errors..
Intonation tapes and language laboratory facilities are utilized
as needed.

Instructors: Specialists in the Department of Phonetics

Texts: B. V. Bratus, Materiall dlia zaniati so fonetike na
kratko-srochn kh k rsakh Materials for a Short Term Phonetic
Course .

S

Recommended supplementary texts: E. A. Bryzgunova, Zvuki i
intonatsiia russkoi rechi (Sounds and intonation of Russian
Speech) (Moscow 1969) and, by the same author, Rabota po fonetike
i intonatsii pri obuchenii rusalsRmulaaludliainostrantsev
Work in Phonetics and Intonation for the Instruction of Russian
to Foreigners Moscow 19.7 0

CONVERSATION - 10 hours per week

Course description: A course designed to increase active vocabulary,
further the student's control of idiomatic Russian and develop all
the basic skills of oral expression. Every attempt is made to evoke
spontaneous discussion about daily life -- including excursions,
lectures and other parts of both the academic and cultural programs;
however, much time is spent on directed conversation organized them-
atically (the city, public transportation, systems and procedures
in the university, external descriptions of people, descriptionsof inner character, museums, the theater, the cinema, seasons of
the year, Russian national cuisine, holidays) with attention given
also to speech situations of special practical use to foreigners in
the USSR (meeting, greeting and taking leave of people; making
introductions; expressing congratulations9 requests and thanks;
offering suggestions and advice; extending invitations; asking and
granting favors; giving orders; forbidding actions; etc.

1 1 2
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Instructors: Members of the Department of Russian for Foreigners

Texts: Russkii iazyk dlia'inostrantsev: .221212.12po razvitiiu
navykov ustnoi rechi .(RUstian. Lan ua a 'for Forel Hers: Manual for
the Development of Oral 'Skills Leningrad 19 9 - 1970 a series
of manuals for developing conversational skills, especially pre-
pared for foreign students of Russian by specialists at Leningrad
State University. Poso.biezoEnvkovigovornoi rechi
dlia inostrantsev_ MettliTT lh the Developmept F'14Alls for Conver-
sation for For. Aw-0717-by O. '43-ft7filova. And
osobie o kov ustnoi rechi .Alewal for the. Develop-
ment of Oral Skills (Moscow 1972 by B. M. Matveeva.

GRAMMAR - 8 hours per week

Course description: Class lectures on Russian grammar are supple-
mented by active oral drilling and written exercises and composi-
tions. Topics of study includethe following:

A. (All students) The simple sentence: general structure; types
of verbal predicates; verbs of existence, presence, location; motion
verbs; verbal aspects; verbs of transitive action (putting, laying,
etc.); the compound and simple predicate; action plus another verb
("Go buy some breads", etc.); the imperative; reflexive verbs;
predicate nominatives; types of linking verbs; long and short
adjectives; predicative participles; derivation of adjectives from
participles; circumstances expressed by the verbal adverb.

B. (Advanced students only) The "simple-compound" sentence
(determinate-personal, generalized-personal and indeterminate-
personal); comparative analysis of the "single-compound" and
"double-compound" sentence; impersonal sentences; modal impersonal
sentences.

Instructors: Members of the Department of Russian for Foreigners

Texts: Uchebnoe_posobie_pogrammatike: U otreblenie vidov' la ola
(Verbal As ect)° Gla ol b tiia obnaruzheniie Verbs of Bein
and a ago y Dv zheniya Verbs of Motion . L. M. Bobrova,
Pristavochn e la oly,1 nekotore tipy (Several tykes of
verbs . Supplementary texts will be provided as needed.

LITERATURE: LECTURES AND EXCURSIONS - One lecture per weeks plus
occasional excursion in and around Leningrad.

Course description: A series of monograph lectures on major Russian
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and Soviet literary figures and works: Pushkin, Lermontov, Gogol,
Dostoevsky, Tolstoy, Soviet novelists of the 19209s and 19301s and
contemporary Soviet short stories and novellas. These lectures are
supplemented by excursions to the homes of Pushkin, Dostoevsky and
Blok, sites related to their works, and the Pushkin Museum.

Instructors: Specialists from the Dept. of Russian and Soviet
Literature, and professional excursion guides.

Texts: Fate of a Man

CONTEMPORARY USSR: LECTUR::3 AND EXCURSIONS - qn2 lecture per
week, one wee end excurs on per month, plus occasional mid-week
excursions in and around Leningrad.

Course description: Lectures on education, history, economics,
law, art, ethnography, architecture and other areas of contemporary
Soviet life are complemented by regularly organized excursions to
museums and other places of cultural and historic interest,
meetings with Soviet youth, workers and professionals, as well as
overnight trips to such nearby cities as Novgorod or Pskov, andTallin (Estonia). Every attempt is made to coordinate lectures
and discussions with trips, meetings and excursions to provide
students with both first -hand and indirect, interpretive informa-
tion about all possible aspects of contemporary Russia.

Instructors: Various members of Leningrad State University
faculty, American director and professional excursion guides.

TUTORIALS

Tutorial sessions to be scheduled as needed on an individual or
small group basis to provide students an opportunity to review
and discuss special problems relating to class work in language
and literature courses and lectures.

FIELD TRIP - An eleven-day trip to Moscow and other Soviet cities.

Description: The eleven-day trip includes excursions to places
of cultural and educational interest, meetings with local citizens,
and free time for students to become acquainted with the cities
visited. The field trip, which follows the six-week period of
residence at Leningrad State University, is coordinated with the
academic program through preparation in class prior to departure.

in
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1978 SEMESTER RUSSIAN LANGUAGE PROGRAM

AT LENINGRAD STATE UNIVERSITY

PROGRAM OUTLINE

I. Program Dates: Spring Semester Program February 1, 1978
May 30, 1978

Fall Semester Programt September 13, 1978
Jan. 9, 1979

Dates in USSR: Spring Semester Program February 4, 1978
May 27, 1978

Fall Semester P-ograW September 16, 1978
Jan. 6, 1979

II. Location:

III. Group Size and
Composition:

IV. Participants:

V. Student Grouping:

VI. Instructors:

Leningrad State University

30 - 35 students CIEE Resident Director,
Assistant to the Director, Soviet faculty
and Soviet tutorial assistants as required.

Upper intermediate and advanced students
only -- minimum of three years of Russian
on university level or equivalent.

Students to be grouped by level of ability.

Members of the Faculty of Philology at
Leningrad State University. The same ins-
tructors are to remain with classes through-
out the duration of the program.

VII. Language Classes: 5 days per week

Phonetics - 3 classes per week;

Conversation -'6 classes per week;

Composition, Advanced Syntax - 3 classes
per week;

Translation - 3 classes per week.

VIII. Analytical Reading: 2 Sessions per week - choice of groups.

1) "19th and 20th Century Literature"; 1
session - "explication de texte"; 1 session
presentation of an author and his work.
2) "The Soviet Press" - 2 sessions -
readings and discussions of articles from
Soviet publications.
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IX. Lecture Series:

X. Auditing:

XI. Tutorials:

XII. Language Lab:

XIII. Excursions and
Overnight Trips
in Leningrad:

113 -

Contemporary USSR - history, politics,
government, civilization, culture, including
performing and fine arts - 1 lecture per
week.

To be arranged if appropriate on recommenda-
tion of Resident Director in consultation
with the Leningrad State University Director
of the academic program.

To be ar-nanged as needed.

Intonation tapes are to be available for in-
dependent student use. Laboratory facilities
are utilized on an informal basis.

Excursions selected from the list below are
to be arranged in :Ionsultation between the
CIEE Resident Director and University repre-
sentatives in order to coordinate them with
the academic s3heduleo Discussion of excur-
sions is to be an integral part of class
work. No more than one mid-week excursion
per week should be scheduled. Sundays
should generally be free with the exception
of overnight trips and certain day-long
excursions.

Excursions are to be organized for the
entire group, or individual tickets distri-
buted, as appropriate. Excursions are
mandatory unless students are informed
otherwise by the Resident Director.

Excursions will be selected from the
following choices:

City Orientation; Literary Leningrad: trips
to homes of Pushkin, Dostoevsky, and Blok
and sites related to their works,. Pushkin
Museum?, Revolutionary Leningrad: trips to
Smolny, the "Aurora", the Museum of the
Revolution, Razliv; Historical Leningrad:
trips to Museum of the History of Leningrad,
Piskarevskoe Cemetery, Alexander Nevsky Lavra;
Contemporary Leningrad: factory, government
building; Visit to student construction pro-
ject; Hermitage Museum, Collective Farm; Boat
ride on ttl Neva and Bay of Finland; Union of
Artists; Palace of Culture; Wedding Palace;
House of Friendship; Youth Cafe; Sporting
Event; Suburbs: Pavlovsk, Pushkin,
Petrodvoretz,

Overnight Trips - one weekend per months
Tallin, Riga.
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XIV. Meetings Informal meetings are to be arranged
with Soviet students, writers, actors,
artists, poets, economists, psycholo-
gists, jurists, etc.

XV. Cultural Events: Visits to be arranged to el.nevw fORIAVAIWP
of one per month). DeBignatiO4 '0,t.these
perftikimances is to be made in advance to
enable them to be coordinated with the
overall program.

XVI. Library Facilities: Students and faculty are to receive cards
enabling them to use university and city
libraries.

XVII. Field Trip:

XVIII. Accomodations
and Meals:

Eleven days to be scheduled at mid-
semester.

The field trip is to include five(full
program days in Moscow three days in
Tbilisi and three days in Kiev.

In Moscow, excursions selected from the
list below are to be arranged inn consulta-
tion with the CIEE Resident Director.

City Orientation; Bolshoi Theater, Kremlin,
including Armory; Tretiakov Gallery; Rublev
Museum; Lenin Mausoleum; Novodevichy Monas-
tery; One-day trip: Zagorsk.

Excursions are to be organized for the en-
tire groups or individual tickets distribu-
ted, as appropriate. Excursions are manda-
tory unless students are informed otherwise
by the Resident Director

Leningrad: Students are housed in Dormitory
No.6 of Leningrad State University, three
to six persons per room, with Soviet stu-
dents as roommates. Meals are taken in Uni-
versity Cafeteria No.8. In the event that
the cafeteria is closed on Sundays, meal
tickets will be furnished for use at a near-
by cafeteria.

In all other Soviet cities, the group will
be housed at student hotels, with two to
four persons to a room. Meals are taken at
these hotels or at city restaurants.
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SEMESTER RUSSIAN LANGUAGE PROGRAM

Program Syllahus

Litt$uage Cillsocs: (Class size: 5 - 6 students per class)

PHONETICS - 3 classes per week

Course description: A systematic exploration and analysis of the
Russian sound system (with its phonetic transcriptAon), including
separate phonemes, sound combinations and modifications in normal
speech as well as intonational patterns. Introductory discussions
of pronunciation norms prepare the student for practical reading
exercises which comprise the bulk of classwork. Special attention
is given to correcting individual pronunciation errors.

Instructors: Specialists from the Department of Phonetics.,

Texts: B. V. Bratus, Materialy dlia zanyatiy no fonetike na
kratkosrochnykh kursakh. Recommended supplementary texts:
E. A. Bryzgunova, Zvuki i intonatsiia russkoi rechi (Sounds and
Intonation of RussianSpeech1q199and,by the same author,
Rabota po fonetike i intonatsii pri obuchenii russkomu iazku dlia
inostrantsev (Work in Phonetics and Intonation for the Instruction
of Russian to Foreigners (Moscow 1967Y.

CONVERSATION - 6 classes per week

Course description: A course deslgned to increase active vocabulary,
further the student's control of idiomatic Russian and develop all
the basic skills of oral expression. Every attempt is made to evoke
spontaneous discussion about daily life -- including excursions,
lectures and other parts of both the academic and cultural programs;
however, much time is spent on directed conversation organized
thematically (the city, public transportations, systems and proce-
dures in the university, external descriptions of people, descrip-
tions of inner character, museums) the theater, the cinema,seasons
of the year, Russian national cuisine, holidays) with attention
given also to speech situations of special practical use to foreign-
ers in the USSR (meeting, greeting, and taking leave of people;
making introductions; expressing congratulations, requests and
thanks; offering suggestions and advice; extending invitations;
asking and granting favors; giving orders; forbidding actions; etc.).

Texts: Russkii iazyk dlia inostrantsev: posobie to razvitiiu
navykov ustnoi rechi (Russian Language for Foreigners: Manual for
the Development for Oral Skills) (Leningrad, 1969 - 1970),,a series
of manuals for developing conversational skills, especially pre-
pared for foreign students of Russian Oy specialists at Leningrad
State University.



ADVANCED COMPOSITION L. ;T\TT classes ='.:ter wreek

Course description: Class lectures on Russian syntactic structures
are supplemented by active oral drilling and written exercises and
compositions. Topics of study include the following:

A. (Seven weeks) The simple sentence: general structure; types
of verbal predicates; verbs of existence, presence, location;
motion verbs; verbal aspects; verbs of trans..tive action (putting,
laying, etc.); the compound and simple prealcate; action plus
another verb ("Go buy some breadg"i etc.); the imperative; re-
flexive verbs; predicate participles; derivation of adjectives
from participles; circumstances expressed by the verbal adverb.

B. (Four weeks) The "simple-compound" sentence (determinate -
persona] generalized-personal and indeterminate-personal);
comparative analysis of the "single-compound" and "double-compound"
sentence; impersonal sentences; modal impersonal sentences.

C. (Three weeks) The complex sentence.

Instructors: Members of the Department of Russian for Foreigners

Texts: Uchebnoe posobie no grammatike: Upotreblenie vidov la ola
(verbal aspect Glagoly bytiia obnaruzheniia verbs of bein ;

Glagoly Dvizheniya (verbs of motion); L. M. Bobrova, Pristavochnye
slagoly: nekotorye tipy (several types of prefixed verbs).
Supplementary texts will be provided as needed.

TRANSLATION -,3 classes per week

Course description: May include some discussion of translation
theory but most class time is spent rendering carefully selected
Russian texts into American English or vice versa. Special at-
tention is given to finding correct equivalents for commonly used
idiomatic expressions in both languages and weaning the student
from the practice of translation as word-for-word lexical re- 1

placement.

Instructors: Bilingual members of the Department of English

Texts: Materials of general interest Gathered by instructors in
collaboration with the American director, often newspaper articles
or excerpts from contemporary artistic prose, for translation.
Recommended reading: T. N. Malchevskaia, Sbornik upraznenii no
perevodu gumanitarnykh tekstov s angliiskosolazyka na russkii
(Collection of Exercises on Translation of Humanistic Texts from
English into Russian) (Leningrad 1970).
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ANALYTICAL READINGS COURSE. Choice of "Soviet Press" or "19th and2011 Century Russian and Soviet Literature" - 2 classes per week,
not to exceed 60 minutes each.

Literature: One session per week will be devoted to a presentation
of the author's biography, his major works, and his place in the
development of Russian and Soviet literature and culture. Onesession per week will be devoted to the analysis of texts for
characteristic stylistic peculiarities and thematic concerns. Stu-dents will prepare one to two pages of Russian texts selected by.the Department of Russian and Soviet literature. The instructor.will give an "explication de texte" discussing the reasons for theauthor's choice of words and phrases, and he will point out themost important features of the author's style. Class discussionwill be based on this material.

Instructors: Specialists from the Department of Russian and SovietLiterature,

Texts: Passages from the works of each author discussed, to beassigned by the instructors.

Soviet Press: Two sessions per week will be devoted to an analysisof assigned readings in the currently available Soviet press, usingsuch periodicals as Nauka i Zhizn, Literaturgaya Gazeta, Pravda,Izvestia, etc. The instructor will furnish the students with
vocabulary lists, which the student will be responsible forlearning. Class discussion of the assigned reading, for which
the students must prepare questions on the material, will acquaint
participants with the special language of Russian journalistic
style,

Instructors: Specialists from the Department of Russian andSoviet Literature.

Texts: Current Soviet periodicals.

CONTEMPORARY USSR: LECTURES AND EXCURSIONS: One lecture per week,
one weekend excursion per month, plus occasional mid-week excursionsin and around Leningrad.

Course description: Lectures on education, history, economics,law, art, ethnography, architecture and other areas of conteuporary
Soviet life are complemented by regularly organized excursions tomuseums and other places of cultural and historic interest, meetingswith.Soviet youth, workers and professionals, as well as overnight
trips to such nearby cities as Novgorod or Pticov, Riga (Latvia) andTallin (Estonia). Every attempt is made to coordinate lectures
and discussions with trips, meetings, and excursions to providestudents with first-hand and indirect, interpretive informationabout all possible aspects of contemporary Russia.
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Instructors: Various members of Leningrad State University faculty,
plus American director and professixial excursion guides.

Texts: none

AUDITING

Participants may audit an extra course at the university if appro-priate. This will generally be a special course designed to com-
plement the program curriculum (e.g. "The Linguostylistics of
Russian", "Teaching Russian as a Foreign Language", etc.). Upon
recommendation of the Resident Director in consultation with the
Leningrad State University DirectOr, arrangements may be made
for certain students with sufficient background to audit another
course.

TUTORIALS

Tutorial sessions to be scheduled as needed on an individual or
small group basis to provide students with an opportunity to
review and discuss special problems relating to class work in
language and literature courses and lectures.

FIELD TRIP - An eleven-day field trip to Moscow, Tbilisi, and Kiev.

Description: A field trip designed to introduce students to the
major cities and peoples of three different Soviet republics. The
eleven-day trip includes excursions to places of cultural and
educational interest, meetings with local citizens, and free time
for students to become acquainted with the cities. The field trip
is coordinated with the academic program through preparation in
class prior to the trip and discussions of experiences and im-
pressions upon return to Leningrad.

12 1
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viii) SUMMARY OF REMARKS BY DR, RICHARD T. THOMPSON

Dr. Thompson discussed a number of issues, including
funding of Title VI and Fulbright language programs; Global
Education; role of MLA Task Forces on Foreign Language needs;
combined application for area, center and fellowship funding;
merging of Cultural Affairs units of the US Department of
State and the USIA to form the new International Communica-
tions Agency; and review procedures for group study abroad
proposals.

In the question period that followed, Dr. Thompson offered
to send Session participants descriptive literature on types
of funding available for research dissemination, etc.

Dr. Thompson thanked the participants for their contri-
butions and hard work, saying he expected good things to
come out of these efforts. The participants thanked him
for his persistent support, and they also thanked their
CASA and AUC hosts for all their efforts.

1
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ix) SUMMARY OF REMARKS BY MR. ED4ARD SCEBOLD

Mr. Scebold began his remarks by stating his objective,
namely to coLvince those present to take every possible step.
to implement the recommendations of this Session. He read the
charge of the President's Commission on Foreign Language and
International Studies (Executive Order 12054, April 21, 1978:
See Appendix II), and then read surveys of foreign language
enrollment figures in US colleges for 1977, showing an overall
loss of 1.4% as compared with 1974 enrollments. There was,
he said, a great concern for the future of foreign language
training in the US, and those within this field should act
together.

Mr. Scebold then sketched the history of the Modern Language
Association (MLA) founded in 1883, and its concern with effec-
tive language teaching, culminating in the creation of the
American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages (ACTFL)
in 1967. He referred in his remarks to the creation of NDEA
by Congress in the 1950's; to the MLA report in 1973 on "A
Foreign Language Program for the 1970's;" the American Council
on Education's report, "Education for Global Interdependence"
(1975) calling for a President's Commission on Foreign Language
and International Studies; the Helsinki Accords of 1975 requiring
signatories to take measures for the study of foreign languages
in their respective countries; and the MLA Task Forces of
1977-1978 on various aspects of foreign language study (See
Appendix III).

He urged that we face squarely the problem of fragmentation
and went on to delineate the following tasks which lie ahead:

1. Continuation of the work of Task Force #5 (Government
Relations).

2. Focusing on ways to get professional language people to
take these recommendations and circulate, publicize and
discuss them with colleagues in the United States.

3. The establishment of priorities and setting to work on
them.

4, Making a systematic endeavour to establish a strong
rationale for language study.

He concluded his remarks by urging participants to work
together and with others in a collective effort to meet these
challenges.

1 ,r-2
0
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4. STUDY GROUP REPORTS

In the course of making program presentations and then discussing
them in plenary session on Monday and Tuesday, a number of general con-
cerns arose. In order to attack them expeditiously and allow for ample
discussion, Dr. Thompson proposed the formation of Study Groups. The
procedure followed was to list all the concerns voiced by the partici-
pants and then group the related ones together. Twelve areas emerged.
Each participant was then free to sign up for any two he or she had a
particular interest in, with each group limited to three or four. A
period of time was then set aside (8:30 - 11:00 a.m. Wednesday) for
"brainstorming" the issue: its definition, ramifications, implications,
problems, solutions, recommendations. After the coffee break each
Study Group in turn reported to the Session at large on its delibera-
tions through a spokesman; after the ensuing discussion the Study Group
was responsible for drafting a revised report. The draft reports were
typed, duplicated and distributed to each participant for careful study.
Beginning after lunch cn Thursday they were again discussed, each in
turn, in plenary session, and voted on. By this juncture there was
-considerable consensus, and all were approved without dissent.

After the Session was over McCarus and Hunwick went over the re-
ports, formally editing them to produce greater harmony of presentation
and making a few emendations in content in the light of recorded com-
ments during the final discussions. They also rearranged and re-numbered
the reports so that related topics cluster together. After editing, the
Study Group reports were then mailed to all participants for final exami-
nation and approval. Suggestions and corrections were judiciously ac-
cepted and the results are given below. In listing the members of each
group, the spokesman is named first, followed by a semicolon. The other
names are given in alphabetical order. A summary of recommendations can
be found in Appendix VI.

The concept of "independent competence" in language learning came
up a number of times during the Session. In its report Study Group 8
came up with a definition and, owing to the importance of this notion,
t1e text of their definition is given here first in the introduction
and has been excised from the report of Study Group 8.

Description of "Independent Competence"

The goal or standard of achievement to be attained in each aspect
(speaking, aural comprehension, reading, writing) of a formal language
training program may be called "independent competence (IC)." IC, which
is well below full mastery, has the following characteristics:

1. It is that point at which one can function adequately in the lan-
guage by him/herself in unstructured (not specialized or technical)
situations in which all participants have in common only the target
language. On the written side, this means the ability to read and
write general materials without a dictionary.

2. It is that point at which one knows enough of the target language:
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a. to recognize most of one's own deficiencies;
b. to be able to seek their repair largely on one's own;
c. to be able to move ahead on more specialized dimensions

(e.g., research) on a firm foundation of general language
skills.

3. It is that point at which one has little further strong need for
a systematic, structured, and general language-training program.
Beyond this point, one should be functioning mainly in the world-
at-large with, perhaps, some tuition at specialized levels or in
areas of particular difficulty.

4. It is that point at which basic, general, language.skills have been
imprinted with sufficient permanence so as to carry the individual
over unavoidable periods of relative disuse, or of use restricted
to limited or specialized ends. This does not mean that nothing
will be lost during such periods, but that fundamental control will
not be eroded, as it will be if IC is not reached. There are vast
differences in skill recovery before and after attaining IC: the
latter involves reactivation, the former involves relearning. If
IC is not reached, one risks the psychic and professional damage of
becoming"a language cripple--one who is presumed to know the langu-
age well, but cannot really use it, except in areas of very.limited
scope and depth.

Because of differences in the way individuals respond to the vari-
ous comiments of language, it is difficult to specify a single abstract
criterion for IC, and unrealistic to expect that an individual will ap-
proach IC in all components at the same rate. For most, there is a kind
of subjective awareness that such a level has been reached--felt not only
by the individual but also by the native language users with whom he is
in contact.
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GROUP 1: PROGRAM LENGTH, INTENSITY, TIMING; STUDENT NW TEACHER LOADS

Members: Pray; Conrad, Ilunwick, Mehendiratta, McCarus

Following are the results of a survey on program length, timing, con-
tact hours per week and teacher load made of the seven programs:

1. Four types of programs are: summer only, summer plus academic year,
academic year only, one semester or quarter during academic year.

2. Summer and one semester/quarter programs are more suitable for
undergraduate students and faculty retraining programs. Full aca-
demic year programs are more suitable to gradUate students at early
point in graduate career, prior to returning for field research.

3. There is a need for more accurate and precise definition of the de-
gree of program intensiveness. Program descriptions should include
an estimate of the factors below rather than just the number of class
hours:

a. number of contact hours student spends in class,

b. class size: tutorial vs. small (2-4) vs. medium (5-8). Pre-
sumably the smaller the class tlae more intensive it is,

c. the ratio of homework requited to classwork; classes in reading
and composition require more home study in proportion to class
time; classes in speaking and comprehension require relatively
less home study (including audio-visual and language laboratory)
than class time,

d. availability and accessibility of interpersonal and cultural con-
tacts for the student, that is, how much time does a student spend
talking and using the language outside of the structured program.

4. The number of hours teachers spend in the classroom should be reclucd
when possible to allow more Lime for material development and to raise
their status by making their workloads similar Lo other college and
university staff.

5. Correlations should be attempted between hours of language study re-
quired to reach specified proficiency levels. This is.an area of
possible research.
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Members: Dew; Kernel, Nigam, Takagi

Class size in the programs represented in the conference ranges from
single-student tutorials to classes of as many as ten students. Dis-
cussion in the small group that presented this subject and by the con-
ference as a whole revolved around two issues: (1) appropriate mix of
group and tutorial classes and (2) most desirable size of group classes

Several of our programs provide only a very small amount of individual
instruction. The Leningrad program, with class size in the regular
semester program of five to seven students, provides tutorials only
on a special-need basis. The Tokyo program, with four students in each
group class, provides one hour per week of tutorial at the beginning of
the year. In the Cairo program, with group class size of five to seven
students, one half hour has just been instituted as a weekly tutorial
for each student. Teachers report that students almost always force the
scheduled half hour into a full hour, and the teachers expressed a felt
need for an additional hour or two per week of tutorial. At the other
end of the scale is the Taipei program, in which each student has ten
hours per week of small group classes and ten hours of individual classes.
In this program students clamor for even more individual classes, feel-
ing that instruction and learning are far more efficient on an indivi-
dual basis than in group classes.

Conference table discussion of this tutorial versus group class issue
was broad-ranging. Just as Taipei representatives had been shocked
to learn that some students might go through a year in an intensive
program overseas without having any tutorials or with only a half hour
per week, representatives of these other program were equally surprised
to learn that a program would provide as much as ten hours per week of
individual class. Some of the considerations that came up in the dis-
cussion are

1. Cost. The costliness of individual classes comes quickly to the
fore.

2. Advantages of group classes. Some conference participants felt
that, quite aside from the economics of the matter, there are
some clear advantages to group classes. Competition, for example,
was felt by some to be a positive factor. Others decried American
competitiveness but suggested that cooperative learning is a good
thing and that a group class provides a more natural language situ-
ation.

3. Problems with group classes. Taipei program administrators feel
that it is difficult to group students together so that a class
will be made up of students of the same or similar levels of achie-
vement and ability. The response to this problem was to maintain
a high level of flexibility in reassignment from one group to ano-
ther. It was suggested that better admissions procedures and place-
ment tests would alleviate this problem. In response it was pointed
out that level of competence in a language is a very comple* matter
and that placement may be especially difficult in a language like
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Chinese with such limited carryover between speaking and reading
competences, with some students coming into the program having
learned the traditional full form characters and other having stu-
died only simplifiea characters, etc.

In the discussion of the question of optimal size for group classes,
there was a general impression that representatives of each program felt
that the size of classes in their own program was very good. Except
for occasionally going as high as ten students in the Leningrad summer
program, the classes in our various programs seldom have more than seven
students, and most participants in the conference felt that classes of
six or sevel students were legs effective than those of four or five and
that certain kinds of classes were better with only two or three students.
Reference was made to published results of studies of the question of
class size, and Dr. Thompson said that he would locate these reports
for us and would obtain any data on the subject that might be available
from government agencies.

While warmly welcoming any such data as might be available, the Session
felt that prior studies are likely to have been made in programs quite
different from those represented here, and it therefore concluded its
discussion of this topic with the following recommendation:

That a proposal be submitted to the Office of Education requesting fund-
ing for a study of the question of class size and its bearing on the
effectiveness of instruction in an overseas full time intensive program
which trains students in non-European languages.
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GROUP a: SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE

Members: Silver; Hunwick, Nigam, Takagi

Recommendation 1

The Session recommends consideration by each program of the .brcadest
possible range of teaching materials and audio-visual techniques, as
in the following categories:

I. Illustrative Materials

A. Conversations--available in written, taped, and (where possible)
videotaped form; more advanced materials should include actual,
not staged, examples to illustrate colloquial language not often
found in textbooks.

1. Sample basic conversations for living situations:

a. greetings, introductions, meetings, invitations, etc.
b. telephone conversations
c. shopping, bargaining, money transactions
d. directions, sections of city, travel, reservations
e. meals
f. institutional and bureaucratic transactions: immigra-

tion and customs, Post Office, police, security, hospital
g. tonsorial: clothes, barber, beauty parlor
h. small talk--weather
i. abuse and insult

2. More specifically topical conversations: politics, reli-
gion, art, culture, biography, etc.

3. Examples and discussion of conversational etiquette, and
appropriate levels of politeness and formality, including
slang usage and its appropriate contexts.

B. Written materials--with explanations and serial glossaries,
accompanied when appropriate by tapes

1. signs--store, street, traffic instructions
2. children's materials--e.g., nursery rhymes to introduce

metric structures, children's vocabulary
3. comics; political cartoons for more advanced students
4. newspapers--headlines only, or full articles
5. magazines and journals
6. advertisements--posters, billboards, handbills, newspaper

and magazine ads
7. grafitti
8. correspondence--in varying levels of formality, with eti-

quette
9. dictionary entries

10. institutional forms, such as visa applications
11. poetry; articles and books (or portions thereof) or litera-

ture, history, politics, art, religion, culture, etc.,
extension of A.2 above.
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12. topical vocabulary lists, with essay or sentences
13. lists of related idioms, with assay or sentences
14. handwriting and its range of variation, including calli-

graphy (including 3.1 above)

C. Aural materials--demonstrated by teachers and available on
tape, with written discussion.

1. variations in accent, on basis of region, class, sex, age,
(including children's talk)

2. variations in dialect and pronunciation
3. intonational patterns, including sarcasm
4. sub-verbal sounds; exclamations; expressions of approval,

disapproval, astonishment, fear; animal sounds, and onoma-
topoeia

5. speed of speech
6. meter and stressing of poetic recitation
7. uses of silence

D. Visual materials to illustrate non-verbal communication, live
or videotaped demonstration, work with written commentary.

1. facial expressions
2, hand gestures, both purely expressive and those reinforcing

speech
3. body gestures
4, methods of counting on fingers
5. general body etiquette, as when meeting, eating, or taking

leave

E. Examples of code-switching, and other socio-cultural phenomena
involving language.

F. Existing live, broadcast, recorded, videotaped, or filmed pre-
sentations which will illuminate some aspect of the culture,
e.g., poetiC recitations, songs, plays, puppet shows, judicial
or legislative proceedings, sports events, advertising jingles,
interviews, lectures, when possible, accompanying vocabularies,
texts, and explanations (particularly for taped or filmed mate-
rials) .

II. Development of conceptual approaches, particularly through audio-
visual techniques, to the teaching of language.

A. Examination of indigehous grammatical concepts and terminology,
with (when possible) English equivalents.

B. Examination of names and the principles behind the giving of
names.

C. Development of needed drills involving substitution, completion,
transformation, expansion, memorization, etc.
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D. Use of picture-reading (or story or dialogue construction) from
drawings, photos, slides, or film strips

E. Verbal improvisation, or reconstruction of conversations, stories
dramas, lectures, etc.

F. Full improvisation or re-enactment, with action, of conversa-
tions, dramas, films, etc.

G. Tape (and videotape) of student's performance for evaluation
and documentation of progress.

Further Recommendations:

The Session further recommended:

2. A constant awareness of the importance of coherent, continuous,
and graduated progression in the development of teaching materials
and approaches, as well as the use of multiple approaches (conver-
sations, essays, lectures, films) to a single topic of vocabulary
cluster in order that the students have adequate exposure to topi-
cal vocabulary in a variety of contexts.

3. The establishment of a regular procedure for the dissemination, with
appropriate instructions, of materials (texts and tapes) developed
abroad to interested programs in the US.

4. The establishment of channels for sharing new approaches among all
foreign programs, as in a periodic newsletter.

5. An investigation of ways in which such facilities as USIS audio
and visual equipment may be used by language programs.

6. The publication of information on funding sources for the develop-
ment and publication of new materials and for the purchase of audio-
visual and language-laboratory equipment for programs abroad.
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GROUP 4: STAFF DEVELOPMENT

Members: Hunwick; McCarus, Scebold, Warraki

The Session endorses the following propositions:

1. That a language program, more than perhaps most other programs of
instruction, stands or falls on the quality of its teaching.

2. That language teaching and in particular the teaching of difficult
languages across wide cultural gulfs demands teachers of high cali-
bre and special personal qualities.

3. That the recruitment and training of such teachers is a major task
facing administrators of programs in the "uncommonly taught langu-
ages."

4. That every teacher, even the most excellent, benefits from exposure
to different teaching techniques and new pedagogical methods.

In light of the above, the Session urges program directors to seek ways
of funding the following types of activity:

1. The training of potential teachers within the framework of specialized
teacher-training programs (e.g., TAFL program).

2. Travel and maintenance for teachers already serving in language pro-
grams tor the following ends:

a. visits to other centers both regionally and inter-regionally
and in the United States where their language is being taught
to non-speakers (see also the report of Study Group 2);

b. attendance at specialized meetings, conferences and workshops
concerned with teaching of their language;

c. cooperative research specifically related to problems identi-
fied at their respective centers.

The Session believes that the further professionalization of instruc-
tion in the uncommonly taught languages will not only ensure the con-
tinued and increased utility of overseas centers but will certainly
have an important impact on the teaching of the7ie languages at centers
in the US.
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GROUP 5: OPTIMAL USE OF HOST COUNTRY ENVIRONMENT

Members: Brown; Schiffman, Speidel, Warraki

Problem:

Influenced by the tendency to equate language training with what takes
place inside the classroom, most of our seven programs have not fully
utilized their opportunities for strengthening language study through
structured extra-mural activities (trips, explorations and personal
contacts) as an integral part of the formal curriculum.

Recommendations:

1. That teachers and directors be encouraged to organize group trips
(with teachers) to historical sites, governmental offices, local
villages, religious edifices, museums, exhibitions and festivals
where students will have opportunities to use the language in situ-
ations of social and cultural significance.

2. That teachers and directors be encouraged to help students to con-
tact persons outside the classroom (public officials, ticket sales-
men, priests, students, teachers, et al.) by a) assigning each stu-
dent a particular task and b) having him or her report findings to
the class. For example, a student with a known interestin Bud-
dhism might be asked to go to an old local temple to find out when
it was founded and what sect it is associated with; or a major in
politics might be assigned the task of finding the local office of
the major political party, and finding out when and where the next
public meeting is to be held; a person interested in economics might
be asked to call on a hotel manager and ask when is the busiest time
of the year and why.

3. That teachers and directors be encouraged to help students establish
meaningful associations with individuals of the host country who
have a similar hobby or professional or other special interest;
e.g., a student might be helped to contact, or join, a club in his
or her favorite sport or type of music, or in such hobbies as stamp
collecting and travel.
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GROUP 6: DIGLOSSIA

Members: Schiffman; Hibbett, Salib

1. Diglossia (defined as a characteristic of certain languagessuch
that they exhibit different forms used in different social situa-
tions, usually distinguished as formal/literary versus spoken/
colloquial/informal, was first defined and elaborated by Ferguson
in an article devoted primarily to Arabic (Word, 1959). It is also
a problem with regard to Tamil and other South Asian languages.

2. Diglossic languages are hard to teach and learn because students
are in effect required to learn two closely related languages at
the same time. These two forms share many phonological, gramma-
tical, and lexical similarities, but they must be kept distinct
in the culture they are used in, or mixed in particular ways.
There are also problems with speakers of the language who feel that
foreigners should not learn to use the spoke, variety and will not
speak it with them. Attempts to speak or learn this variety will
be often met with laughter, derision, anger, or other emotional re-
actions that are not encouraging to the langauge learner.

3. There is also the problem of when to start teaching which variety
of the langauge. In the US, most universities that teach Arabic
and Tamil teach only the literary language. Students who come to
the host country then must learn the spoken variety afterwards.
Some of us feel that it may be easier to start with spoken and
learn-written later, rather than vice versa. Learning literar
Arabic/Tamil comes very rapidly after some spoken is known, and
spoken does not then bave a literary flavor to it, which often
happens if literary is acquired first.

It seems to be true that some students learn better by ear than
by eye, i.e., some do better at oral/aural, while others seem to
learn best when they rely on their visual memory. But research
is necessary to determine whether the spoken or the written variety
of a given language should be taught first.

Another problem is that phonological elements in the literary lan-
guage do not always correspond one-to-one with comparable elements
in the spoken, e.g., vowels present in literary may be absent in
spoken, or a consonant may "split" into two separate phonemes in
spoken (or vice versa). But these are facts of the language and
must be dealt with at some date, and no matter which variety is
learned first.

4. The largest problem may be materials. Books and other types of
publications are available for the literary language. Good spoken
materials based on radio, prays, TV, etc. are harder to develop
and listribute. We also lack expertise in developing and using
these materials. We need help with the "hardware" and "software"
of this approach and need to share whatever expertise we already
possess.
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5. Recommendation:

There needs to be research into the question of how best to teach
diglossic languages. This includes not only the development of
materials based Oh spoken language (such as radio, plays, films,and TV) but also research into the socio-linguistics of languageuse. This means that we need to learn how native speakers knowwhen to use what variety and when to use another (i.e., what is
their competence to do this). Much research has been done in the
US and elsewhere on sociolinguistics, sociology of language, the
ethnography of communication, pragmatics, and so on, but specific
work on levels of language, polite speech, and code-switching in
diglpssic languages such aE Tamil and Arabic (and.to a different
degree in Hindi and Urdu, Indonesian languages, etc.) is still
needed. It is proposed that collaborative research involving e.g,CASA and AIIS, be worked out, with joint research projects fundedby the Office of Education or other agencies to be undertaken.
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GROUP 7: SPECIAL PROGRAMS

Members: Speidel; Duus, Salib

Given the diversity represented by the various overseas schools, it was
deemed best first to identify possible additions to core programs along
with possible problems and then to make certain specific recommendations.

A. Examples of Special Programs.

1. Faculty refresher courses.

2. Programs for pre-doctoral research grantees

3. Non-academic offerings

a. businessmen
b. lawyers
c. career diplomats
d. foundation officials

4. Summer Programs (for programs currently offering academic year
study only)

5. Continuation of the basic year program (for slower students
primarily).

6. A formal second-year program.

a. small number of highly promising students to develop out-
standing competence

b. interpreters/translators

B. Possible Problems or Considerations To Be Faced

1. Financing- -drain on existing budget or source of additional
income?

2. Special materials required.

3. Special instructional staff required

4. Optimal length of any special program.

5. Ease or difficulty of;integration into the core program.

6. Dilution of the basic core program--straining the administra-
tion of the school: service to the field versus opportunities
to increase income.

C. Recommendations.

1. In terms of national priorities (and given the state of the acade-
mic field today), it is recommended that the various overseas schools
consider providing quality refresher advanced language training for
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faculty members in addition to the responsibility for training gra-
duate and undergraduate students up to "independent competence" in
the target language. This will contribute to raising the language
competence of existing members of the academic profession. Publi-
city of such an opportunity for faculty is important,-as'is'the-can-
sideration of including financial assistance to faculty as a part
of existing funding.

2. The implementation, of a second-year program to raise the competence
of a few excellent students should be given consideration.
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GROUP 8: RELATIONSHIP OF OVERSEAS LANGUAGE INSTITUTIONS WITH DOMESTIC
LANGUAGE AND AREA PROGRAMS

Members: Van Slyke; Silver, Wolff

Recommendations and Proposals

I. That domestic programs be made more fully aware of the role and
goals of overseas Language Schools, e.g.,

A. instruction at overseas centers covers the range from interme-
diate to advanced, which is least feasible at domestic institu-
tions;

B. the goal is the rapid and solid achievement of "Independent
Competence" (see above for description of this level of
capability.)

II. That information concerning overseas programs be made regularly and
systematically available to domestic institutions, e.g.,

A. OE or other suitable agency distribute a directory/brochure
of all foreign language programs abroad;

B. publication and distribution of sample screening/admission
examinations (programs may wish to seek further standardiza-
tion before undertaking this task), with the goal of helping
t set field standards;

C. meetings on home campuses which send substantial numbers of
students to overseas programs, with the goal of publicizing
these programs, perhaps conducted by consortium representa-
tives and alumni;

D. meetings and information-distribution at professional asso-
ciation meetings.

(Note: OE mass-mailings are possible; emphasis should be placed on
overseas language programs as a generic type of educational experi-
ence ; OE funds are available for examination/development)

.

II. That materials development be as widely shared as possible among
the various language programs (see also recommendation Group 11) ,

it being understood that many materials will be site specific and
not readily generalizable to domestic programs.

IV. That personnel exchange be facilitated and encouraged wherever
feasible.

A. Exploration of exchange of language-teaching faculty members
between overseas and domestic schools.

B. Faculty Language study, especially in social science and humani-
ties disciplines, either retooling or,basic study (see also
recommendation Group 7).
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GROUP 9: EVALUATION

Members: Scebold; Brown, Hibbett, Warraki

There was agreement on the need for specific statements of proficiency
goals, as it is very difficult to communicate a student's knowledge of
a given language at present in a simple, concise manner.

Within the context of selecting students for programs and maintaining
accurate records of student progress, the following recommendations
were made by the Joint Evaluation Session:

1. More use should be made of student language aptitude tests such as
the Modern Language Aptitude Test or the PIMSLEUR aptitude test as
a selection device; it should be understood, hoWever, that test re-
sults should not be over-emphasized, as student motivation is very
important.

2. There should be follow-up of admission evaluations; end-of-program
results should be compared, a relationship established between the
two, and the compiled statistics should be shared with the program
faculty.

3. Program directors should take steps to introduce a proficiency scale
based on levels of competence similar to the Foreign Service Insti-
tute scale. This work will be supplemented and supported by other
work underway to develop proficiency goals for the foreign language
teaching profession by stage of language development.

4. Information on student proficiency should become part of a profile
of the individual language student (Language learning Profile);
this record should include information on the student's rank in
class, length of study, etc. (This profile will benefit from the
work suggested in Point 3.)

Consistent with the concern for the development of specific profi-
ciency goals for.language study, greater care must be devoted to
communicating information about students among programs and langu-
age departments. As work progresses on the development of Language
Learning Profiles on students, specific information should be pro-
vided in student recommendations:

a. number of contact hours per week;
b. title of course and its nature;
c. number of students in the class;
d. student's rank among classmates;
e. student's ability to express him/herself in the target language;
f. student's regularity in completing homework assignments;
g. student's language learning ability;
h. student's adjustment tothe environment of the target culture.

5. There should be periodic student evaluations of the teacher and
the program, conducted under the'supervision of each program
director, and these will be shared with the teacher in the form
most appropriate to the cultural context.

1 14 9
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6. There should be regular annual evaluations of each program, conduc-
ted by the director and the board. These can best be done in con-
nection with site evaulations as recommended by Group 12.

7. Periodic outside evaluations of each program should be undertaken.
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GROUP 10: CONSORTIUM FORMATION AND ADMINISTRATION

Members: Wolff; Dew, McCarus, Pray

A. Why form consortia?

1. Advantages from the point of view of the field:

First, is the elimination of competition and rivalry or duplica-
tion of programs. This is particularly impbrtant for languages
with modest total enrollment nationwide, but even for all pro-
grams, cooperation among various institutions is essential for
attracting financial support.

Second, a consortium is a means for regularizing procedures for
the staffing of the program, for selection of the participants,
for the formulation of the program, and for making other policy
decisions.

Third, a consortium is the means whereby institutions abroad can
be made representative of the whole field, so that the differing
viewpoints and educational objectives of various institutions can
be taken into consideration.

Advantages from the point of view of the membership:

First, membership in a consortium is an expression of commit-
ment to language training and area studies. This in turn gives
the member institutions credentials as having a bona fide com-
mitment and enhances the standing of the institution's program
An this field.

Second, a corollary to the first is the expression of support
for the language training abroad program and the granting of
recognition to the fact that the program is a vital part of the
language and area training program for the field involved.

Third, membership in the consortium gives the participating in-
stitution a voice in the formulation of the program, selection
procedures and governance. This does not imply, however, that
non-consortium institutions are automatically excluded from
these matters--provision is made for a voice for non-consortium
members in several of the consortia here represented--nor do
all consortium members have an equal voice in all of our con-
sortia.

B. Organization of consortia and issues involved therewith:

There are several models of organization based on administration.
For the larger consortia, there may be a breakdown into core MORI-
bers and satellite members, usually with revolvingmembership, In
the smaller consortia, all members enjoy equal status. Most con-
sortia have a board of directors which may or may not coincide with
the membership. All consortia have the equivalent of an executive
secretary, salaried in some cases, and in addition, some have
chairman of the board who works closely with the .executive secretary.
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Consortia fees vary from nothing to $1,000 per annum per participa-
ting institution. The advantage of having a fee, aside from the
fact that this provides funds for the services provided by the exe-
cutive secretary and his staff, is that it serves to formalize the
existence of the Consortium and forces a degree of commitment which
consortia with no membership charges do not show.

Some of the consortia have a written set of by-laws or a constitu-
tion. All have a formalized written set of precedents and proce-
dures, and for those that have no by-laws there is a feeling that
formalization wbuld be a good idea.

C. Representation on Consortia:

Representation is in most cases open to any institution with the
strength of commitment. There is a problem of including the point
of view of isolated scholars who nevertheless produce participants
in our programs.

D. The functions of Consortia:

First, the consortia serve to set the programs, policies, procedures
for selection of staff and students for the governance of the pro-
gram.

Second, they serve as a forum for focussing on the issues and pro-
blems of teaching the language involved.

Third, the consortia are useful tools for furthering instruction in
the language--the enforcing'of standards of language competence as
a prerequisite for funding area research.

E. Problems:

There are several possible types Of problems that are.inherent in
any governing body, particularly if the delegates to it are'not all
equally motivated to support or participate in the program, or if
there are personality or other non- academic conflicts. There may
also be a problem if some members of the consortium are less well
qualified to assume direction of the center or of the governing
board. Finally, there is also the possible danger of over-bureau-.
cratization which may arise in any such organization.

F. Recommendation:

It is recommended that membership on boards, selection, steering,
and other committees be rotated among the consortia membership.
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GROUP 11: FUNDING

Members: Duus; Mehendiratta, Van Slyke

All the centers face the problems of long-term inflation in costs or
increasingly unfavorable foreign exchange rates for converting dollarsinto local currency or both. We recognize that all the centers are
making every effort to keep the costs of their programs as low as is
consistent with quality and efficiency of, instruction, and we expect
that they will continue to do so. However, in view of the problems
mentioned above, it will be necessary for all centers to continue
active efforts to seek increased funding. We therefore make the
following recommendations:

1. The centers should form a consortium of their governing, councils
to present the co e for increased funding to appropriate United
States government agencies, including the newly organized Presi-
dent's Commission on Foreign Language and International Studies.
This concerted funding appeal should emphasize a) the fact that
these centers are major national educational resources and b)
that funding commitments should be made to the centers for periods
of at least three years in order to provide a better basis for long-term planning.

2. Centers presently receiving PL480 funds should be endowed from ex-
cess currency funds before these funds are either exhausted or
otherwise become unavailable.

3. New fellowship funds should be sought to provide at all faculty
levels fellowships for advanced language maintenance or for the
acquisition of needed second language skills (e.g., Japanese for
China specialists).

4. Additional separate funds should be sought for special center pro-
jects such as text development, development of video-tape language
training techniques and publication of materials developed;a11
such special grants should include money to cover fixed overhead
costs.

5. Efforts should be made to amend federal regulations governing the
use of federal monies so that it will be possible to a) transport
students to and from the host country on non-US carriers, b) pur-
chase essential equipment instead of renting it, and c) receive
fellowship money in block grants rather than as a fixed number of
fellowships at a fixed level of support.

6. Efforts should be made to amend IATA regulations so there will be
more flexibility in the use of group tickets with respect to changes
in scheduling.
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GROUP 12: FUTURE RELATIONSHIPS AMONG PROGRAMS

Members: Scebold; Conrad, Hibbett, Kamel

The following recommendations were agreed upon by the session:

1. Joint Evaluation

The valde of the joint planning and of the discussion of mutual pro-
blems which took place in Cairo has drawn attention to the benefits
of such meetings. Therefore, it is unanimously agreed that two fol-
low-up meetings be planned, one for 1979 and one for 1980. Each
meeting should be scheduled in a different world area; where possi-
ble, at least one teacher in addition to the project director should
attend.

2. Program Visitations

Program directors should be encouraged to schedule and budget sup-
port annually for visits to other USOE-funded programs and other
language training programs. The director and at least one teacher
should visit another program focusing on the same level of students;
the on-site stay should be at least four days. Each visit must be
carefully organized and scheduled. Following the visit a formal
report should be filed.

In certain instances, it may be possible to arrange program visita-
tions in such a way as to involve the visiting program personnel in
An evaluation of the host site (see recommendation of Study Group 9
regarding program evaluation).

3. Communication Among Programs

ACTFL, or another appropriate group, should be asked to establish
procedures and a mechanism for maintaining regular communication
with USOE-funded and related language training programs. The main
function of such communications will be to provide information such
as that suggested below:

a. Statistical information on number of students and staff, funding,
etc., collected from the various programs and summarized,

b. Commissioned articles from directors and/or teachers relAting
to successful techniques of instruction, materials development,
and testing techniques that might be duplicated elsewhere (see
recommendations of Study Group 11).

c. Short topical bibliographies on all aspects of intensive, language
training.

As a beginning, a minimum of two communications per year should be dis-
tributed.
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40 Meeting in Conjunc:ion with National Conventions

Each association related to the needs and interests of overseas
student study programs should annually schedule meetings to pro-
vide an opportunity for those involved 1. these overseas study
programs to discuss common problems and concerns.
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ADDRESSES OF PARTICIPANTS

Inter-Universit Center for Japanese Lan ua e Studies in Tok

Dr. Delmar M. Brown, Director
Noken Building
Number 3 Kioi-cho
Chiyoda-ku
Tokyo, Japan
03-262-5639

Ms. Kiyoko Takagi, Associate Director
Inter-University Center for Japanese Language Studies in Tokyo
Noken Building
Number 3 Kioi-cho
Chiyoda-ku
Tokyo, Japan
03-262-5639

Professor Peter Duus, Executive Secretary
Center for Research in International Studies
Stanford University
Stanford, California 94035
(415) 497-4581

Professor Howard Hibbett, Chairman
Inter-University Committee for the Inter-University

Center for Japanese Language Studies in Tokyo
Department of East Asian Languages and Civilizations
Harvard University
2 Divinity Avenue
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138
(617) 495-2754

Inter-University-Program in Chinese Language Studies in Taipei

Dr. William Speidel, Director
Inter-University Program
P. O. Box 13-204
Taipei, Taiwan 107
Republic of Chira
341-9123

Professor Lyman P. Van Slyke, Executive Secretary
Inter-University Program
Center for Research in International Studies
Stanford University
Lou Henry Hoover Building
Stanford, California 94035
(4A5) 497-4581
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Professor James E. Dew, Chairman of the Board
Inter-University Program for Chinese Language Studies in TaipeiDepartment of Far Eastern Languages and Literatures
3070 Frieze Building
University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109
(313) 764-9259

AIIS India

Dr. P. R. Mehendiratta
Director, AIIS.
D-176 Defence Colony
New Delhi, India 110024

Mrs. S. Nigam
Language Program Supervisor, AIIS
D-176 Defence. Colony
New Delhi, Indta 110024

Professor Harold Schiffman, Chairman
Language Committee of AIIS
Professor, South Asian Languages
Department of Asian Languages DO 21
University of Washington
Seattle, Washington 98195
(206) 543-6936

Berkeley Urdu Language Program in Pakistan

Professor Bruce R. Pray, Chairman
US Advisory Committee
Berkeley Urdu Language Program in Pakistan
Center for South and Southeast Asia Studies
260 Stephens Hall
University of California at Berkeley
Berkeley, California 94720
(415) 642-3609

Professor Brian Q. Silver
Language Teaching Supervisor, BULPIP
Department of Near Eastern Languages and Civilization
Harvard University
6 Divinity Avenue
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138
(617) 495-5757 (messages)
(617) 354-1042
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Leningrad Program

Professor Joseph L. Conrad, Chairman
Cooperative Russian Language Program Consortium
Professor of Slavic Languages
Department of Slavic Languages and Literatures
University of Kansas
Lawrence, Kansas 66045
(913) 864-4216 or
(913) 864-3819 (Slavic Department)

Indonesia Program

Professor John Wolf
307 Morrill Hall
Cornell University
Ithaca, New York 14853
(607) 256-4863

Center for Arabic Study Abroad

Dr. Ernest N. McCarus, Director
Center for Arabic Study Abroad
The University of Michigan
182 Frieze Building
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109

Dr. John 0. Hunwick, Executive Director
Center for Arabic Study Abroad
The American University in Cairo
P. 0. Box 2511
113 Sharia Kasr el Aini
Cairo, Arab Republic of Egypt

Dr. ElSaid Badawi, Director
Teaching Arabic as a Foreign Language Program
The American University in Cairo
P. 0. Box 2511
113 Sharia Kasr el Aini
Cairo, Arab Republic of Egypt

Dr. Marsden Jones, Co-Director
Center for Arabic Study Abroad
Director, Center for Arabic Studies
The American University in Cairo
P. 0. Box 2511
113 Sharia Kasr el Aini
Cairo, Arab Republic of Egypt
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Mrs. Nariman Warraki
Mrs. Ceza Draz
Mrs. Mona Kamel
Dr, Maurice Salib
Senior Arabic Language Teachers
Center for Arabic Study Abroad
The American University in Cairo
113 Sharia Kasr el Aini
P. 0. Box 2511
Cairo, Arab Republic of Egypt

US Office of Education

Dr. Richard Thompson, Chief
International Studies Branch
Division of International Education
United States Office of Education
Department of Health, Education and Welfare
ROB 7th and D Streets, S.W.
Washington, D. C. 20202
(202) 245-2356

ACTFL

C. Edward Scebold, Executive Director
American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages (ACTFL)
2 Park Avenue, Room 1814
New York, New York 10016
(212) 689-8021 (office)
(914) 478-0256 (home)
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THE WHITE HOUSE

EXECUTIVE ORDER

PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION ON !FOREIGN
LANGUAGE AND INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

By virtue of the authority vested in me as President
by the Constitution and statutes of the United States of
America, and in accordance with the provisions of the
Federal Advisory Committee Act (5 U.S.C. App. I), it is
hereby ordered as follows:

Section 1. Establishment. (a) There is hereby
established the President's Commission on Foreign Language
and International Studies, hereinafter referred to as the
Commission.

(b) The Commission shall consist of not more than
twenty-five members to be appointed by the President, one
of whom shall be designated by the President to chair the
Commission.

Sec. 2. Functions. (a) The Commission shall conduct
such public hearings, inquiries, and studies as may be
necessary to make recommendations tothe President and the
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare in accordance
with the objectives of the Commission outlined in subsection
(b) of this Section.

(b) The objectives of the Commission shall be to:

(1) Recommend means for directing public attention to
the importance of foreign language and international studies
for the improvement of communications and understanding with
other nations in an increasingly interdependent world;

(2) Assess the need in the United States for foreign
language and area specialists, ways in which foreign language
and international studies contribute to meeting these needs,
and the job market for individuals with these skills.

(3) Recommend what foreign language area studies programs
are appropriate at all academic levels and recommend desirable
levels and kindi of support for each that should be provided
by the public and private sectors.

(4) Review existing legislative authorities and make
recommendations for changes needed to carry out most effec-
tively the Commission's recommendations.



Sec. 3. Administratior, (a) To the extent authorized
by law:

(1) Al? necessary expenses incurred in connection with
the work of the Commission shall be paid from funds available
to the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

(2) The Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare
may provide, or otherwise obtain, appropriate professional,
technical, clerical and administrative personnel as may be
necessary to enable the Commission to perform its functions.

(3) Executive agencies shall assist or otherwise
cooperate with the Commission in the performance of its
functions.

(4) Each member of the Commission who is not otherwise
employed in the Government may receive compensation at the
rate of $100.00 per day for each day such member is engaged
in the work of the Commission, and may also receive travel
expenses, including per diem in lieu of subsistence (5 U.S.C.
5702 and 5703).

(b) Notwithstanding the provisions of any other
Executive order, the functions of the President under the
Federal Advisory Committee Act (5 U.S.C. App. I), except
that of reporting annually to the Congress, which are
applicable to the Commission, shall be performed by the
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare in accordance
with guidelines and procedures prescribed by the Administrator
of General Services.

Sec. 4, Termination and Final Report. The Commission
shall submit its final report to the President not later
than six months after its first meeting and shall terminate
thirty days thereafter.

THE WHITE HOUSE,
April 21, 1978

JIMMY CARTER
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Task Force on the Less Commonly Taught Languages

FINAL DRAFT REPORT

I. INTRODUCTION

The category of the less commonly taught languages (i.e., all
languages other than English, French, German, Italian, Latin,
and Spanish) accounts for only 1% of the nation's secondary'
school foreign language enrollments and 10.2% of the post-
secondary enrollments. Yet these are the languages spoken
by over 80% of the world's population, and several of them
have for many years been classified as "strategic" or "critical"
from the point of view of the national interest of the United
States. In reaffirming the validity of the concept of national
interest, the Task Force on the Less Commonly Taught Languages
endorses at the same time the definition by the Task Force
on the Commonly Taught Languages on the general values of
foreign language study: practical and commercial, humanistic
and cultural, linguistic and cognitive.

The Task Force on the Less Commonly Taught Languages believes:

- that the training of persons proficient in less commonly taught
languages is essential to the economic, political, scien-
tific, and cultural interests of the United States;

- that the study of such languages can also be of value to
the educational development of any individual who pursues
it;

- that special, centralized efforts are necessary to make
the study of such languages accessible and affordable to
any interested student, and to achieve wider public re-
cognition of their importance;

that public support for the study of these languages must
be strengthened and expanded.

The Task Force believes further that the study of languages.
with which ethnic groups in the United States identify, should
be widely recognized and encouraged. Both academia and cm,
munity-centered study programs in these languages provide an
important means for preserving the diversity of the nation's
cultural heritage, for encouraging meaningful cross-cultural
communication, and for raising public consciousness of the
value of such study.
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In offering its specif-lc l'ecommendations, the Task Force
recognizes and affirms the significance of all languages to
linguistic research and to the study of the diverse cultures
of the world, In order to make recommendations for action
involving educati.nnal resources and priorities, however, it
has been necessary to establish a hierarchy reflecting the
relative importance of the world's languages according to

criteriao total number of speakers; global or
regional importance of the language as a medium of interna-
tional communication; commercial, political, scientific, or
cultural significance; the political or economic importance,
for the United States, of the nation(s) where the language
is spoken; and the presence of a sizable population of speakers
in the United States. Collectively, these factors constitute
what the Task Force believes to be the national interest of
the United States in the development of the less commonly
taught languages.

In the last two decades, the United States government has
expressed .'s recognition of this national interest most
visibly in the legislation and administration of the National
Defense Education Act (NDEA), which has provided funds in sup-
port of language and area studies centers, teacher training
institudes, fellowships, research grants, materials develop-
ment, undergraduate instructional programs, group projects
abroad, outreach programs, and related activities. NDEA
continues to serve as the focus of both public and private
efforts through foundations, colleges, universities, and
other agencies--to strengthen the study and teaching of
these languages. As such, it provides bcth visibility and
an important measure of centralization for teaching and
research in these fields.

Althugh supp-t from foundations and institutions will
zcntlnue to be required on a massive scale, the Task Force
regavos the participation of the United States government as
essential to the success of all development efforts on behalf
of the less commonly taught languages. Such participation
has not been, and should not be, limited to funding; equally
important are the activities of the administering agency, the
U.S. Office of Education, in maintaining contacts within and
among the various professional associations concerned with
language and area studies, in providing useful statistics and
program information, in assisting all concerned parties in
their efforts to evaluate existing programs and set future
priorities.
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Working within the framework of earlier research and
existing ctatements of needs, the Task Force has consulted
with a wide range of persons professionally concerned with
the less commonly taught languages. This kind of consul-
tation has enabled the Task Force to arrive at reasonable
quantitative targets for development of instruction in
these languages over a ten-year period. It is recognized
however, that these estimates may require modification
over a period of time, to the extent that both the needs
of the nation and the preference of individuals are
subject to change.

II. RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE TASK FORCE

The recommendations listed below incorporate both short-
range and long-range goals. In some cases, possible
sponsoring agencies have been identified for the recommen-
dations. It is assumed, however, that the tasks identified
will require collaboration among numerous organizations,
institutions, and other agencies; accordingly, reference
to specific agencies is not intended to exclude other
interested groups from participating in the implementation
of the recommendations.

General

l. The Task Force on the Less Commonly Taught Languages endorses
the objectives and recommendations for promotion of language
study formulated by the Task Force on the Commonly Taught
Languages.

2. The Task Force recommends that mechanisms for ensuring
quality of instruction be established for the less commonly
taught languages.

The Task Force affirms the principle that useful learning of
language skills can only occur under qualified supervision,
with appropriate materials, and when long-range continuity of
instruction is assured.

3. The Task Force recommends the energetic promotion and
development of instruction in the following wide-use languages:
Arabic, Chinese, Japanese, and Russian; Hindi and Urdu,
Indonesian, and Portuguese; Hausa and Swahili.

The worldwide importance of the first four of these languages
mandates a major effort to increase their enrollments to the
level of the commonly taught languages; in particular, efforts
should be made to promote their instruction in secondary
schools as soon as possible.



As'primary languages within their respective world areas,
Hindi and Urdu, Indonesian, and Portuguese should be promotedchiefly at the postsecondary level.

As primary regional languages of sub-Saharan Africa, Hausa and
Swahili should also be promoted at the postsecondary level.However, these languages require immediate support for research,
materials, curriculum, and teacher trainin g to enable them toreach an adequate stage of development.

4. The Task Force recommends that the Modern Language Associa-tion, the American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages,and the appropriate individual language associations work to-gether to identify incentives to encourage secondary schools
and colleges to establish and maintain instructional programsin the wide-use languages; and that the a-.sociations shouldcollaborate with government agencies and or:1-er concerned orga-nizations in providing incentives to encourage students to
devote the time and effort necessary for the study of these
languages.

Curriculum

5. The Task Force on the Less Commonly Taught Languages
urges the Modern Language Association and the American Councilon the Teaching of Foreign Languages to give highest priorityto the development of an outline of realistic language profi-ciency goals by stage of achievement, as recommended by theTask Force on the Commonly Taught Languages.

This recommendation takes precedence over all others in the
list compiled by the Task Force on the Commonly Taught Lan-
guages, and is also the basis for all future efforts to
promote and develop the less commonly taught languages.

6. To enable teachers of the less commonly taught languagesto meet the proficiency goals, the Modern Language Associa-tion and the American Council on the Teaching of Foreign
Languages should work closely with individual teachers'
associations to develop:

(a) Studies of existing standard curricula and instruc-
tional methodology in the less commonly taught
languages, including intensive programs and other
regularly used approaches.

(b) A set of general guidelines for developing curricula
based on the proficiency goals as applied to the
less commonly taught languages.

(c) Individual handbooks with curricular models for the
use of teachers of the wide-use languages.
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7. The Task Force recommends that a capital investment be made
in deveoping under centralized management (1) a set of self-
instructional language programs and materials for approximately
one hundred languages; and (2) a set of individualized instruc-
tion programs for appl'oximately forty languages.

The wide-use languages should be given priority in the develop-
ment of self-instructional and individualized language programs.
The selection of additional languageb 1:c,1 these programs should
be undertaken by special conferences of experts representing
the various world areas. Both kinds of programs should be
developed gradually over a period of ten years, with adequate
provision.for pilots, field testing, and periodic review and
evaluation.

The estimated cost of this work will be approximately two
million dollars per year.

8. The Task Force recommends that directors of programs of
study in the less commonly taught languages attempt to multiply
the influence and value to the public of such programs by
developing outreach pr=ograms that provide educational and
cultural services to schools, other colleges and universities,
and interested civic and business groups and private citizens.

Outreach programs now operating in the area studies centers
funded under the National Defense Education Act (NDEA) should
be expanded with the aid of additional NDEA funds, and their
model should be adopted by other centers and institutions.
In order to share and multiply the benefits of experience
gained from current outreach programs, the Task Force recom-
mends that an exchange of information and experience be under-
taken through publications and a series of special conferences.
Consideration should be given to the establishment of national
outreach coordination centers for each world area.

9. Professional associations, institutions, and federal and
private funding agencies should cooperate in the development
of full-time, year-round intensive instructional programs in
the wide-use languages.

The evidence from the few such programs that have operated in
the past or are currently operating is that they constitute an
efficient and effective way of teaching and learning language
skills. However, they require a strong commitment on the part
of a sponsoring institution in addition to considerable plan-
ning, organizational effort, and capital. When appropriate,
such programs may be sponsored by non-academic agencies as
well as by colleges and universities.
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10, The Task Force recommends that the Modern Language
Association and the American Council on the Teaching of
Foreign Languages work together with other professional
organizations to develop curricula for courses dealing with
the civilization and culture of countries where the less
commonly taught languages are spoken, and that these orga-
nlzations seek funding for planning conferences dealing
with the teaching of culture.

Support for Instructional Programs

11, The Task Force recommends a significant commitment of
federal funds under the authority of the National Defense
Education Act, Title VI, as well as from other governmental
or private sources, to achieve specific enrollment goals
for 1988 for the wide-use languages and significant growth
in enrollment for the other world-area pr.-lority languages,
as outlined in the body of the Task Force report.

In the case of the wide-use languages, matching funds from
universities and other private sources may be needed to multi-
ply the effect of federal support.

12. Recognizing the importance of a coordinated network of
summer intensive language institutes for assuring the provi-
sion and maintenance of expertise in the less commonly taught
languages, the Task Force recommends that public and private
funds be obtained in support of fellowships for study at such
institutes. An estimated $1,904,500 would be required in the
first year of a ten-year period for support of 1,465 fellow-
ships for elementary and intermediate students of 155 lan-
guages. The support level would rise to $2,138,500 for
1,645 fellowships in the tenth year of the period.

13. The Task Force recommends that support be sought for
the costs, estimated at $75,000 per year, of a national
clearinghouse which would develop and monitor a ten-year
plan to guarantee the availability of instruction in the
less commonly taught language! on a regular basis in summer
intensive language institutes. The national operation would
also require a backup fund of approximately $3,000,000 from
government, foundation, and institutional sources.

The backup fund would serve to recompense any summer insti-
tute which might incur a loss when enrollment falls below
the necessary minimum; this would ensure that announced
language courses are offered on schedule regardless of
actual enrollment.
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14. The Task Force -..3,ommends a major effort in support of
study abrc9.1 I:rogramo for intermediate and advanced-level
postsecondary students, as well as for experienced and
prospective teachers of the less commonly taught languages.
Taking into account the varying costs of such study by level,
by length of study period, and by world area, the Task
Force estimates a total program cost of approximately
$20,000,000 per year, reaching a level cf" approximately
$249466,000 In the final year of the Le.-,-year period, 1988,
in support of 11,741 summer and academic year stipends.

Study Abroad

15. The Task Force recommends that the Modern Language
Association and the American Council on the Teaching of
Foreign Languages, in cooperation with American Council
of Learned Societies and other related organizations,
address strong messages to the Civil Aeronautics Board
and other concerned agencies requesting authorization of
special low-cost airfares on American carriers for students
and faculty traveling to programs of study or research
abroad.

16. The Task Force recommends that the National Endowment
for the Humanities, the U.S. Office of Education, and other
concerned agencies collaborate with private foundations to
support a series of invitational conferences where specific
problems of study abroad relevant to the various world areas
would be discussed and where recommendations for the improve-
ment and development of programs would be formulated.

17. The Task Force recommends that highest priority in
awarding fellowships for study abroad be given to language
teachers and to graduate students of any discipline or
profession who are studying a foreign language at an
advanced level.
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Teacher Trainia% and Faculty Development

18. The Task Frce recommends that public and private fundsbe obtained in support of teacher-training fellowships foradvanced study at summer intensive language institutes inthe less commonly taught languages. An estimated $1,834,250
would be required for support of 797 teacher training fellow-ships in the first year of a ten-year period, rising to alevel of $2,202,250 for 957 fellowships Ln the tenth year.

A significant proportion of the candidates for study abroadfellowships (see Recommendation No.14) will be experiencedand prospective teachers of the less commonly taught lan-guages. Programs and fellowship competitions will need to
be designed with the particular needs of these teachers inmind.

19. The Task Force recommends that existing professional
organizations of language teachers, linguits, and area stu-dies specialists take steps to promote long-range professionaldevelopment among teachers of the less commonly taught lan-guages. In particular, appropriate mechanisms should be foundfor promoting the standardization of proficiency goals, stan-dards for teacher training and certification, programs for
skill maintenance, and the dissemination, of research results.Mechanisms are also needed to establisl-r-And implement goalsfor maintaining a manpower pool of teachers and to foster
continuing partnership between language teachers and special-ists in linguistics, area studies, and related disciplines.

Materials Development and Research

20, The Task Force recommends that the National Endowmentfor the Humanities, the U.S. Office of Education, and private
foundations separately or collectively provide funds for con-ferences to establish priority lists of materials needed forthe teaching of the languages of eight world areas. Supple-mented by cost-sharing funds from sponsoring agencies, the
conferences would require a one-time investment of approxi-mately $25,000 for each world area, for a total cost of$200,000.

The eight world areas encompassed by this recommendation are:
(Sub-Saharan) Africa, East Asia, Eastern Europe, Inner Asia,Latin America, Middle East and North Africa, South Asia, and,outheast Asia.
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21. The Task Force recommends that a study be undertaken of
language teaching programs under non-academic auspices, in-
cluding those of proprietary schools, community and church
schools, business, industry, and government, involving both
commonly and less commonly taught languages. Such a study
would focus on the number, financing, and accessibility of
such schools, and on the purposes, methods, techniques,
evaluation systems, and achievements of their instTv7tional
programs. It would attempt also to ideiltify success models
having features that might be adapted to use in schools and
colleges.

22. The Task Force recommends the development of programs for
research and experimentation in the teaching of languages in
full-time intensive programs. The results of such research
should be widely disseminated within the profession together
with information on the day-to-day experience of such programs,
their methods, staffing arrangements, and materials.

23. Professional associations and research centers concerned
with African languages and area studies should be encouraged
to seek funding for research, materials, curriculum develop-
ment, and teacher training in the transnational languages of
sub-Saharan Africa, including Hausa and Swahili, Amharic,
Contemporary Arabic, Mending°, and Ngala. Immediate support
is necessary up to a stage comparable to that of other world
areas.

Policy

24. The Task Force recommends the adoption of the MLA/ACLS
Language Task Forces Five-Year Plan for the implementation
of project proposals.

Specifically, the Task Force affirms the need for a plan
which ensures:

(a) the implementation and monitoring of all recommenda-
tions of the MLA/ACLS Task Forces;

(b) the reformulation cf needs and objectives and the re=
vision of recommendations in light of changing conditions;

(c) the raising of funds in support of the educational and
promotional programs developed out of the recommendations;

(d) the development of permanent mechanisms for promotion
and lobbying on behalf of languages and area studies;

(e) the creation of a permanent mechanism designed to cor
ordinate, oversee, promote, and obtain support for a,
long-range national program of instruction, research,
and development. in language study.
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APPENDIX IV

INTERIM COMMITTEE FOR INTENSIVE OVERSEAS LANGUAGE PROGRAMS

Meeting of June 22, 1978

7 :01 9:00 p.m.

Present at this meeting were the following program representatives:

Joseph Conrad

James Dew

Peter Duus

Ernest McCarus
Bruce Pray
John Wolff

Observers:

Cooperative Russian Language Program at Leningrad
State University
Inter-University Program for Chinese Language
Studies in Taipei
Inter-University Center for Japanese Language
Studies in Tokyo
Center for Arabic Study Abroad (Cairo)
Berkeley Urdu Language Pro ram in Pakistan
Indonesian Language Abroad

C. Edward Scebold American Council of Teachers of Foreign
Languages

Richard Thompson United States Office of Education

Harold Schiffman, representative of the American Institute of
Indian Studies, was not available at the time of the meeting.

The following actions were taken:

1. Those program representatives present formed themselves into
the Interim Committee for Overseas Language Programs to
conduct such business as is necessary until the ratification
of a permanent body by the home consortia, The immediate
tasks of the Interim Committee are to carry out the appro-
priate general recommendations of the Joint Evaluation
Session plus any additional ones agreed upon at this meeting.

2. Ernest McCarus was selected as interim chairman for this
meeting.

3. It was agreed that Interim Committee members must secure
from the governing bodies of their home consortia official
agreement to make the Interim Committee a permanent inter-
consortium body. A copy of the Joint Session report should
be circulated along with the request for approval.

It is necessary to secure such agreement immediately to
facilitate the Committees functioning. Since some gover-
ning bodies may not have a meeting scheduled until next
Spring, an immediate mail ball_t should be requested.

The governing body should be asked also to appoint a
permanent representative to the new permanent committee
which will' be formed on ratification by all groups.
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4. The governing boards of the home conscrtia should be asked
to endorse and implement as many recommendations of the
Joint Evaluation Session as possible.

5. The Interim Committee should make a formal presentation
of the Joint Evaluation Session recommendations to the
President's Commission on Foreign Language and Interna-
tional Studies. As large a delegation of Interim Committee
members as possible should attend and participate in this
presentation.

6. The Interim Committee should communicate to the US
Commissioner of Education, Ernest Boyer, Joint Evaluation
Session General Recommendation Number Three on the forma-
tion of an inter-agency group on long-range funding policy.

Members of the constituent consortia of the Interim Com-
mittee are urged to make presentations at meetings of their
area associations such as AAASS, MESA, etc. and other
interested associations such as ACTFL, LSA, etc. to popu-
larize the overseas language programs and raise profession-
al awareness of their existence. This should be done
automatically at such meetings by the local representatives.

8. There should be follow-up and planning within the Interim
Committee. It was suggested that there be a planning
session late Fall 1978 for an overseas joint evaluation
session to take place in Fall 1979.

9. Ernest McCarus was elected chairman of the Interim Committee,
to serve until a permanent committee is set up.

July 3, 1978

Respectfully submitted,

.Ernest N. McCarus
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APPENDIX V

Length of Program (wks)
No. Students Applied

No. Students Accepted

Yrs. Lang. Study re-
quired of Applicants

Competitive Exam
required?

Avg. Class Size
Contact Hrs per Wk per

Student
FTE

k
eaching Load (Hrs/

W
No. E Teaching Staff

Total Cost of Center
and Program

Cost per Student

(Total.Program Cost/
No. of Students)

Ind. Student Fees
Est. Avg. Student
Travel Expenses

Est. Avg. Student
Maintenance Costs

Does Program cover
Student'Travere

Does Program cover
Student Maintenance?

USOE Contribution

Other FUnding
Sources

Amount Fihancial Aid
Open to Stlidents

Prbgram affiliated with
Local University?
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COMPARISON OF LANGUAGE INSTITUTES, 1977-1978

INDIA TOKYO

Academic Year Only Institute

6

80

30

2 2

Yes

3'14 4

20-2 20

20

INIMINIIIIMMII

$90,000

12 -4

92,470,560
( $348,946)

4
$83,010

ToTAL:$431,956

$6,000

3,082,352
( $11,631).

/4

$2,769

TOTAL:$14,378

$2;400
$1,000

$4,0007$5,000

Yes No

YO No

$90,000 $125,000

The Program
has several
fellowships
for which
there are
funds

(1) Japan
Foundation
(2) Japan-US
Friendship
Committee
(3) College
Women's Club
(4) Student
Fees:,

None $107,877

Yes No

INDONESIA

Summer Only

10

112 Full-time and 3 Part-time Teachers
6 Fuli. -time and 2 Half-time Teachers

1M5

PAKISTAN

Fall Only

----.12----..

1-4

20

1

7'
local curr.

$58/973

$8,1o6

TOTAL :$67, 079

local curr.
$4,914

$675
/4

TOTAL:$5,589.

$3.

$1,2 0

$1,400

Yes

Yes

$58,973

None

Done

Po
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COMPARISON OF PROGRAMS CONSISTING OF SUMMER AND ACADEMIC YEAR INSTITUTES 1977-1978

CAIRO PROGRAM LENINGRAD PROGRAM TAIPEI PROGRAM
Summer Full-Year Summer Full-Yar, Summer Full-Year

28Length of Program (wks) 8

Ni.Students Applied

/1,Students Accepted

ykars Lang Study re-
quired of Applicants

eOmpetc,tive Exam re-
quired?

Average Class Size

+hrs. per wk.

Teaching ers/V4
,and actual contact
hrs tea.)

NO.Teaching Staff FTE

Total Cost of Center
and Program

Cost per Student
(Total Program Cost/
No. of Students)

Ind.Student Fees
Est Avg. Student

Travel Expenses

Est Avg. Student
Maintenance Costs

Does Program cover

DogiugERFAERUREnce
Expenses?

USOE Contributions

105

41

(18 Full-Yr)

18

233

50-155

all 16 /
Spring

32
16

=

149

Fall 30-

Spring 35

8 35

0-30 45

2 2

Yes Yes

2

Yes

3

Yes

1-2 2

Yes I Yes
Required iequired
Class 5-6 CIase5z.
Elect:3-5 Elect:3

7-9 5-6 1-2 1-2

Studer Travel?

Other Funding Sources

A aunt Financial Aid
open to Students

°gram affiliated with
local university?

20 20 25 2.5 20 20

15(12) 15(12) 2D 20 25-30
. 25-30

16 8
LE133,000 ($900,000
438,400 = Total

Total : $228,400

ca.25 ca,10 a .1 ca .1

1,800
2,500)t

$512 .
$2,312

$400

:.iTtoo ($700)

][.E.160 per mo.($235)

a)/
1,538

'09 438

$1,0003-

$771,590

3294 $4,375

$280,000

2,500 $3,000

1 000

Yes

Yes

Lam,

Yes

Yes

415 $1,000

Yes5 Yes ;)

Yes Yes

$7,000

750 1 $2,650

No

No

No

No
O

$190,000) in PL48 $25,00 $40,000 0150,000

(1) Consortium dues
of $1,000 per year
paid by 19 U.S.
universities 7

(2) Student Fees

(1) onsortium due
and subsidies

(2) CIER Subsidy

(3) Student Fees

(4) Foundation

5) Corporate
Contributions

(1) Student Fees
(2) Miscellaneous,

ca. $6,000-
$8,000

(3) $6,000 from
Univ. of.' ',.

Penn6y1Vania
Project

None

Yes

ea.$70,000 per yr. a.50,000 per yr.

Yes Yes
1-

6 Students responsible for US
2

domestic and trans-Atlantic
travel.3

7 1 Summer Student paid his own
4 $750 per quarter travel and maintenance expenses

and 1 Full-Year student was fir,-5 Students responsible for US domestic travel
156 nanced by a Rotary Fellowship.

10-15 students on University of Penn.Project.

7 Full-Time and 20 Part-time Teachers
Full-Year fee included $400 for summer program
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APPENDIX VI

ABSTRACT OF RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE JOINT EVALUATION
SESSION OF INTENSIVE OVERSEAS LANGUAGE PROGRAMS,

CAIRO, ARAB REPUBLIC OF EGYPT,
JUNE 19-235, 1978

General Recommendations

The Plenary Meeting of the Joint Evaluation Session
recommended that:

1. A consortium of the progranis represented at the Joint
Evaluation Session be established. This consortium
should be an on-going body representing these overseas
language programs before the various agencies.

2. As a first step there should be created an Interim
Committee composed of one representative from each of
the seven participating programs. Members of the
Interim Committee should seek immediate ratification
of said committee from their respective governing
boards, which are responsible for appointing permanent
delegates to the new committee.

3. The Interim Committee or its successor should make
a presentation on intensive overseas programs in the
uncommonly taught languagesto the President's Commis-
sion on Foreign Language and International Studies.

4. The various U.S. federal funding agencies should meet
and plan for on-going support of intensive overseas
language centers. This should be done in conjunction
with privat:e foundations and companies interested in
international studies - for example, the Ford
Foundation, the Carnegie Foundation, Exxon, and
Chase Manhatten Bank - as well as with representatives
of the Interim Committee on Intensive Overseas
Language Programs or its successor.

5. More effective planning and operation should be
facilitated by the granting of awards by the U.S.
Office of Education to group study abroad programs
on the basis of a three-year cycle.
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Group I : Program Length, Intensity, Timing: Student and
Teacher Loads

The group expressed the view that:

1. Summer and one semester/quarter programs are more
suitable for undergraduate students and faculty
retraining programs. Full academic year programs
are more suitable to graduate students at early
points in their graduate careers, prior to retur-
ning for field research.

2. There is a need for more accurate and precise
definition of the degree of program-intensiveness.

The groups recommended that:

1. The number of hours teachers spend in the classroom
should be reduced when possible to allow more time
for material development and to raise their status
by making their workloads similar to other college
and university staff.

2. Correlations should be attempted between hours of
language study required to reach specified profi-
ciency levels.

Group II : Class Size

The group recommended that a proposal should be submitted
to the Office of Education requesting funding for a study
of the question of class size and its bearing upon the
effectiveness of instruction in an overseas full-time
intensive program which trains students in non-European
languages.

1 8
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Group III : Software and Hardware

The group recommended that:

1. Each overseas intensive language program should con-
sider the broadest possible range of teaching materials
and audio-visual techniques.

2. Program administrators and teachers should maintain a constant
awareness of the importance of a coherent, continuous,
and graduated progression in the development of teaching
materials and approaches.

3. A regular procedure should be established for the
dissemination, with appropriate instructions, of mate-
rials (texts and tapes) developed abroad to interested
programs in the U.S.

4. Channels should be established for the sharing of new
approaches among all foreign programs, as in a periodic
newsletter.

5. Ways should be investigated in which such facilities
as USIS audio and visual equipment may be used by
language programs.

6. Information should be published on funding sources
for the development and publication of new materials
and for the purchase of audio-visual and language-
laboratory equipment for programs abroad.

Group IV : Staff Development

The group recommended that:

1. Potential teachers should be trained within the
framework of specialized teacher-training programs.

2. Teachers already serving in language programs should
be enabled to visit other centers both regionally
and inter-regionally and in the United States where
their language is being taught to non-speakers; to
attend specialized meetings, conferences, and work-
shops concerned with the teaching of theirlanguages;
and to engage in co-operative research spe.ifically
related to problems identified at their respective
centers.

3. Program directors should do their utmost to insure
funding of the above activities.
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Group V : Optimal Use of Host Country Environment

The group recommended that:

1. Teachers and directors be encouraged to organize group
trips to historical sites, government offices, local
villages, religious edifices, museums, exhibitions,
and festivals where students will have opportunities
to use the language in situations of social and cul-
tural significance.

2. Teachers and directors should be encouraged to help
students to contact persons outside the classroom by
a) assigning each student a particular task and
b) having him or her report findings to the class.

3. Teachers and directors should be encouraged to help
students establish meaningful associations with indi-
viduals of the host country who have a similar hobby
or professional or other special interest.

Group VI : Diglossia

The group recommended that collaborative work should be
carried out on the question of how best to teach diglossic

. languages. Through joint research projects funded by the
Office of Education or other agencies, not only must mate-
rials based on spoken language be developed (drawn from
radio, plays, films, and television) but there must also
be research into the socio-linguistics of language use.

Group VII : Special Programs

The group recommended that:

1. The various overseas language schools should consider
providing quality refresher or advanced language trai-
ning for faculty scholars in addition to providing
training for undergraduate and graduate students.

2. Implementation of a second-year program to raise the
language competence of a few excellent students
should be given consideration.
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Group VIII : Relationship of Overseas Language Institutions
with Domestic Language and Area Programs

The group recommended that:

1. Domestic programs should be made more fully aware of
the role and goals of overseas language schools.

2. Information concerning overseas programs should be
made regularly and systematically available to
domestic institutions

3. Materials development should be as widely shared as
possible among the various language programs.

4. Personnel exchange should be facilitated and
encouraged wherever feasible between the overseas
institutions and domestic programs.

Group IX : Evaluation

The group recommended that:

1. More use should be made of such student language
aptitudes tests as the Modern Language Aptitudes
Test or the PIMSLEUR aptitudes text as a selection
device.

2. There should be a follow-up of admission evaluations:
end-of-program results should be compared with such
evaluations, relationships should be established
between the two, and compiled statistics should be
shared with program faculty.

3. Program directors should take steps to introduce
a proficiency scale based on levels of competence
similar to the Foreign Service Institute scale.
This work should be supplemented and supported by
other work underway to develop proficiency goals
for the'foreign language teaching profession by
stages of lapguage development.

4. Information on student proficiency should become
part of a profile of the individual language student.
This record should include such information as the
student's rank in class and length of study.
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5. There should be periodic student evaluations of the
teacher and the program; conducted under the super-
vision of each program director, and these
should beshared with the teacher'in the form most
appropriate to the cultural context.

6. There should be regular, annual evaluations of
each program, conducted by the director and the
board.

7. Thrire should be periodic outside evaluations of
each program.

Group X : Consortium Formation and Administration

The group recommended that membership on boards and on
selection, steering, and other committees should be
rotated .a.ong cvonsortia membership.

Group XI : Funding

1. The group recommended that overseas language learning
centers should form a consortium of their governing
councils to present the case for increased funding to
appropriate U.S. government agencies, including the
newly organized Presidentes Commission on Foreign
Language and International Studies. This concerted
funding appeal should emphasize a) the fact that these
centers are major national educational resources, and
b) that funding commitments. should be made to the
centers for periods of at least three years in order
to provide a better basis for long-term planning.

2. Centers currently receiving PL480 funds should be
endowed from excess currency funds before these
become either exhausted or otherwise unavailable.

3. New fellowship funds should be sought to provide at
all faculty levels fellowships for advanced language
maintenance or for the acquisition of needed second
language skills,
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4. Additional separate funds should be sought for
special center projects such as text development,
development of video-tape language-training
techniques, and publication of materials deve-
loped. All such special grants should include
money to cover fixed overhead costs.

5. Efforts should be made to amend federal regulations
governing the use of federal monies so that it
will be possible a) to transport students to and
from the host country on non-US carriers, b) to
purchase essential equipment..instead of renting
it, and c) to receive fellowship money in block
grants rather than as a fixed number of fellowships
at a fixed level of support.

6. Efforts should be made to amend IATA regulations so
that there will be more flexibility in the use of
group tickets with respect to changes in scheduling.

Group XII : Future Relationships among Programs

The group recommended that:

1. Two following sessions to the Cairo conference should
be planned, one for 1979 anc: one for 1980. Each
-meeting should be scheduled in a different area of
the world. When possible, at least one teacher from
each center in addition to the Project director
should attend.

2. Program directors should schedule budget support for
visits to other USOE-funded programs and other
language-training centers. The director and at
least one teacher from one program should visit
another program focusing on similar levels of
students. The on-site stay should be at least four
days, and should be followed by the filing of
a formal report.

3. ACTFL or another appropriate group should be asked
to establish regular procedures and a mechanism
for maintaining regular communication between
USOE-funded and related languarge-training programs.
As a beginning, a minimum of two communications per
year should be distributed.
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4. Each association related to the needs and interests
of overseas student study programs should annually
schedule meetings to provide opportunity for those
involved in these programs to discuss common pro
blems and concerns.
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